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A Tribute to Our Fallen Heroes
The OIF II deployment to Iraq was marred by the loss of
seven heroic Seabees from NMCB-14 who were killed by
hostile fire.
The seven Seabees were Equipment Operator
3rd Class Christopher Dickerson; Hull Technician 2nd Class
Jason B. Dwelley; Builder 2nd Class Michael Anderson;
Equipment Operator 2nd Class Trace Dossett; Steelworker 2nd
Class Ronald Ginther; Builder 2nd Class Robert Jenkins; and
Construction Mechanic Second Class Scott McHugh.
All seven were killed in separate attacks April 30 and May
2, 2004. Two of the Seabees - Dwelley, 31, of Apopka, FL,
and Dickerson, 33, of Eastman, GA - died April 30, 2004
when their military vehicle hit an improvised explosive
device while traveling in a convoy that was transporting
material from one Seabee camp to another camp near the town
of Hit in the Al Anbar Province of Iraq.
The five other
Seabees - Anderson, 36, of Daytona, FL; Dossett, 37, of
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Orlando, FL; McHugh, 33 of Boca Raton FL; Jenkins, 35 of
Stuart, FL; and Ginther, 37 of Auburndale, FL - were killed
May 2, 2004 as a result of a mortar attack on their camp at
Ar Ramadi, Iraq. The mortar attack occurred as the Seabees
were securing from a unit movement bringing the I MEG
Commander to the Camp Ar Ramadi, Iraq Forward Operating
Base (FOB) camp.
While these seven Seabees understood the obvious inherent
risk to them and others serving in combat, they and other
citizen-Seabees from NMCB-14 voluntarily responded to the
call to Active Duty and went in harm’s way, knowing that
their mission supported not just United States Marines,
Soldiers, Seabees, and joint forces operating out of
forward operating bases in central Iraq, but improved the
conditions for sustaining a fragile peace in the once
oppressed nation.
Their service directly contributed to
the quality of service conditions for not just U.S. service
members, but for the Iraqi citizens whose roads they fixed,
whose young men they skillfully trained, and whose freedom
they helped preserve.
These seven outstanding Seabees
considerably strengthened NMCB-14 and the rest of the Naval
Construction Force serving in OIF II, motivating all to
complete their mission with unwavering conviction.
All Seabees deeply felt the loss of their shipmates. These
seven Seabees who served with such distinction have built
upon the heroic Seabee legacy that the rest of us continue
to enjoy, now with more pride and humility in the aftermath
of their ultimate sacrifice. Their lives and their passing
in the line of duty personified the Navy’s core values of
Honor, Courage and Commitment, as well as the Seabee motto,
“With compassion for others, we build and we fight, for
peace with freedom”.
God bless Petty Officers Dickerson,
Dwelley, Anderson, Dossett, Ginther, Jenkins, and McHugh –
we shall never forget them.
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BU2 Michael Anderson was 36
years old, born December 8,
1967. His wife Karen and
daughter Brandi of Daytona, FL,
survive him.

EO3 Christopher Dickerson was
33 years old, born April 16,
1971. His wife Tracy and
daughter Skylar of Eastman,
GA, survive him.

EO2 Trace Dossett was 37 years
old, born April 22, 1967. His
wife Angela and daughters
Cassidy and Raimee of Orlando,
FL survive him.

SW2 Jason Dwelley was 31
years old, born November
10, 1972. His parents, John
and Quennell of Apopka, FL,
survive him
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SW3 Ronald Ginther was 37
years old, born July 20,
1966. His wife Donna and
three children of
Auburndale, FL survive him

BU2 Robert Jenkins was 35
years old, born February
14, 1969. His wife
Elizabeth Jenkins of
Stuart, FL, survives him.

CM2 Scott McHugh was 33 years
old, born April 29, 1971.
Mother Joyce McHugh of Boca
Raton, FL and his father
Vincent McHugh of Jacksonville,
FL survive him.
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Executive Summary
In 2004, NMCB 14 provided considerable operational support
in both a Reserve and Active Duty capacity in accordance
with operational taskings provided by the First Naval
Construction Division (1NCD), Third Naval Construction
Regiment (3NCR), and First MEF Engineer Group (I MEG).
In November 2003 NMCB 14 responded to a Warning Order
preparing the unit for potential mobilization of 525
personnel to deploy a main body to Rota, Spain, a heavy air
detachment to the Caribbean, and a heavy air detachment to
Iraq.
The unit was ordered to stand down from this order
on Christmas Eve 2003.
Shortly after the new year started the verbal stand down
order was rescinded and the unit received a new written
warning order resulting in another reorganization of the
Battalion. In February 2004 the unit was activated,
mobilized and subsequently deployed 400 Seabees to Iraq as
Task Force Tango (TF-T) in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom II (OIF-II). During this deployment NMCB 14 was
able to meet all I MEG taskings while working through
numerous challenges, delivering completion of all major
projects by their deadlines.
In addition to formal
taskings,
Fourteen’s
personnel
provided
base
service
support, force protection and quality of service (QOS)
improvements across multiple forward operating base (FOB)
locations across the war torn country of Iraq.
In all
these roles, our Task Force/Battalion showed extreme
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adaptation to constantly changing operational requirements
and TTPs in a complex and sometimes volatile combat
environment.
During OIF II, 400 Seabees with NMCB 14 deployed into Iraq
as insurgent actions against Multi-National Forces Iraq
(MNF-I) were escalating. Security threat conditions in the
country remained extremely unfavorable throughout the
deployment curtailing our planned civil military operations
(CMO) mission.
Seven NMCB 14 fallen heroes paid the
ultimate price for freedom by laying down their lives in
service to their country, and another 38 were wounded in
action, as a result of multiple enemy attacks on the unit.
Despite extreme tragedy NMCB 14 regrouped and moved forward
with perseverance and vigor to complete over 30,000 direct
labor man-days of work.
FOURTEEN simultaneously operated at multiple locations on
opposite sides of the world.
Coordination between the
detachment
sites
within
Iraq
and
INCONUS
required
overcoming limited and unreliable communications assets.
Within Iraq, the coordination of complex troop, equipment
and material movements in support of multiple detachments
proved extremely challenging. The planning and execution of
movements and projects was critical and depended on the
close coordination not only within and across the Battalion
but also with many outside agencies and other Military
services.
Manpower requirements and availability was
constantly monitored between the Command Element and all
Detachment sites to ensure that personnel and equipment
utilization were maximized based on current tasking and
priorities.
NMCB 14 was the first Seabee reserve unit mobilized and
deployed to Iraq in support of OIF II. The Air Det arrived
in Iraq on March 23, 2004. Shortly after, the Main Body
arrived on April 1, 2004. NMCB 14 personnel hit the ground
running, with the Air Detachment, Command Element and
operational Detachments moving into their deployment sites
and establishing their camps in existing sub-standard
facilities.
During the deployment, NMCB 14 received 75
Fragmentary Orders requiring us to perform contingency
construction operations across Al Anbar, the largest
province in Iraq.
Major operations highlights of the
deployment include:
(1)

Constructed Iraqi Border Patrol (IBP)
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expeditionary camps at three remote locations along
the Syrian and Jordanian border with Iraq.
(2) Built the number one priority project for the
FIRST Marine Expeditionary Force (I MEF) in the MNF-W
area of operations; 125 SWAhuts with support
facilities for troop housing for 1000 Marines.
Working with a sister Reserve construction unit, the
Oklahoma Army National Guard’s 120th Engineer
Battalion, Task Force Tango completed the job ahead of
schedule despite serious Class IV issues.
(3) TF-T established one of the most successful Iraqi
Construction Apprenticeship Programs (ICAP) in Iraq,
helping over 80 young Iraqi men learn basic
construction skills in carpentry, masonry, electrical,
and plumbing.
(4) Continuously dispatched two 23-man Tactical
Movement Teams (TMTs) on 79 separate tactical convoy
missions all over Iraq moving over 580 passengers,
over $5 million worth of materials and supplies and
covering over 10,600 miles in complex and constantly
kinetic urban and rural combat environment.
(5) Provided unique force protection structures for
berthing and hardened numerous forward operating bases
throughout the theater under intermittent threat of
indirect fire at all times.
(6) Made numerous quality of service (QOS) camp
improvements and trouble calls at deployment sites
across the Al Anbar Province benefiting countless
Marines, Soldiers and Sailors.
While deployed for 222 days, NMCB 14 successfully completed
a number of critical bed down, force protection, and quality
of service support projects throughout Al Anbar province for
Marine Expeditionary and Special Operation Forces as well as
significant tasking in support of CMO missions for the Iraqi
Interim Government (IIG).
To achieve this our Operations
department and Company, Detachment and TMT personnel
performed
significant
planning
and
estimating
work,
engineering
and
resource
balancing,
while
overcoming
significant operational logistics and material shortages in
a complex combat environment while continually focusing on
customer service, construction safety and timely project
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completion. In addition we coordinated with adjacent Seabee,
Army and Marine units as well as contractors to establish
cooperative relationships that enabled the Battalion to
overcome many barriers to mission accomplishment, greatly
enhancing our ability to execute our missions. The overall
effectiveness of leadership in these efforts can be measured
by our successful completion of the taskings detailed in
Section III of this report.
Throughout this historic and remarkable deployment in
support of the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), Task Force
Tango and NMCB 14 exhibited excellence in contingency
construction operations, construction, safety, equipment
management, logistics, and embarkation operations.
We are
proud of our impressive accomplishments in construction
support, force protection and quality of service missions
for countless Marines, Soldiers and Sailors of the FIRST
Marine Expeditionary Force as well as our support of Civil
Military Operations that helped increased regional stability
for
the
Interim
Iraqi
Government.
With
sometimes
overwhelming tasks and significant material shortages, Task
Force Tango and NMCB 14 managed to deliver to the First
Marine Engineer Force (I MEF) completion of all major
projects
by
their
deadlines.
FOURTEEN
displayed
unparalleled
teamwork,
utmost
dedication
to
mission
accomplishment, and absolute professionalism and “Can Do”
esprit de corps through unforeseen adversity which concluded
with the first-ever deployment turnover between two Reserve
Battalions in a combat environment.

J.D. Prien III
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OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM II
OPERATIONAL CHAIN OF COMMAND DURING OIF II

Commander-In-Chief
President George W. Bush

SECDEF
Honarable Donald Rumsfeld

****
USCENTCOM
GEN John Abazaid

****
CJTF 7 / MNF I
GEN George W. Casey

***
I MEF
LTGEN J.F. Sattler, USMC

**

**

**

**

1ST FSSG

1ST MARDIV

I MEG
RADM Kubic

3RD MAW

(RDML Alexander)

DEPCOM I MEG
CAPT Handley
MEG Augment

MEG Logcells

TF-Tango 14 Ar Ramadi
CAPT Prien

TF-T 3 TMT
Gold Team

TF-T 14 TMT
Blue Team

TF-T 14 Det Al Asad

TF-T 14 Det Kuwait

TASK FORCE TANGO / NMCB 14
ORGANIZATION
Commander TFT / CO NMCB 14
CAPT Prien
Military Advisor
MSGT Wakeman, USMC

Command Master Chief
CUCM(SCW) Trost

Executive Officer
LCDR Jones

Special Staff
Communications, Medical, Dental,
Chaplain, PAO

S-1
Admin
YNC Dacunto

S-3
Operations Officer
CDR Maconi

S2
Intel / Training / Armory
LT Lopez

S-4
Supply Officer
LCDR Padama

Headquarters Company

Alfa Company
Horizontal Construction

Bravo Company
Utility Construction
Camp Maintenance

TFT TMT 14
EOC(SCW) Slaughter

Charlie Company
Vertical Construction

TFT Al Asad, IZ Detachment
Multi-purpose
3 MAW

TFT Ali Al Salem, KU Detachment
Multi-purpose, RSOI
USN, USAF

TFT TMT 3
LT Mohr
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OIF II Deployment Statistics
Mobilization and Deployment Schedule
Seabee Readiness
Air Detachment
Main Body Deployment

NCBC Gulfport, MS
Operation Iraqi
Operation Iraqi

17 Feb 04 - 01 Apr
23 Mar 04 – 14 Oct
01 Apr 04 – 29 Oct

OIF II Site Summary
SITE
Ar Ramadi, Iraq
Al Asad, Iraq
Balad, Iraq
Husaybah, Iraq
Camp Moreell, Kuwait
Al Waleed, Iraq
Turaybil, Iraq
Mahmudiyah, Iraq
Task Force Justice 2
and
3,
Al
Anbar
Province, Iraq

DATE
23
23
11
15
11
04
17
26

Mar
Mar
Apr
Jun
Aug
Jun
Jun
Jul

04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

30
30
28
17
29
19
28
24

#SEABEES
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04

200
104
50
29
50
51
45
9

15 Jul 04 – 31 Jul 04
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TOTAL
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Sep
Sep
Jul
Jul
Oct
Jun
Jun
Aug

MANDAYS
DIRECT LABOR
13,552
8,893
3,396
1,522
1,282
627
444
270
109
30,095

Man-day Distribution
CATEGORY
Direct Labor (DL personnel only)
Indirect Labor (DL personnel
Readiness & Training (all
Overhead (all non-DL personnel)
TOTAL

MANDAYS
30,095
10,596
6,919
26,640
72,081

% OF TOTAL
41.8
14.7
9.6
36.9
100.0%

Operations Statistics
Name of exercise or operation
Number of Seabees participating
from your unit
Other participating
services/countries
Total number of participants
Denote whether your unit had
lead or supporting
responsibility for planning and
execution
Dollar value of projects
completed
Total cost for reconstitution of
TOA gear and equipment

Operation Iraqi Freedom II
403
USMC, US Army, US Air Force, Also
forces from UK, Australia, Korea,
Japan, etc.
130,000± US troops
Supporting responsibility
$13,995,381 (reflects labor and
materials)
N/A
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Man-Day Statistics
Project man-days tasked (by OPORDER or FRAGO)
Project man-days expended
Project man-days earned
Percentage of tasking completed (man-days earned
divided by man-days tasked)
Monday efficiency (man-days earned divided by mandays expended)
Actual Availability Factor

32,000
30,095
27,531
86.1%
90.5%

Narrative
During our OIF II deployment, NMCB 14 simultaneously
operated in two hemispheres on opposite sides of the world.
To accomplish this, we established separate organizations
for NMCB 14 Seabees in CONUS, the Command Element site in
Iraq, and various detachment sites within Iraq and Kuwait.
Coordination between the multiple locations required
overcoming very poor DSN phone connections as well as
accommodating an 8-hour time difference. Within Iraq,
coordinating complex troop movements in support of multiple
detachments in various locations and the Command Element
proved extremely challenging, yet was vitally important, to
ensure timely transport of materials and supplies. The
planning and execution of these projects were critical and
depended on the close coordination of the Operations
Department and Line Companies, Tactical Movement Teams,
Embark Department, Communication Department, Supply
Department and Material Liaison Officer (MLO). Manpower
requirements and availability was constantly monitored
between Command Element and all Detachment sites to ensure
that personnel and equipment utilization were maximized
based on current tasking and priorities. Task Force
detachment locations within Iraq and Kuwait are shown in
the attached theater dispersion map.

14
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TF-T 14
TASK FORCE TANGO / NMCB 14 THEATER DISPERSION
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NMCB 14 Top Fifteen Projects

PROJECT TITLE
1. Tactical Movement
Teams (TMT)
2. 125 SWAhuts - I
MARDIV Troop
Housing
3. Balad Surge
Housing
4. Hesco Berthing
Units
5. Balad Fixed Wing
Parking
6. Balad Area 16
7. Iraqi Border
Patrol Camps, Al
Waleed, Turaybil,
Husaybah, Iraq
8. ING Expeditionary
Small Arms Range
9. Iraqi Police
Academy
10. Iraqi
Construction
Apprenticeship
Program (ICAP) –
Ramadi and Al
Asad
11. Iraqi National
Guard
Improvements
12. Al Asad Community
Outreach Center
13. Detention Center
Renovations
14. Airfield Crater
Repair Project
15. All Other Work
(Discretionary,
Camp Maintenance,
RSS, etc...)

ID

LOCATION

# OF
PERS

MANDAYS
(Earned)

IZ4-308

Ar Ramadi,
Iraq

46

5460

IZ4-325

Ar Ramadi,
Iraq

65

2088

IZ4-808

Balad, Iraq

46

1416

IZ4-504

Husaybah,
Iraq

29

1289

IZ4-804

Balad, Iraq

46

1193

IZ4-814

Balad, Iraq
Al Waleed,
Turaybil and
Husaybah,
Iraq

46

787

IZ4-513
.514,515

51
45
29

627
444
233

IZ4-313

Ar Ramadi, IZ

12

410

IZ4-509

Al Asad, Iraq

8

563

IZ4-311
IZ4-517

Ar Ramadi,
Iraq
Al Asad, Iraq

6
5

539
297

IZ4-319
IZ4-324

Ar Ramadi,
Iraq

12

287

IZ4-518

Al Asad, Iraq

15

440

IZ4-521

Al Asad, Iraq

10

312

-

Al Asad, Iraq

10

300

-

Various
Locations

TOTAL
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11,241
30,421

IZ4-308 TACTICAL MOVEMENT TEAMS
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
Unit convoy movements per I MEG Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP) required a “heavy” security element called
the Tactical Movement Team (TMT).
Task Force Tango
operated two such teams, TMT 14 and TMT 3; each consisting
of six hardened HMMWVs and 23 permanently assigned
personnel.
Permanent assignment was to facilitate the
close coordination and training required for the TMTs to
operate
safely
and
proficiently
in
the
volatile
environment.
Each team’s 23 personnel included the
following members:
Convoy Commander, Assistant Convoy
Commander, Security Team Leader, Gun Truck Commanders,
Drivers, A-Drivers, gunners, navigator/Blue Force tracker
operator, communications operators. In addition each team
had a Marine Corps military advisor attached to the convoy
missions.
These teams combined executed a total of 79
missions covering 10,600 road miles.
Close coordination
was conducted with local Marine and Army units to fully
utilize available convoy movements. All told NMCB 14
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coordinated 257 ground missions.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 10APR04
Completion Date: 18OCT04
Average Crew Size: 23 personnel per team (2 teams)
Total Project Man-days: 5460 Man-days
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IZ4-325 - 125 SWAHUTS – FIRST MARINE DIVISION HOUSING
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

West End Work – Closer View

Scope:
NMCB 14 received Fragmentary Order M071-04 dated 141330Z
JUL 04 to complete the FIRST Marine Expeditionary Force
Commander’s number one priority project in the MNF-W AOR –
completing a 1000 man, 126 building expansion for FOB Ar
Ramadi.
Project scope consisted of 14 acres of site
preparation work, constructing 125 Southwest Asia huts
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(SWAhuts) and one super SWAhut (16’x48’) laundry, a motor
pool yard, as well as installation of an electrical
distribution system consisting of six generators and
underground utilities for all 125 units and 6 portable
shower trailers.
The FRAGO directed NMCB 14 to work
jointly with the Oklahoma Army National Guard’s 120th
Engineer Battalion to complete the work by 15SEP04. I MEG
subsequently ordered us to complete the construction of the
125 SWAhuts by 31 AUG 04 and the first 20 SWAhuts ASAP in
order to quickly move the Marines out of the volatile town
of Ramadi.
Major challenges included extreme temperatures (120 degrees
and up), poor quality lumber, and slow delivery of
materials and tools. Due to the continually deteriorating
insurgent situation in Ramadi, material suppliers were
forced to deliver the materials to Fallujah, approximately
42 miles east, forcing us to heavily rely on our Tactical
Movement Teams (TMTs) to make multiple short notice Class
IV hauls from Fallujah to Ramadi under constant threat of
small arms fire, Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) and
indirect fire (IDF). Many critical materials came in well
past their estimated and required delivery dates. TF-Tango
removed 4,500 cubic yards of rubble from the site and
brought in 11,000 cubic yards of fill for the project.
Approximately 7,000 Hescos were erected and filled. Force
protection consisted of removal of trash, concertina wire,
debris, and rubble over 14 acres before placement of 3000
Hesco barriers and 300 concrete “Texas” barriers requiring
over 5000 cubic yards of fill. Dust control consisted for
placement of 1000 cubic yards of gravel around the
encampment. Despite the challenges we successfully worked
with the 120th US Army National Guard unit to meet the
accelerated schedule delivering an outstanding quality
product to 2/4 and 2/5 Marines. Total labor cost saved by
the Navy estimated at $1,656,198.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 15JUL04
Completion Date: 25SEP04
Average Crew Size: 75 personnel
Total Project Man-days: 4044 combined Man-days
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IZ4-504 3/7 MARINES - HESCO BERTHING BUNKERS
HUSAYBAH, IRAQ

Scope:
Construct expeditionary Hesco-type bunker structures to
provide immediate force protection from indirect fire. NMCB
14 received Fragmentary Order M028-04 Mod 1 dated 201800Z
APR
04.
Scope
consisted
of
constructing
hardened
expeditionary troop housing for Marines stationed at FOB
Camp Husaybah, on the Iraq-Syrian border.
These heavy
earthen and timber structures had to provide adequate force
protection against indirect fire attacks, which were
frequent in that location, utilizing Hesco-type bunker
structures, sandbags and lumber. Prior to NMCB 14 building
the structures, Marines were living in facilities without
hardened roofs.
The tasking required ground transport of
personnel and materials to Husaybah on poor roadways.
In
addition, the crew during the journey to Husaybah had to be
aware of other challenges including attacks from insurgents
and innovative explosive devices (IEDs) planted on the
highways. Material availability was a major problem. With
a
tight
construction
schedule
and
limited
material
availability, NMCB 14 worked diligently in grueling heat to
deliver this project on time.
NMCB 14 met all these
obstacles and challenges and after 1,289 man-days expended,
the project was completed and turned over to the Marines.
Total labor cost saved by the Navy estimated at $272,094.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 13APR04
Project Completion Date: 19JUL04
Average Crew Size: 29
Total Project Man-days: 1289
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IZ4-808 SURGE HOUSING
BALAD, IRAQ
Classified project for CJSOTF-TF

IZ4-804 BALAD FIXED WING AIRCRAFT PARKING
BALAD, IRAQ
Classified project for CJSOTF-TF

IZ4-814 AREA 16 IMPROVEMENTS
BALAD, IRAQ
Classified project for CJSOTF-TF
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IZ4-513,514,515 IRAQI BORDER PATROL CAMPS
AL WALEED, TURAYBIL AND HUSAYBAH, IRAQ

Al Waleed, Iraq

Turaybil, Iraq

Husaybah, Iraq
Scope:
Project scope consisted of constructing three 100-man Iraqi
Border Patrol (IBP) Camps at three remote border crossing
points along the Iraq border with both Syria and Jordan.
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The projects included force protection, berthing tents with
electrical
lights
and
air
conditioning,
a
weapons
qualification range, shower facilities, watch towers,
generator and electrical distribution systems and an entry
control points.
The extra challenge to each of these
projects was the construction of a large earthen perimeter
berm surrounding the entire camp.
These projects were
worked partially in parallel and in series with the crew
improving the construction process on each one.
At Al
Waleed poor soil conditions at the site made it extremely
difficult for both personnel and equipment to grade and
excavate the material for the berm; however, this condition
did not impede the construction progress of the camp.
Construction of this camp started on June 4th with a crew of
51 Seabees and was completed on June 16 with a total of 627
man-days expended. Total labor cost saved was estimated at
$248,145. At Turaybil, NMCB 14 also installed two shower
units for the 3/11 Marines and Army soldiers stationed near
the camp.
Building on lessons learned from the previous
camp project 45 Seabees were able to construct the camp
ahead of schedule and performed additional work to improve
the quality of service for both Army and Marine personnel.
Total man-days expended for this project was 444 man-days.
Total labor cost saved was estimated at $248,145. Scope and
camp layout was similar to the camps at Al Waleed and
Turaybil.
Building on lessons learned from the other two
camps the 29 man NMCB 14 was able to construct the camp
ahead of schedule and turned it over to the Iraqi Border
Patrol.
Total man-days expended for this project was 233
man-days and two convoy re-supply runs from Command Element
and detachment sites.
Total labor cost saved by the Navy
at each location estimated at $251,745.
Al Waleed Project Status:

Project Completion: 27JUN04
Average Crew Size: 45
Total Project Man-Days: 444

Project Start Date: 5JUN04
Project Completion: 23JUN04
Average Crew Size: 51
Total Project Man-days: 627

Husaybah Project Status:
Project Start Date: 22JUN04
Project Completion: 22JUN04
Average Crew Size: 29
Total Project Man-days: 233

Turaybil Project Status:
Project Start Date: 17JUN04
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IZ4-313 IRAQI NATIONAL GUARD SMALL ARMS RANGE
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
NMCB 14 received Fragmentary Order M036-04. Project scope
consisted of constructing a three 75 meter wide by 300meter long small arms qualification / training range in the
desert landscape for the Iraqi National Guard’s primary
use.
The challenge for this project was the movement and
clearing of hardened earthen and rock materials and the
construction of large berms separating the ranges. Due to
the high threat condition existing “outside the wire” at
Camp Ar Ramadi our crew had to wear full body armor and
Kevlar helmets throughout the duration of the construction
of the range in 110+ degree weather. Our Seabees worked
extremely hard in very high temperatures and managed to
perform
with
zero
heat
casualties.
A
total
of
approximately 50,000 cubic yards of soil was moved or
excavated and the range is in use by the ING. Total savings
from the Seabees performing the work was calculated to be
$240,000.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 10Jun04
Project Completion Date: 10Dec04
Average Crew Size: 8
Total Project Man-days: 410
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IZ4-509, CONSTRUCT IRAQI POLICE ACADEMY
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope: NMCB 14 received Fragmentary Order M048-04 dated
231800Z MAY 04.
Project scope consisted of designing,
planning, estimating, surveying, and constructing the
facility to house, support, and train 100 Iraqi Police
Academy cadets.
NMCB 14 provided site grading, security
berms, security fence with gate, generator with electrical
power
distribution
system,
tents
with
power,
air
conditioning, and floors, shower and head trailer with
water tank, sewage tank, and shower leech field for the
total material cost of over $340,000.
Despite material
delivery problems and scope changes, NMCB 14 accomplished
the project in time for the Customer to start classes on
schedule.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 27MAY04
Project Completion Date: 16AUG04
Average Crew Size: 6
Total Project Man-days: 563
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IZ4-311, IZ4-517 IRAQI CONSTRUCTION APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM
AR RAMADI AND AL ASAD, IRAQ

“Built by Iraqi hands - bonyat-beaidy-Iraq’ya”
Scope:
NMCB 14 received Fragmentary Order M049-04 dated 250300Z
MAY 04. Tasking called for recruiting and instructing
young Iraqi males between the ages of 14 and 24 years old
in practical construction skills at Ar Ramadi and Al Asad
bases and planning for the follow-on Battalion to expand
the program to two more locations. NMCB 14 Seabees
27

developed a curriculum that included field and classroom
instructions in four construction skill areas: masonry,
carpentry, plumbing and electrical. Seabees planned and
presented classroom training, and worked side by side with
Iraqi students doing building renovations and new
construction. At its peak 80 students were enrolled in
NMCB 14’s construction apprenticeship program and prior to
returning to CONUS 61 students had graduated from the
program graduated in three separate ceremonies. NMCB 14
ICAP program managers coordinated with OICC program
managers to help Iraqi graduates from the program get
employment with local contractors.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 14MAY04
Project Completion Date: 20OCT04 (turnover project)
Average Crew Size: 11
Total Project Man-days: 836
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IZ4-319 AND 324 IRAQI NATIONAL GUARD IMPROVEMENTS
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
Renovate an existing ING Training Center in Ramadi to
include construction of a new entry control point (ECP),
building a second close quarter battle (CQB) training
facility, improving roadways and an obstacle course,
setting up two galley tents (with air conditioning), as
well as improvement of existing buildings and the camp
electrical distribution system.
The project also included
installation of generators and associated components.
In
addition we constructed a 3000 square foot Medical Facility
(BAS) in support of the Iraqi National Guard training camp.
The BAS project was completed using Seabees and ICAP
graduates and helped reinforce training received through
the ICAP program.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 14MAY04
Project Completion Date: 14DEC04 (turnover project)
Average Crew Size: 6
Total Project Man-days: 287
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IZ4-518, AL ASAD COMMUNITY OUTREACH CENTER
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
NMCB 14 received Fragmentary Order M055-04 dated 071100Z
JUN 04.
Project scope consisted of constructing the Al
Asad Community Outreach Center, a single story structure
approximately 18 meters by 38 meters with a raised center
atrium having a total material cost of over $506,000. The
structural brick walls contain approximately 115,000 Iraqi
style brick, 24cm x 12cm x 8cm.
The floor and roof are
concrete with tile.
The building has two restaurant
spaces, three vendor rooms, three offices, and two
conference rooms. NMCB 14 worked diligently to produce the
conceptual site drawing and master site plans to assist the
customer in acquiring the site and locating the building.
NMCB 14 also redesigned the foundation changing from spread
footers with brick stem walls and floating slabs to a
monolithic floor slab and foundation. This change reduced
the foundation cost by over $15,000 and reduced the
constructive effort by over 500 MD.
Moreover, the change
offset
the
startup
delays
and
placed
the
project
approximately 1 month ahead of schedule.
The project is
being built together with ICAP graduates helping reinforce
construction skills while building a center where local
Iraqis
can
interface
with
Multinational
Forces
in
rebuilding the country of Iraq.
This project was turned
over to NMCB 23 for completion.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 14JUN04
Project Completion Date: 20OCT04 (turnover project)
Average Crew Size: 15
Total Project Man-days: 440
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IZ4-521, DETENTION CENTER RENOVATIONS
AL ASAD, IRAQ.

Scope:
NMCB 14 received Fragmentary Order M054-04 dated 011900Z
JUN 04 to design, prepare bill of materials and renovate an
existing detention facility at Al Asad.
Project scope
consisted
of
renovating
and
expanding
the
existing
detention center facility in a hardened aircraft structure
(HAS). Work included removing the existing fencing and
installing 100 heavy-duty cells with an overhead catwalk,
permanent lighting, and fixed public address system.
The
project will expand the capacity of the facility by 40%
while improving the safety and handling of detainees. The
total material value of the project is over $300,000.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 04AUGUST04
Project Completion Date: 22NOV04
Average Crew Size: 10
Total Project Man-days: 312 (turnover project)
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IZ4-TBD, AIRFIELD CRATER REPAIR PROJECT
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
NMCB 14 was responsible for all engineering and preparatory
site work on a high-priority Fragmentary Order to repair
the Al Asad East Runway, making it usable for C5A aircraft.
Task Force Tango was assigned with the most critical areas
on Charlie Taxiway and South Runway.
This part of the
project is 10 craters requiring approximately 1,600 CY of
concrete in order to repair. The remaining 21 craters fall
within the other taxiways.
At completion, this turnover
project will effectively double the capacity of the
airfield and increase the cargo capabilities by a factor of
five.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 14AUG04
Project Completion Date: 20OCT04
Average Crew Size: 10
Total Project Man-days: 450
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IZ4-504 PERIMETER ANTI-VEHICLE DITCH
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
Construct a 2500-meter base perimeter anti-vehicle ditch in
support of 3rd Marine Air Wing (3 MAW)using organic and
augmented equipment.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 12APR04
Project Completion Date: ON HOLD
Average Crew Size: 4
Total Project Man-days: 65
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IZ4-301 PEB #1 AND #2 QUALITY ASSURANCE / QUALITY CONTROL
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
Provide full time quality assurance/quality control for the
construction of PEB Buildings #1 and #2 (2 steel preengineered buildings) and one sandwich frame building near
the main gate at FOB Camp Ramadi.
Project Status:
Project Start Date:
Project Completion Date: 20SEP04
Average Crew Size: 1
Total Project Man-days: 75
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IZ4-301 BUILDING 4600 QUALITY ASSURANCE / QUALITY CONTROL
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
Provided full time quality assurance/quality control for
the construction of Building 4600 near the main gate at
Camp Ramadi.
Part of the tasking was also providing
construction site security.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 20JUL04
Project Completion Date: 20SEP04
Average Crew Size: 1
Total Project Man-days: 59

Pre-construction Photos
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IZ4-301 TOA SHOWER FACILITY
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
Construct strong-back shower tent facility from
NMCB TOA for Seabees and Marines. Project included grading,
fill, construction of TOA strong back tents and all
associated plumbing.
Background: When NMCB 14 Command Element arrived at Camp
Ramadi, existing shower facilities were not sufficient to
accommodate all personnel adequately, necessitating the
construction of this additional shower facility.
Shower
facility was constructed with drainage tank and leech
field.
A field boiler unit for hot water was also
installed.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 13MAY04
Project Completion Date: 15JUN04
Average Crew Size: 10
Total Project Man-days: 58
Construction Photos:
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IZ4-301A LZ SPARROW DUST ABATEMENT
AR RAMADI, IRAQ

Scope:
Improve existing conditions of Landing Zone Sparrow at
Shark Base FOB, Ar Ramadi, Iraq.
The project involved
scrapping off loose soils and rock, placement of additional
gravel to improve surface as well as multi-phase placement
and wet compaction to obtain optimum density. At the
request of the customer TF-T additionally graded the
helicopter approach area directly to the southeast of the
upgraded landing zone (LZ) spreading and compacting an
additional 270 cubic yards of excess gravel.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 7 SEPT 04
Project Completion: 11SEPT04
Average Crew Size: 5
Total Project Man-days: 25
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IZ4-500 2/7 RCT MARINES CAMP REFURBISHMENT
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
Refurbish two 40ft x 60ft wooden tents, to be used for a
Marine Morale Welfare and Recreation (MWR) center and a
Chapel.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 07JUNE04
Project Completion Date: O8JUNE04
Average Crew Size: 2
Total Project Man-days: 8.5
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IZ4-500 MWSS 273 HARRIER TEST PAD
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
Provide earthwork support to Marine Wing Service Support
Unit 233 (MWSS 233) for the construction of a 120'x120'
Harrier Aircraft engine test pad.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 06MAY04
Project Completion Date: 17MAY04
Average Crew Size: 1
Total Project Man-days: 8
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IZ4-500 THIRD MARINE AIR WING ROADWAY CRATER REPAIR
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
Perform battle damage repair (BDR) of craters left in main
base roadway following insurgent mortar attack.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 02JUL04
Project Completion Date: 24JUL04
Average Crew Size: 6
Total Project Man-days: 26
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IZ4-517 ICAP SWA HUT PROJECT
AL ASAD, IRAQ

Scope:
As coalition forces stabilize communities in the AO, it is
expected that many communities will suffer from an
extremely high unemployment rate, resulting in a large
number of Iraqi youth without employment.
In order to
vitalize youth to have marketable skills and to increase
community ownership, pride, and stabilization, I MEG is
ready to implement the Iraqi Construction Apprenticeship
Program (ICAP) to help youth obtain practical construction
skills
while
at
the
same
time
rebuilding
Iraqi
infrastructure.
The purpose of the project was to have ICAP students
construct a multi-purpose building for the Iraqi Border
Patrol training camp encompassing various design features
to provide hands on construction training in four key skill
areas and to utilizing donated Project Phoenix materials.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 05JUL04
Project Completion Date: 10SEP04
Average Crew Size: 3 Instructors
Total Project Man-days: 352
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M047-04 QANISHYAH BRIDGE RECONNAISSANCE
GRID: 38S KC 6590 5540, IRAQ

Scope:
Conduct engineering reconnaissance and site assessment for
the Qanishyah Bridge that was severely damaged by an
insurgent attack on 20May04.
Utilizing reconnaissance
information (photos, sketches, soil samples, etc…) provide
technical assistance to Seabee Bridge to design final
repair method.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 23MAY04
Project Completion Date: 23MAY04
Average Crew Size: 6
Total Project Man-days: 12
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QANISHYAH BRIDGE EXPEDIENT REPAIR
FRAGMENTARY ORDER M109-04 (S)

Scope:
Task Force Tango was tasked to fabricate, repair and
replace damaged panels to the Qanishyah Bridge using NAVFAC
provided designs. In addition, Task Force Tango was tasked
with developing a clear marking system to identify the
bridge MLC. In addition NMCB 14 established a traffic
control pattern on the bridge. NMCB 14 reinforced the
interior supports and panels on the North End of the Bridge
in accordance with the NAVFAC repair sketches. Following
the repair NMCB 14 developed additional improvements
including culverts and road approaches suitable to support
commercial tractor-trailers.
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 20SEPT04
Project Completion Date: 23SEPT04
Average Crew Size: 10
Total Project Man-days: 43
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LOW WATER POINT CROSSINGS ON ASR URANIUM
FRAGMENTARY ORDER M115-04 (S)
HIT, IRAQ

Scope:
Conduct site assessment to determine scope of work,
material and other equipment required to improve low water
crossing points on heavily traveled ASR Uranium (from grid
coordinate 38S KC 97701180 to 38S KC 857322).
Project Status:
Project Start Date: 24SEPT04
Project Completion Date: 27SEPT04
Average Crew Size: 2
Total Project Man-days: 4
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Embarkation Operations
Embarkation Operations played a key role in the ability of
the Battalion and Task Force to function while deployed
forward in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom II. A large
majority of the Command Operations Center (COC) revolved
around the tracking of tactical movement team convoy
operations and air movement of Battalion personnel around
the Battlefield.
Quite often the responsibility for
movement of project supplies fell on the shoulder of the
Battalion. Total ground and air movement roll up for NMCB
14 in the Iraqi theater of operation was as follows:
Embarkation Summary Statistics

Weekly Roll
Up Date

# of
Convoys

4/20 - 9/30

257

Total
# of Convoys Total Number Total Number
Number of
# of
Total # of
Using Other of Vehicles of Personnel
Personnel
Flights
Movements
Unit
in Convoys in Convoys
Moved by
Air
51
1692
5828
155
587
477

Ground Convoy Operations
Tactical Movement Team 14
Total number of mission miles traveled: 5800
Total number of convoy missions: 47
Total vehicles in TMT-14: 6 hardened HMMWVs - all
with turrets and crew served weapons
Total personal in the TMT: 23. Twenty-two Seabees
consisting of Convoy Commander, Assistant Convoy
Commander, Security Team Leader, Gun Truck
Commanders, Drivers, A-Drivers, gunners,
navigator/Blue Force tracker operator,
communications operators. In addition the team
had a Marine Corps advisor attached to the convoy
missions.
Tactical Movement Team 3
Total number of mission miles traveled: 4800
Total number of convoy missions: 32
Total vehicles in TMT-3: 6 hardened HMMWVs all with
turrets and crew served weapons
Total personal in TMT-3: 23. Twenty-two Seabees
consisting of Convoy Commander, Assistant Convoy
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Commander, Security Team Leader, Gun Truck
Commanders, Drivers, A-Drivers, gunners,
navigator/Blue Force tracker operator,
communications operators. In addition the team
had a Marine Corps advisor attached to the convoy
missions.
Ground and Air MOCC Roll-Up
DEPLOYMENT ROLL UP

Unit

TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango
TF-Tango

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Week
Ending
Date

# of
Convoys

29-Apr
6-May
13-May
20-May
27-May
3-Jun
10-Jun
17-Jun
24-Jun
1-Jul
8-Jul
15-Jul
22-Jul
29-Jul
5-Aug
12-Aug
19-Aug
26-Aug
2-Sep
9-Sep
16-Sep
23-Sep
30-Sep
6-Oct
13-Oct
20-Oct
All

5
4
0
1
10
15
16
20
13
18
13
9
10
8
13
8
10
12
12
12
12
14
11
11
22
12
291

Total
# of Convoys Total Number Total Number
Number of
# of
Total # of
using other of Vehicles of Personnel
Personnel
Flights
Movements
Unit
in Convoys in Convoys
moved by
Air
0
2
2
9
6
4
4
2
3
2
1
1
5
1
1
2
0
2
1
1
0
4
4
6
10
1
74

62
83
1
16
62
75
104
115
68
112
77
47
50
37
105
59
84
73
72
89
115
140
80
79
159
77
2041

317
269
5
46
182
247
280
361
185
291
209
162
172
143
456
261
342
300
268
257
299
384
283
348
631
385
7083

0
0
12
1
6
8
3
5
4
1
4
4
5
8
6
6
6
12
13
9
7
4
5
2
7
0
138

0
0
69
5
13
23
3
12
5
1
11
12
11
19
51
22
12
48
60
25
15
5
22
7
29
0
480

5
6
14
11
22
27
23
27
20
21
18
14
18
17
20
16
16
40
26
22
19
22
20
19
39
12
514

Most air movements in the Iraqi theater
Air Operations:
were conducted by rotary wing at night due to hostile
activity and were supported by the MAW using CH-46
helicopters. Intra-theater air movements between Iraq and
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Kuwait and Iraq and other countries were primarily
supported by a combination of Marine Corps and Air Force C130 flights. Requests had to be submitted to the MEG Unit
Movement Control Coordinator 72 hours in advance of
required movement. While deployed NMCB 14 coordinated 155
air movement missions.
Deployment and Redeployment Air Operations
Departure
Date
18-Mar-2004
30-Mar-2004
23-Mar-2004
30-Mar-2004
5-Apr-2004
11-Apr-2004
13-Apr-2004
16-Apr-2004
16-Apr-2004
20-Apr-2004
30-Sep-2004
4-Oct-2004
6-Oct-2004
7-Oct-2004
10-Oct-2004
24-Oct-2004
28-Oct-2004

Type of No.
Equipment/Pallets
Plane Pax
Org and Individual
C-17
5
Gear / 2-463L
Org and Individual
C-141
4
Gear / 1-463L
Org and Individual
757
124
Gear
Org and Individual
DC-10 266
Gear
Org and Individual
2 - C-130 85
Gear / 4-463L
Org and Individual
C-130 25
Gear / 2-463L
Org and Individual
C-130
6
Gear
Org and Individual
C-130
6
Gear
Org and Individual
4 - C-130 155
Gear / 8-463L
Org and Individual
C-130 25
Gear / 2-463L
Org and Individual
C-130
5
Gear
Org and Individual
B777
11
Gear
Org and Individual
C-130 45
Gear / 2-463L
Org and Individual
2 - C-130 105
Gear / 6-463L
Org and Individual
L1011 190
Gear
Org and Individual
2 - C-130 115
Gear / 4-463L
Org and Individual
L1011 160
Gear
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Weight

Departure Location

Arrival Location

11,000

Gulfport, MS

Kuwait International

4,000

Gulfport, MS

Kuwait International

85,000

Gulfport, MS

Kuwait International

112,000

Gulfport, MS

Kuwait International

Unknown Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

Al Asad, Iraq

Unknown Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

Balad, Iraq

Baghdad
International Airport
Baghdad
Unknown Ali Al Salem, Kuwait
International Airport
Unknown Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

Unknown Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

Al Asad, Iraq

Unknown Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

Balad, Iraq

2,000

Al Asad, Iraq

Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

6,000

Kuwait International

Gulfport, MS

8,000

Al Asad, Iraq

Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

22,000

Al Asad, Iraq

Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

77,000

Kuwait International

Gulfport, MS

40,000

Al Asad, Iraq

Ali Al Salem, Kuwait

67,000

Kuwait International

Gulfport, MS

Command, Control and Communication Operations
During OIF II, NMCB 14’s Combat Operations Center (COC)
located at the Command Element and multiple Detachment
sites operated superbly.
The COC tracked all air and
ground movements, Tactical Movement Teams (TMTs), and
tactical convoys (including troop, vehicle and project
Class IV supply movements) to numerous project sites
separated by several hundred miles within the entire
country of Iraq. COC personnel monitored daily operations
and communications, provided situational, daily and weekly
reports to higher headquarters, and coordinated all
operations for the Task Force.
Our COC maintained 24/7
SIPR, NIPR, HF, UHF, and SATCOM communications with higher
headquarters (I MEG) and Detachment sites separated by vast
distances.
Our COCs coordinated immediate action measures
in response to numerous indirect fire attacks at all
locations. In doing so, we had to assure effective commandlevel personnel accountability, by implementing effective
personnel mustering procedures and timely reporting to
higher headquarters through SALUTE and SPOT reports.
Overall,
our
COCs
provided
a
vital
command
and
control/communications
link
in
an
actual
tactical
environment between the command and higher headquarters,
detachment sites, convoys and NMCB 14’s CONUS headquarters
at the Readiness Support Site (RSS) in Jacksonville,
Florida.
Camp Maintenance
NMCB 14 played a vital role in the maintenance and day-today operations of all base camps where we were located. We
maintained and improved berthing areas and established CSR,
BAS, CTR, MLO, dispatch and armory facilities where none
existed.
We also established TOA showers, interpreters'
tent, and laundry facilities; built an MWR internet/phone
center and gym jointly with 3/11 Marines, and installed 198
A/Cs, repaired 260, and serviced over 400 for ourselves and
other joint units.
In addition on our own camps we
constructed 4 large personnel bunkers and assisted with
installation of Hescos and pre-fab IDF bunkers throughout the
forward operating bases.
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Communications
In Gulfport, MS, NMCB 14 Communication equipment was a
concern. The equipment we had in hand was not enough, not
even for the Air Detachment. We were told at the time that
communication assets were in place in country already. The
only thing we were going to bring was additional equipment
to augment the TOA Already in country.
NMCB FOURTEEN TOA was divided into TWO parts Main Body and
Air Det, which went to Al Asad, Iraq. In Kuwait we did not
used any of our TOA we used cell phones provided for Key
staff during our short stay in Camp Morrell. Upon arrival
to AOR, communication assets were not in place.
Al Asad
only had VHF Data and Iridium no other assets. NMCB 74 was
using 3MAW SIPR to communicate with higher.
The NMCB 14
Air Det borrowed assets from the 3maw and installed 8 SIPR,
4 NIPR and 4 DSN lines on the Seabee Camp. The MEG tasked
NMCB FOUR to standup Task Force Tango on Ar Ramadi
communications were poor at the time no SIPR, NIPR or DSN
was available in the Seabee Camp the only way to
communicate with higher was by using DSN and SIPRNET,
Iridium phones on the 3/11 Marine facilities.
All The
communication assets were installed at the time the main
body arrived Ar Ramadi.
The 1MARDIV provided later 8 DSN
lines 3 SIPR drops and 2 NIPR drops which was all the
support they were able to give us. This remained like this
thru the deployment.
Immediately upon arrival at Al Asad and Ar Ramadi, the
order to turnover with NMCB 74 was issued.
A relief in
place was conducted and all of the appropriate HF and VHF
radio networks were established.
NMCB 74 was in these
locations a short time before us so they were in the
process of settlement when we arrived.
Not all the nets
were up and we finalized the set up of all nets.
We turned over to NMCB 23 all nets in place UHF Sat Comm.,
HF Voice and Data, VHF with local nets, and Iridium’s. The
Assets borrowed from base assets were also turn over at
this time.
At the time of turnover an MWR Internet Café was on the
works to be installed in Ar Ramadi. The Café was approved
by the MEF and we were waiting for installation.
Communication to Higher Headquarters
UHF Sat, HF voice and HF data lines of communication were
established but the primary main means of communications
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with I MEG staff used during the deployment was via SIPR.
This was one of the major concerns during the deployment.
Communications were poor mainly because the gear used is
not on the NMCB TOA. The Higher command wanted a garrison
communications environment with a tactical communications
gear. NMCB 14 has to rely on the support that our neighbors
can supply.
Communications Training
A variety of training, both formal and informal, was
conducted. Classroom training on the Global Positioning
System (GPS), Blue Force Tracker System, WARLOC Jamming
Systems, was offered with a practical course used to give
the
students
an
opportunity
to
exercise
classroom
instruction.
Also, convoy communicators received training
on an individual basis.
Training on HF Data and UHF Sat
communication was offered for the communicators sent to
remote projects on the Iraq border. Ant Farm personnel, as
subject
matter
experts,
instructed
the
communication
section of the SCWS training offered on Ar Ramadi.
Daily Communications Operations
Daily tasking consisted of supporting the camp’s radio
networks, computer systems, and convoy operations.
Almost
Daily convoys and operations kept the S6 shop busy most of
the time.
The inventories were complicated due to the
shifting of assets between the projects and Detachments.
Due to the constraints on assets, the technical personnel
was busy repairing and performing preventive maintenance to
the equipment.
Some of the equipment had no replacement
NOR parts so we had to service the gear more often to
ensure proper operation.
Personnel were assigned as
permanent communications watch due to the amount of nets
needed to monitor on the daily basis.
The communications
equipment was run with generators, which created problems
with the gear due to the constant power fluctuations.
Maintenance became a daily activity for our equipment.
Equipment distribution is shown below.
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Communication Assets

Heat and dust were a major concern for communications. We
used a number of USB flash memory devices, which proved to
be very reliable, providing much greater storage capacity
and flexibility in sharing information.
Air conditioning
units were installed in the Combat Operations Center (COC)
and the antenna farm tent.
These units provided a cooler
environment, preventing overheating of the HF equipment.
Convoy Communications
A standard communications package for convoys was developed
consisting of five security HMMWVs, each outfitted with an
AN/VRC-90; one command vehicle, outfitted with an AN/VRC
92; and PRC-119s, the quantity dependent upon the number of
vehicles in the convoy and the number of radios available
for use. To support convoy operations, a permanent IT1 was
tasked to ensure every convoy had all the communications
needs
satisfied.
Initially,
the
demand
for
convoy
communication assets was high, with convoys being launched
almost daily and often times, on short notice. These
convoys were in the road and the COC had no way to locate
or communicate with the convoys since HF was not powerful
enough to transmit back to base.
The only way was using
the Iridium phone (unsecured net) to request support when
necessary. As operations continued, the demand for convoy
support increased and the Blue Force Tracker System was
received and installed. With this new technological feature
added on convoys, we were able to monitor the movements
from our communications shop. This gave the convoys a new
improved way of communicating close to real time messages
between the COC and the convoy.
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CESE AND TOA Management
CESE Statistical Data
Total CESE maintained during deployment
Total CESE miles driven during deployment
Total Tactical Movement Team (TMT) miles driven during
deployment
CESE Availability at beginning of deployment
CESE Availability at end of deployment

325
250,000
60,000
93%
97%

Average PM to Interim ratio during deployment
Average number of pieces on deadline
Number of preventable mishaps that resulted in damage to TOA
gear or equipment (including CESE)
Cost for tool kit inventory losses replacement
Cost for individual equipment losses (pay checkages) at end
of homeport
Cost for reconstitution of TOA after homeport FEX
TOA validity at turnover (end of deployment)
Total cost of turnover (end of deployment)

5:1
5
1
$60.00
$0.00
N/A
100%
$60.00

CESE Operations
While deployed in support of OIF II, NMCB 14 Alpha Company
supported missions throughout Iraq in which CESE was driven
over 250,000 miles and operated 22,000 equipment hours.
Even
with
this
high
utilization
in
an
unforgiving
environment, Alpha Company maintained a CESE availability
rate above 97%. By the end of the deployment, the total
amount of CESE increased from 133 to over 325 pieces while
the CESE to Mechanic ratio increased to 9:1. Total CESE
value was in excess of $20,000,000.
In order to maintain
the
equipment,
over
1500
man-days
in
preventative
maintenance was performed and over $640,000 in repair parts
were ordered and installed. Alpha Company operations
supported projects by providing over 3,000 man-days of
critical equipment operating experience. Before deployment
we issued 342 new licenses and during deployment we issued
another 149 licenses for MTVRs, dozers, front-end loaders,
backhoes,
HMMWVs,
and
dump
trucks
improving
the
capabilities and readiness of the Battalion. At our remote
detachment location with the MAW we became the lead
licensing agency and issued 1037 HMMWV and MTVR licenses to
Marines. Additionally, Alpha Company successfully completed
both a MAV and SMI inspection during the deployment with no
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major findings. During deployment 25 vehicles were damaged
due to indirect fire and IED attacks while in Iraq. Despite
this tough environment Alpha Company remained 100% mission
capable.

Alpha Company operations supported projects by providing
critical Equipment Operating experience with over 3000 mandays. Many projects involved all aspects of Alpha Company
support, such as line hauling assets for re-supply and
class IV transport, earth moving equipment, MTVRs and
HMMWVs.
The following are some of the major projects
supported by Alpha Company:
• Iraqi Border Patrol Camps: Expended 245 Man days for
construction of three 100 man camps for Iraqi Border
Patrol, which included construction of a security
berm, 50 meter small arms range, entry control points
and other expeditionary camp facilities.
In addition
to the construction support, Alpha Company provided
line haul assets to re-supply the projects.
• Iraqi National Guard Small Arms Range: Expended over
200 man days constructing four 300 meter firing lanes.
Approximately 30,000 cubic yards of earth was moved to
create the lanes in only 32 total days of work
completing about 80% of the project.
• 1MARDIV Housing Project (125 SWAHuts): Expended over
700 man days supporting production of 125 South West
Asia Huts for base expansion. Alpha support consisted
of site preparation, Force protection, re-supply
convoys
and
weight
handling
equipment
support.
Approximately 4,500 cubic yards of rubble was removed
from the site.
5,000 cubic yards of fill was
delivered to set the grade. Over 7,000 Hesco barriers
were erected using 8,400 cubic yards of fill.
Six
convoys to obtain critical materials were accomplished
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for the project also.
• Camp Maintenance & Fuel/Water Support: Alpha Company
supported many camp maintenance activities such as
installing water tanks, repairing and maintaining
generators and erecting Hesco barriers for camp force
protection.
Alpha also provided fueling for camp
generators and water for camp shower facilities. Over
850 man days have been expended for camp maintenance
activities.
• Miscellaneous Projects: Some of the other activities
during the deployment were 173 man days to support
TMT, 165 man days supporting ICAP and Iraqi National
Guard Camp, 800 man days of indirect labor and a
number of smaller activities supporting the mission.
Additionally, Alpha Company successfully completed a MAV
inspection during the deployment with no major findings.
Over 25 vehicles have been damaged due to indirect fire and
IED attacks while in Iraq. Despite these incidents, Alpha
Company has remained 100% mission capable.
Supply and Logistics
Supply Statistics
Validity of ARP inventory at turnover (I MEG SMI)
Validity of CTR inventory at turnover (I MEG SMI)
Validity of CSR inventory at turnover
Validity of MLO inventory at turnover (I MEG SMI)
Number of TAD travel orders issued (ATOS)

99.5%
100%
100%
100%
775

Narrative
While deployed to Iraq in support of OIF II the Supply
Department operated and managed all logistical functions at
a Command Element site and a Detachment site while still
maintaining operations at the RSS site.
Despite limited
staff available after augmenting the MEG Logistics Cells in
theater, the Supply Department maintained the highest
inventory validity rates compared to all other Seabee units
in the AOR. In order to meet the material requirements of
the Task Force, the Supply Department established close
working relationships with other units, agencies, and local
vendors to procure material difficult to get through normal
supply channels. Local Open Purchases were funded via the
Marine Ordering Officer (MOO) program with the Supply
Officer as the designated MOO.
Through the Commander’s
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Emergency Response Program (CERP) funding the Supply
Department administered the stipend payments to the ICAP
students with the Supply Officer as the designated Project
Purchasing Officer (PPO).
Supply Communications
Though the existing communications infrastructure presented
a challenge, the Supply Department kept in contact with the
DET, Battalion, and MEG staffs via the submittal of daily,
weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly reports.
The Daily
Logistics Status Report summarized the state of each class
of supply.
The weekly Container Inventory Report tracked
the locations of government and commercial ISO containers.
The Bi-weekly TOA Inventory Validity Report tracked the
location of the TOA by facility and assembly.
The
Transmittal Letters (TL) and Budget OPTAR Report (BOR)
tracked the balances of our ATOS funding.
Personal Property (Controlled Equipage)
In anticipation of the difficulties inherent with material
accountability during a deployment, the annual Personal
Property inventory was conducted prior to deployment to
include the equipment purchased for the deployment.
The
100% inventory validity rate demonstrates the positive
control of the Personal Property exercised even through
battalion mobilization and deployment.
Department Manning
Manning of the Supply Department has been a reoccurring
issue during the deployment.
When the command element
moved to Camp Ar Ramadi, there was no Supply Department
personnel included in the movement other than the S4 and
the S4A.
Four Storekeepers, a Ship Serviceman, and a
Postal Clerk were transported to the command element site
after the turn-over with NMCB-74.
After the 02 May 2004
mass casualty incident one Storekeeper and the Ship
Serviceman were transferred to the Tactical Movement Team
Fourteen (TMT-14). One Storekeeper was transferred from Al
Asad to replace the one assigned to TMT-14.
The S4C, who
had been recovering from an injury, arrived at the command
element site in June 2004.
One month later, the S4A was
flown to the US for medical reasons and demobilized.
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Central Storeroom (CSR)
Requisitioning and receiving was centralized in CSR.
All
supply outlets funneled requisitions to CSR to be assigned
a requisition number then forwarded to MEG LOGCELL #1. Due
to the limited number of NAVSUP 1250-1 forms on-hand, items
issued from CSR were pre-expended. Demand was tracked via
log book.
Micro-SNAPP and WINSALTS were not available so requisitions
were transcribed to a spreadsheet and e-mailed to LOGCELL
#1. Once LOGCELL #1 receives the requisitions, the data is
hand entered in to the Marine Corps “ATLAS” system. Status
of items ordered through LOGCELL #1 was added to a
spreadsheet tracker and e-mail back to the battalion.
NORS/ANORS requisitions were received within 10-14 days if
the repair parts required were in country. Orders that go
CONUS took longer.
Non-repair part DTO items and
consumables took between 30 and 120 days to be filled or
cancelled.
At times, cancellations of orders were done
without notifying the command that ordered the material.
Another reoccurring issue was the cancellation of orders
due to “Bad NSN” even though the NSN is valid.
A MEG
investigation into the situation revealed that data entry
errors while using ATLAS and limited personnel available to
tech edit requisitions may have contributed to the problem.
Central Tool Room (CTR)
Due to manning requirements of MEG tasked projects and an
undermanned Supply Department staff; CTR was operated and
managed by one Storekeeper with no OF-13 support assigned.
There were no NAVSUP Form 1114 stock record cards or NAVSUP
Form 1250-1 requisition forms so procedures to issue and
receive tools and tool kits were modified.
Folders were
created for each tool kit. The folder contained inventory
data and printed NAVSUP Form 1250-1’s used to track custody
and replenishment.
Augment tools and hand tools were
issued via logbook.
Since no OF-13 support was available for assignment to the
Supply Department, a formal PMS program could not be
established. Users of the tools were asked to inspect the
tool before, during, and after each use. If a tool showed
signs of excessive wear or damage it was set aside for
inspection from qualified personnel to determine its
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safety.
As projects were completed and personnel became
available, safety inspections on the tools were conducted.
Due to operational tempo and manning tool kit inventories
were conducted at check-out and return.
If the tool kit
was checked-out for an extended period, an inventory was
requested from the project site very two weeks.
Spot
inventories were conducted throughout the deployment to
maintain inventory validity.
Automotive Repair Parts (ARP)
Due to manning requirements of Alfa Company and an
undermanned Supply Department staff, ARP was operated and
managed by only one Storekeeper with no OF-13 support
assigned.
Alfa Company personnel would assist whenever
possible
but
none
were
permanently
assign
to
the
department.
Of the initial 188 CESE assets assigned to Task Force Tango
(TF-T) Command Element, 53 are listed by USN in the COSAL.
An additional 26 assets, though not listed, was supported
by the COSAL because they have the same Equipment
Classification Code (ECC) and fall with in the authorized
quantity for that type of CESE.
The remaining 104 CESE
assets could not be supported by the existing TOA.
The Command Element ARP inventory consisted of two MOD 98
containers and one MOD 97 container.
An additional
container of repair parts was received in the fifth month
of the deployment.
The Detachment ARP inventory consisted of two MOD 96
containers.
An additional container of repair parts was
received in the fifth month of the deployment.
The MOD 97 did not come with a deck of NAVSUP Form 1114
(Stock Record Cards), COSAL, or As-packed. A wall to wall
inventory was conducted and recorded on spreadsheet.
The MOD 98 was over five hundred line items short.
Three
hundred line items of the shortages arrived in the fourth
month of the deployment.
The remaining was requisitioned
through LOGCELL #1 by the direction of the G4. Over sixty
line items originally slated to fill the shortages were
received in the sixth month as well as over sixty line
items ordered through LOGCELL #1 for shortages.
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An increase of on-hand stock was authorized by G4 to
accommodate the number of CESE assets and increased burn
rate of parts.
Material Liaison Office (MLO)
Due to an undermanned Supply Department, no Storekeepers
were assigned to MLO. MLO was initially staffed by one CEC
officer followed by a BU2 two weeks later.
Three
additional personnel were assigned on a semi-permanent
basis at mid-deployment.
Material for projects were purchased by MEG MLO and
delivered by local contractor.
Civilian trucks were
quarantined for 24 hours before coming onto camp.
The
material was compared to the shipping documents and the
discrepancies were documented.
Often the material had no
documentation and didn’t match the Bill of Material (BM).
When this occurred a dummy receipt was created.
The MEG
MLO was notified of any deliveries.
Once delivery was accepted the material was off-loaded and
place in the MLO yard by project.
Draws were tracked by
logbook or NAVSUP 1250-1 if available. Receipts and issues
were recorded on a spreadsheet kept by the MLO staff.
Financials
One Storekeeper was assigned as the OPTAR Storekeeper.
Only travel funds were granted at the battalion level. The
ATOS system was used to manage the travel funds as well as
write travel orders.
During the initial months of the
deployment S1 personnel would write the orders and S4
personnel would manage the funds. When the order writer in
S1 was sent home on emergency leave S4 temporarily assumed
the role of order writer. This role became permanent when
the S1 order writer was demobilized and never came back to
the AOR. Transmittal Letters and Budget OPTAR Reports were
sent to the Comptrollers Office at FIRST Naval Construction
Division (1NCD) via e-mail.
Task Force Tango had 2 individuals designated as the Marine
Ordering Officer (MOO)/Field Ordering Officer (FOO) as well
as the Project Purchasing Officer (PPO).
The S4 was the
MOO/FOO and PPO for the Command Element while the D4 was
the MOO/FOO and PPO for the remote detachment. Funding was
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granted via a DD Form 1149.
Payment to the vendors was
authorized via SF Form 44.
Cash payments to the vendors
were made by IMEF Disbursing at the Command Element Site
and by 1st FSSG Disbursing at the Detachment site. Audits
and recharge of funds was conducted by the Contracting
Officer from each respective site who issued the DD Form
1149.
Disbursing
Disbursing issues were handled at PSD Gulfport.
Two
Disbursing Clerks were assigned to support over 400
personnel.
Disbursing questions and issues were directed
at the Supply Department at each site and were sent to PSD
Gulfport via e-mail.
Postal Operations
One person at each site was designated as the Postal Clerk
and authorized to pick-up and distribute mail.
Mail was
picked-up at the base Post Office and transported back to
the Seabee compound. It was sorted, distributed and stored
in a secure space.
Misdirected mail was relabeled and
either sent back to the Post Office for re-routing or place
on an NMCB 14 convoy going to the correct location.
Barber Shop
A designated Barber Shop space was
Headquarters building at the Command
battalion had only one Ships Serviceman
Barber services were provided by AAFES
Asad site.

established in the
Element site.
The
to act as a barber.
at the Detachment Al

Laundry Service
Laundry service was not available at the Command Element
site.
A TOA laundry skid at the Headquarters building
consisting of four washer/dryer stacked units was available
for Seabee personnel to use.
In the fourth month of
deployment, an additional 2 washer units and 4 dryer units
were purchased through MOO funds.
Laundry service was
available at the Detachment Al Asad site.
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Administration
The battalion’s administrative staff is repeatedly cited as
the best in the Regiment.
Prior to mobilization, as a
result of last year’s ESS visit, 3rd Regiment requested to
have NMCB 14’s administrative department help set-up
tracking and processing procedures for their admin shop.
While deployed our Admin Department was cited by the I
Marine Engineering Group (IMEG) as “the Model Admin Office
in theater”.
Our admin staff provided expert, behind the
scenes, administrative guidance to the G1 and his staff, in
the
areas
of
Emergency
Leave
Procedures,
Casualty
Reporting, Evaluations and Fitreps, Awards Processing, WIA,
Medevac and other “exceptions” Tracking, as well as,
Standard Operating Procedures, in addition to electronic
copies of current Directives, Publications and Forms. Our
SOPs and formats were incorporated and mandated by the I
MEG as SOPs for three Task Forces, comprised of six
commands, as well as, within the IMEG itself.
In
addition,
the
department
gathered
and
provided
Bibliographies / study materials for all ratings, which
were distributed across multiple task forces deployed to
the Iraqi theater of operations, coordinated advancement
exams for 166 USNR & USN Enlisted Seabees, and traveled to
several remote locations to proctor the exams in the
absence of suitable proctors.
The Department launched a Voting Awareness Campaign via
Bulletin
Boards,
Presentations
and
Posters
without
guidance. As a result, 100% of personnel were assured the
opportunity to vote by absentee ballot in the upcoming
Presidential election.
With part of the Battalion deployed and on Active Duty,
Evaluations and Fitness Reports posed an interesting
challenge this year.
The department conscientiously
reviewed BUPERSINST 1610.10, consulted with PERS 311,
conducted Eval/Fitrep procedures training for Deployed
Officers and CPOs, and provided remote guidance to the
CONUS Battalion to ensure that all 238 Evaluations and 55
Fitness Reports prepared on deployment were 100% on time
and accurate.
The administration department was busy throughout homeport
prior to deployment. Preparations were made for passports,
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Dependency Application/Record of Emergency Data (Page 2’s),
and evaluations for personnel had to be updated and
verified before deployment. The early part of the homeport
preparation was focused on the AIRDET. In addition, Power
of Attorney documents had to be completed for over 400
personnel. Other legal preparations and documentations were
handled in Gulfport.
Arrangements were continuously being
made for battalion personnel to have their personal affairs
in order (lease, storage, insurance, etc), which were
completed through the administration department.
Advancement
During mobilization and SERT Training in Gulfport, MS, the
battalion's PSD Team ordered and administered four exams
for those who were not afforded an opportunity to test at
their respective reserve centers prior to mobilization.
As a result of the February Exam ten deployed Seabees were
promoted. Two were advanced to E6, three were advanced to
E5 and five were advanced to E4.
Petty Officer
Indoctrination was conducted and all were frocked in
Theater at three different locations with the exception of
one WIA who was frocked to E4 in CONUS shortly after his
evacuation and PO Indoctrination Instruction. In addition,
seven members were promoted via the Command Advancement
Program
for
recognition
of
superior
performance
on
deployment.
The Battalion assumed responsibility for the August Exam
Cycle for all Seabee Reservists, regardless of command, in
theater.
Our CONUS PSD Staff ordered and shipped 166
tests,
which
were
administered
in
seven
locations.
Additionally, we administered 15 USN Exams in September on
the prescribed Navy Wide Advancement testing dates for a
group of NMCB 3 Augment personnel who were OPCON to NMCB
14.
Public Affairs
NMCB 14 had a strong public affairs program during the
deployment that included a Monthly Battalion Newsletter –
The Buzz, 35 article submissions, well over 250 photos
released, 6500 photos archived.
12 articles have been
published through the MEG staff.
The Battalion has also
been featured in Seabee Magazine, The Naval Reservist News,
The Sun Herald, Stars and Stripes, Navy Times, online at
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the US Marine Corps portal, Navy News Stand on-line, and in
the media on CNN twice, Fox News with Oliver North, the
Armed Forces Network, as well as numerous local TV Stations
including WLOX 13 in Biloxi, as well as local stations in
Jacksonville, Tampa, Miami, Orlando, and Augusta, as well
as many local newspapers.
The Battalion staged a major
media event at NAS Jacksonville on 12Jul04 with an
impressive Purple Heart awards ceremony for 16 of our WIAs.
VADM John Cotton, Commander Naval Reserve Force decorated
each of our WIAs. Nearly 500 guests and several other flag
officers attended the ceremony.
In addition the Command
maintains its own web page on the NCF portal; however, this
has proven difficult to update from theater due to poor
connectivity and available access to the web.
Training
Prior to mobilization, NMCB FOURTEEN started the fiscal
year with a comprehensive and effective training plan.
Because of operational commitments some planned training
was curtailed and additional Seabee Readiness Training
(SRT) training was executed to fully prepare the unit to
deploy in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom II.
In the
end, our training program executed over 6,800 man-days of
Technical and Military Training (during the Gulfport
mobilization process) and 119 man-days of Technical
Training by the non-deployed members.
Once mobilized, NMCB FOURTEEN was able to gain an
additional 1,279 PRCP skills.
The skill gains were the
result of filtering through 3,816 raw PRCP skill submittals
from mobilization training and interviews while in Iraq.
Narrative
NMCB 14 started the fiscal year with a comprehensive and
effective
training
plan.
Because
of
operational
commitments some planned training was curtailed and
additional Seabee Readiness Training (SRT) training was
executed to fully prepare the unit to deploy into harms way
in support of the Global War on Terrorism. In the end our
training program delivered the following:
During mobilization we executed over 6,800 man-days of
Military Training and 119 man-days of Technical Training.
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Basic Combat Skills Training
Prior to mobilization four (4) 20SRG Mobile Training Teams
conducted Basic Combat Skills II (940.2) and Ammo Driver
(970.1), at three detachments resulting in a gain of 200
gains/renewals.
In addition one detachment successfully
conducted Basic Combat Skills I (940.1) training at the
detachment level to increase attainment of this critical
skill by the gain/renewal of 60 Seabees.
Seabee Readiness Training (SRT) Skill Gains
Mobilization resulted in the gains and renewals of 395 each
940.1 and 940.2 Basic Combat Skills while at NCBC Gulfport,
MS. Additionally, 1,300 skill gains/renewals were also
submitted for training achieved during the Gulfport
mobilization process resulting for a grand total of 2,090
gains/renewals.
Non-Standard Training
While on deployment the Battalion maintained its readiness
by participating in innovative training opportunities such
as: Tactical Movement Team (TMT) training evolutions and
range exercises; USMC Explosive Hazards Awareness Training
(EHAT) program; Blue Force Tracker (BFT) training program;
and the USMC’s Guardian Angel advanced marksmanship
security training. These training opportunities allowed the
members of NMCB 14 to gain insight into the subjects that
will eventually become mandatory training at future FEXs
and SERT exercises.
Embarkation Training
Prior to embarkation, NMCB FOURTEEN Embarkation Training:
Coordinated and completed an intensive 7-day Air Force Load
Planning Course at the RSS in Jacksonville, FL from
December 13-19, 2003.
Twenty-five Seabees completed the
course.
Additionally, supply representatives received TOA
refresher training with an emphasis on TOA core set up and
the use of the ABFC system.
Weapons and CBR Training
Prior to deployment, all NMCB FOURTEEN personnel conducted
weapons qualifications and CBR individual training to
increase weapons proficiency and renew M16 qualifications.
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Pre-mobilization shoot resulted in the gain/update of nine
shotguns, 381 rifles, 43 pistols, and 395 CBR skill
gains/renewals occurred as a result of the Gulfport Seabee
Refresher Training (SRT) process.
In the area of CBR training personnel were issued masks and
suits, and had the opportunity to practice their equipment
donning procedures, followed by a walk through the
confidence chamber.
Combat Skills and Convoy Training
Prior to mobilization 4 SRGLANT Mobile Training Teams
conducted Basic Combat Skills II (940.2) and Ammo Driver
(970.1), at three detachments resulting in a gain of 200
skill
gains/renewals.
In
addition
one
detachment
successfully conducted Basic Combat Skills I (940.1)
training at the detachment level to increase attainment of
this critical skill by the gain/renewal of 60 Seabees.
Once mobilized, and prior to deployment, Seabee Readiness
Training (SRT) resulted in the gains and renewals of 395
each 940.1 and 940.2 Basic Combat Skills while at NCBC
Gulfport, MS.
Upon arrival in Kuwait, training included an in-country
brief on general intelligence and mandatory Rules of
Engagement for all battalion personnel. MEG Subject matter
experts conducted review classes and range time on: combat
stress, IED/UXO, communications, land navigation, convoy
movement and immediate action drills, crew served weapons,
CQB, and convoy live-fire rehearsals.
Additional training
included combat live saving reviews, and MEDEVAC requests.
TMT and Alfa Company members conducted night driving
courses emphasizing the use of AN/PVS 7C’s and other night
vision equipment during driving operations.
While in Iraq the Battalion maintained its readiness by
participating
in
additional
innovative
training
opportunities such as: Tactical Movement Team (TMT)
training evolutions and range exercises; USMC Explosive
Hazards Awareness Training (EHAT) program; Blue Force
Tracker (BFT) training program; and the USMC’s Guardian
Angel advanced marksmanship security training.
These
training opportunities allowed the members of NMCB 14 to
gain insight into the subjects that will eventually become
mandatory training at future Fix's and SERT exercises.
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Seabee Combat Warfare (SCW) Program
While in Gulfport, NMCB 14 started Seabee Combat Warfare
Classes
and
encouraged
Seabees
to
pursue
their
qualifications while on active duty.
During the SWA
deployment, SCW classes were offered at each of the
Detachment sites.
Classes were normally provided Mondays,
Wednesday and Fridays. Despite of the taskings and regular
duties, Seabees with NMCB 14 still managed to find the time
to
get
their
Seabee
Combat
Warfare
specialist
qualification. A total of 66 Seabees where SCWS qualified
at the end of the deployment.
Physical Training
Organized
physical
training
was
discontinued
during
Southwest Asia deployment due to threat conditions at the
Camps.
Although the threat condition at Al Asad is lower
than Ar Ramadi, the Command made a decision to discourage
group gatherings including group physical training.
The
Battalion, however, encouraged people to do physical
training at their own schedule.
Physical training during
the hours when indirect fire attacks (IDF) were likely to
occur where strongly discouraged.
Members were also
discouraged to run on their own especially during nondaylight hours.
PISTOL Data Gains
In spite of the Battalion’s OIF-II mobilization, and the
cancellation of nearly all CAT, MTT, SCBT, and M-Year
training opportunities at Camp Shelby, NMCB 14 was able to
gain an additional 1,279 PRCP skills in PISTOL between
04Oct03 and 12Sep04. The skill gains were the result of
filtering through 3,816 raw PRCP skill submittals from
mobilization training and interviews while in Iraq. The
PISTOL database updated all renewals and prevented the
unofficial entry of skill gains to un-eligible personnel,
thus generating a true representation of NMCB 14’s
accomplishments.
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Safety
Safety Statistics
Number of lost time mishaps
Total number of lost days
due to mishaps

6
12

Narrative
The Safety Office of NMCB 14 consists of a representative
and one alternate from each of the nine detachments for a
total of 18, plus one Safety Petty Officer from each
company in the Battalion. In addition, each project
assigned also has a Project Safety Petty Officer. All of
these personnel report directly to the Safety Officer or
the Safety Chief. Both of these members hold the Naval
Enlisted Classification code 6021, Construction Safety
Inspector. NMCB 14 currently has eight Chief Petty Officers
and six Petty Officers assigned this NEC. The Safety
Officer as well as the Safety Chief holds this position for
a period of three years while the others, such as project
Safety Officers are appointed as needed and serve only for
the duration of their deployment and function as an
extension of the Battalion Safety Officer.
Operational Risk management is a required component of the
planning and execution of each and every project assigned
to NMCB 14. Routine safety inspections of all projects,
assured that safety plans were being followed; where
discrepancies arose proper work practices were implemented
or PPE was ordered or obtained.
During the deployment the 400 personnel of Task Force Tango
were divided into multiple detachments and were tasked with
numerous
projects.
Our
effective
construction
safety
program eliminated major mishaps and kept our unit fully
capable. Over 58,286 man-hours were expended with only six
lost time mishaps totaling 12 days. The I MEG conducted a
MAV inspection on July 12-15 and only one recommendation
was noted in Alfa Company with no major or minor findings.
All weekly, monthly and quarterly safety reports were
submitted in a timely manner. These are strong indicators
of the success of NMCB 14’s Safety program.
During the early part of the deployment, the primary focus
was the effect of extremely high temperatures on Seabees.
The Battalion staff specifically the medical department and
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the Battalion's Safety Officer provided adequate training
to all the Seabees as it relates to heat exhaustion, heat
cramps and heat stroke.
Prior to departing Camp Moreell,
each Seabee was issued a Camelback.
These proved to be
helpful in ensuring that liquids will be available to each
individual at the work site or during convoy movements.
The medical department constantly monitored temperatures to
ensure that Seabees were not working when temperatures
exceeded preset limits (black). Coolers with ice were made
available to all convoy movements and project crews. Camel
nettings were also provided.
A problem encountered during the deployment was the delay
in receiving additional hard hats for the troops. However,
Kevlar helmets were utilized at the project sites while
waiting on the hard hats.
A summary report is presented below
deployment for all Detachment sites.

for

the

entire

Monthly Safety Roll-Up
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER TOTALS
TOTAL
MISHAPS
TOTAL
MISHAPS ON
DUTY
TOTAL
MISHAPS OFF
DUTY
LOST WORK
DAY CASES
LIGHT DUTY
CASES
LIGHT DUTY
DAYS
FIRST AID
CASES
VEHL. MISHAP
WITH
INJURIES
VEHL MISHAP
W/O INJURIES
FATALITIES

14

15

19

14

12

9

83

14

15

19

14

12

9

83

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

0

5

1

5

5

11

9

1

32

49

45

29

38

45

1

207

12

9

12

2

3

7

47

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

2
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

3
0
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Medical and Dental
Mobilization Pre-Deployment Health Assessment Screening
During this process all personnel not medically qualified
to
deploy
were
screened.
During
the
pre-deployment
screenings, there were personnel who disclosed medical
conditions
which
would
have
disqualified
them
from
deployment, but were found fit for duty and later it was
discovered in theater that they had pre-existing medical
conditions which were not disclosed during the screening
process. Personnel did not receive the required three
dosages of anthrax and small pox vaccinations prior to
deployment in theater.
Medical and Dental Readiness/Support
While on deployment, our medical department cared for over
800 patients, administered over 2500 immunizations, and
supported other Base Health Service units. In the area of
training, they executed Combat Lifesaving, Heat Stress,
SCWS-First Aid, Field Sanitation, Hazardous Materials, CPR,
IFAK, and general medical safety programs. Equally as
impressive has been the contributions of our Dental
Department with over 175 dental appointments, 114 cleanings
(including USMC and Army personnel), and 99.5% dental
readiness of our deployed Seabees.

Medical Staff
The following
Tango:
(1)
(1)
(1)
(5)
(1)
(2)

medical

staff

was

assigned

to

Task

Force

Medical Officer
Medical Chief
Preventive Medicine Technician
Field Medical Technicians
Dental Officer
Dental Technicians

The following active duty personnel were added to augment
medical personnel for Task Force Tango:
(3) Independent Duty Corpsman
(1) Preventive Medicine Technician (HM2 Johnson)
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The staff was split between two Det locations. 2 IDC ‘s
went to AR Ramadi with (1) First Class PO (HM1) and (1)
Third Class (HM3). The HM1 was assigned to TMT. The
remaining staff was assigned to AL Asad. (1) HM3 went on
Det with 50 personnel to Balad, Iraq to supplement NMCB 3
(Task Force Sierra).
During the deployment, there was a significant increase in
gastrointestinal viral illness for over 60% of all medical
complaints. The virus was believed to be spread by fecaloral contact, or direct droplet / airborne contamination.
Symptoms followed the usual diarrhea, nausea, vomiting,
fatigue, and fever/chills lasting 4-48hrs.
Combat lifesaver training proved to be very valuable in
light of a Mass Casualty resulting from an IDF attack. All
personnel involved in the treatment and evacuation of
casualties performed magnificently. Joint response efforts
of tenant commands providing medical support were also very
instrumental in saving lives. The training should be an on
going evolution with an emphasis on mass casualty scenario
and joint service participation.
Patient tracking proved to be very difficult during this
deployment once personnel left immediate AO. Patient
tracking websites were not updated on a regular basis.
Patient information was difficult to obtain from area
hospitals and between higher echelon headquarters.
Medical Supplies
There was no direct accountability for medical supplies
while in CONUS. Upon arriving in theater, the AMAL wasn’t
complete and had been divided between four locations and
two battalions. There was only one-quarter of the 304, onequarter of the 302, and one-quarter of the 303 allowance in
each location. No preventive medicine AMAL in country.
Camp Sanitation
Port-O-lets and trash containers were infrequently serviced
by camp contracted personnel, which lead to an increase of
vermin around berthing areas and a high potential for viral
infections. Four hole burnouts may have been more effective
for field sanitation in the camp.
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Dental
Functional Assorted Dental Allowance List (ADAL) of
equipment was not realized until the month of July due to
some minor discrepancies. The Dental Department was then
transferred from Al Asad to Ar Ramadi in mid-July.
Upon
arrival in Ramadi, Bravo Company converted an existing
office in the Command Element's Headquarters Building into
a dental clinic. Actual dental services were not directly
provided until July 24, 2004 due to setting up of equipment
and modification of the office space. Even with the short
staff (1 Dental Officer and 2 Dental Techs), the Dental
team managed to provide outstanding service not only to
Seabees but to Marines and Soldiers as well.
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APPENDIX A
MOBILIZATION AND DEPLOYMENT
DETAILED SUMMARY
The deployment to Southwest Asia in support of Operation
Iraqi Freedom (OIF) II was a historical moment for Naval
Mobile Construction (NMCB) Fourteen. Since the Battalion's
re-commissioning in 1961, this was the first time the
Battalion has been mobilized and the first full reserve
battalion to be mobilized in support of OIF II. A total of
403 Seabees were mobilized and deployed to Iraq in support
of OIF II as Task Force Tango under the First Marine
Expeditionary Force (I MEF) and the I MEF Engineer Group
(I MEG).
Upon receipt of the Warning Order, NMCB 14 requested an
updated and accurate Reserve Unit Activity Designator
(RUAD) complete with Mobilization Activation Status (MAS)
Codes for the Battalion. The MAS Code review process began
by name with each Reserve Center. Members who did not have
negative MAS Codes were then ordered for mobilization
screening and processing at their individual Reserve
Centers, which included the entire State of Florida, Puerto
Rico and part of Georgia.
The Concept of Operations for the deployment was divided
into three phases: Phase I: Pre-deployment. Phase II:
Deployment, Onward Movement and Relief in Place (RIP) and
Phase III was the Near Term Phase.
During Phase I, NMCB 14 went through a series of training
events designed to prepare individuals and the unit for
rigors of conducting operations in the hostile environment
anticipated during OIF II. NMCB 14 embarked gear movement
to the area of operation (AO) via sealift and strategic
airlift assets.
The first phase of the mobilization
process included reporting at the Reserve Centers at each
of the nine Detachment sites.
The first group of Seabees
with NMCB 14 went through their activation orders as well
as their medical and dental screening during the early part
of February.
The members were also given pre-deployment
seminars including medical benefits for active duty
members, TRICARE and family support services.
All
necessary documents including updating Page 2s were also
done.
Some of the Detachment sites issued active duty
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identification cards to Seabees that were mobilized.
Following the initial processing at the Detachment Reserve
Centers, personnel then reported at Gulfport, Mississippi,
for further processing and training. The members also went
through the second stage of their medical and dental
screening.
Immunization shots were administered at the
Gulfport Medical Clinic including Series 1 and Series 2 of
the Anthrax vaccination.
Part of the processing also
included preparing legal documents such as power of
attorneys and last will and testament. While in Gulfport,
Seabees with NMCB 14 spent a fair amount of time focusing
on military evolutions which included weapons handling,
weapons re-qualifications, convoy movements, CBR training,
first aid and MEDEVAC procedures, patrols, land navigation,
close quarter battles, improvised explosive device (IED)
identification, vehicle inspections and other training
deemed necessary prior to the Battalion's forward movement
to Iraq.
Desert Utility Uniforms (DUU), individual 782
gears and active duty military identification cards were
also issued in Gulfport.
On March 17, 2004, Readiness to
Deploy Certification for AIRDET was completed with 20th
SRG.
The second phase of the deployment was the onward movement
and Relief in Place (RIP).
It also included conducting
Reception, Staging, Onward movement and Integration (RSO&I)
in Kuwait. NMCB 14 deployed with weapons from homeport and
assembled in Kuwait. Upon arrival in Kuwait, the Battalion
received equipment and commenced staging for movement into
Iraq.
The third phase of the deployment was to execute a series
of CMO projects and planned efforts to complement First
Marine Division (1MARDIV) tactical actions known as the
"First 15 Plays."
CMO projects that were proposed during
the early part of mobilization included restoring or
improving schools, medical clinics and a water plant.
However, during OIF II, NMCB 14 Seabees deployed into Iraq
as actions against Multi-National Forces were escalating,
and the security threat conditions in country remained
extremely unfavorable throughout the deployment.
On March 20, 2004, NMCB 14's 125-Man AIRDET departed
Gulfport for Camp Moreell.
Upon arrival at Camp Moreell,
AIRDET conducted additional training on convoy movements
and weapons training and also zeroed in their weapons.
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AIRDET members also had training on dismounting vehicles on
hasty ambush, night vision goggles training and maintenance
and grenades handling. In addition, AIRDET went to Udairi
Range to have live fire training with crew served weapons
and zeroed in their TOA weapons.
They also practiced
closed quarters battle drills.
AIRDET completed their
weapons training on April 5, 2004.
AIRDET and Main Body
personnel were issued their interceptor vest at Camp
Moreell.
Outside of training, AIRDET personnel provided support for
the much-needed camp security, worked on base perimeter
trench project, installed air conditioning units for CSSB7,
and performed HELO landing zone improvements and routine
camp maintenance. BEEP was also performed on the CESE that
were at Camp Moreell.
In addition, AIRDET personnel
provided assistance with the construction of the gym as
well as the dining facility.
On
March
30,
2004,
Main
Body's
Ready
to
Deploy
Certification was received following an inspection from
rd

Captain Sisson, Commander, 3
Naval Construction Regiment.
Prior to departure, weapons were issued at Gulfport.
On
April 1, 2004, NMCB 14's Main Body departed Gulfport for
Kuwait where they linked up with the AIRDET. The Main Body
arrived at Camp Wolverine on April 2 in Kuwait for
indoctrination.
From Camp Wolverine, the Main Body went
via commercial transportation to Camp Moreell.
Upon
arrival, NMCB 14 established a Combat Operations Center
(COC) and also assisted NMCB 74 with watch standing duties
at the Camp's COC. Additional personnel were also assigned
to assist with on-going projects and camp maintenance.
Upon arriving at Al Asad on April 8, 2004, Seabees with the
AIRDET set up administrative spaces, performed camp
maintenance, constructed partition walls for the COC.
Another priority for the Det in Al Asad was the
establishment of the armory. The armory was located in an
existing building and was fully functional within several
days.
On April 10, 2004, Fragmentary Order M019-04 was received
ordering all personnel with NMCB 14 in Iraq to be Operation
Control (OPCON) to Task Force Echo (NMCB 74) until Task
Force Tango has been established. In addition, part of the
Fragmentary Order was for NMCB 14 to provide security
personnel to augment Camp Al Asad's security force. Fifty
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personnel with NMCB 14 augmented the camp's security. The
50-man security team performed their duties superbly
throughout the duration of their security assignment.
During this time in Al Asad, Fragmentary Order M025-04 was
received for the construction of a perimeter anti-vehicle
ditch at Camp Al Asad. The remaining members of the AIRDET
began working on the perimeter ditch and the rest continued
to augment camp security. Soil conditions at the site made
construction of the anti-vehicle ditch more complicated.
On April 12, 2004, NMCB 14's Tactical Movement Team (TMT)
and advance party personnel departed Camp Moreell for Al
Asad.
The TMT was organized to perform tactical security
escort missions. This marked the first forward movement to
Iraq for NMCB 14. The team traveled for three days to Al
Asad with stops at Navistar and Scania.
Also, at this
time, the first 25 Seabees of the 50-man augment from Task
Force Tango left for Balad to support NMCB 3 (Task Force
Sierra).
The remaining 25 Seabees followed thereafter.
The Balad Detachment supported three critical projects in
coordination with Task Force Sierra's AIRDET from April
through August 2004.
Overall, the Balad Detachment
performed a superb job and directly contributed 3396 direct
labor man-days towards the successful completion of high
priority projects.
On April 18, 2004, the Command Element arrived in Ar Ramadi
and immediately established the COC. The remaining Seabees
assigned with the Command Element in Camp Al Asad followed
shortly thereafter.
On April 22, 2004, Fragmentary Order
M033-04 was received for the establishment of Task Force
Tango (NMCB14) and was required to immediately commence
operations at Det Ar Ramadi and Det Al Asad.
On April 21, 2004, a successful turnover with NMCB 74 (Task
Force Echo) was completed.
Following the turnover in
Ramadi, Bravo Company performed a thorough inspection of
the Seabee camp to assess current camp facility conditions
and determine areas that needed improvements.
Areas
requiring immediate attention included force protection and
quality of service improvements.
Due to the current
situation in Ramadi and the other parts of Iraq, force
protection became a priority for the Command Element.
Indirect fire attacks became a major threat within the
camp. Camp Ramadi was receiving more IDF attacks than Camp
Al Asad. With materials on hand, Bravo Company constructed
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makeshift bunkers on the north and south perimeters of the
berthing areas using flat racks hardened with sand bags.
Hesco barriers were constructed around Task Force Tango's
berthing areas and around selected areas within the Alfa
yard. Air conditioning units for the berthing spaces were
either repaired or replaced.
Another area that needed
attention was the rapid deterioration of the canvas roofs
on the berthing spaces. During the sand storms in Ramadi,
sand and dust got into the berthing tents, which made
living
conditions
in
these
tents
unbearable.
In
coordination with the I MEG and 1 BCT (Camp Ramadi host
command), a contract was executed to change the canvas roof
materials to insulated roof panels. This greatly increased
the quality of service and improved overall performance of
the split type air conditioning units.
At both Detachment sites, personnel with Alpha Company
spent a lot of time installing up armor kits on HMMWVs,
MTVRs and tractor-trailers.
Alpha Company also had to
install gun turrets on the HMMWVs used by the Tactical
Movement Teams. Installation of the up armor kits was very
crucial as it relates to the safety of the TMT.
On April 27, 2004, Fragmentary Order M035-04 was released
ordering Task Force Tango to construct expeditionary Hescotype
bunker
structures
to
provide
immediate
force
protection from indirect fire for Marines stationed at Camp
Husaybah, near the Syrian-Iraqi border. The structures had
to provide adequate force protection against indirect fire
attacks, which were frequent in that location, utilizing
Hesco-type bunker structures, sandbags, and lumber. With
this project being a high priority, a crew escorted by Task
Force Tango TMT 14 departed Ramadi on May 4, 2004.
The
tasking required transport of personnel and materials to
Husaybah on poor and damaged highways. In addition, during
each movement to and from Husaybah, the crew had to be
aware of other challenges including attacks from insurgents
and improvised explosive devices (IEDs) planted on the
highways.
As in most construction projects in Iraq,
material availability was a major problem.
With a tight
construction schedule and limited material availability,
NMCB 14 worked diligently in grueling heat to deliver this
project on time. Task Force Tango met all these obstacles
and challenges and after 1,289 man-days expended, the
project was completed and turned over to the Marines on
July 2004.
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On April 30, 2004, the Battalion experienced
casualties of the deployment with 2 Seabees
action (KIA) and 6 others wounded in action (WIA)
Task Force Tango TMT was returning from Al Asad
and was hit with an IED.

the first
killed in
as
to Ramadi

On May 2, 2004, the Battalion experienced the second
casualties of the deployment with 5 Seabees KIA and 27 WIA
when a rocket hit the Alpha yard where our TMT was staged
following the Admiral's movement from Blue Diamond to Camp
Ramadi.
This was a major blow to the Battalion since the
incident almost wiped out our TMT leaving the TMT incapable
of supporting any mission.
The Seabees who were WIA were
eventually returned to CONUS and were later demobilized.
On May 25, 2005, Fragmentary Order M049-04 was received for
the implementation of the Iraqi Construction Apprenticeship
Program (ICAP) in Al Asad and Ramadi.
Tasking called for
providing
practical
construction
skills
training
to
unskilled Iraqis in different detachment sites. Task Force
Tango started the first ICAP program in Ramadi and
continued to be the best ICAP program in the AO.
As
communities in Iraq transition to a sovereign Iraqi
society, many Iraqi youths lacked marketable skills to
enter the emerging free-market economy. ICAP was developed
to
help
alleviate
the
unemployment
rate
in
Iraqi
communities by training a skilled workforce.
NMCB 14
Seabees developed a curriculum that included field and
classroom instructions in four Seabee construction skills:
masonry, carpentry, plumbing and electrical.
Seabees
planned and presented classroom training, and worked side
by side with Iraqi students doing building constructions
and renovations.
Several classes went through the 6-week
ICAP curriculum.
On July 26, the first ICAP class in
Ramadi graduated. To date, approximately 60 students have
been enrolled in the program in Ramadi.
The program is
being expanded to include new classes in Al Qaim per FRAGO
M049-04 Mod (1).
NMCB 14 ICAP program mangers have
coordinated with Office in Charge of Contracts (OICC)
program managers to help Iraqi graduates from the program
get employment with local contractors.
With the diligent
work of the Seabees in this program, ICAP will remain
strong in Ramadi.
On May 23, 2004, Task Force Tango received Fragmentary
Order No. M08-04 to construct an Iraqi Police Academy in Al
Asad, Iraq. Project scope consisted of constructing the Al
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Asad Police Academy, which entailed designing, planning,
estimating, and constructing the facility to house,
support, and train 100 personnel.
NMCB 14 provided site
grading, security berm, security fence with gate, generator
with electrical power distribution system, tents with
power, air conditioning, and floors, shower and head
trailer with water tank, sewage tank, and shower leech
field for the total material cost of over $340,000.
Despite numerous material delivery problems and scope
changes, TFT 14 accomplished the project in time for the
Customer to start classes on schedule.
The facility will
train Iraqi civilians in security for the local police
force benefiting the stabilization and rebuilding of Iraq.
On May 31, 2004, NMCB 3 SERT team with a 23-man crew
arrived in Ramadi from Port Hueneme.
NMCB 3 was
Operational Control (OPCON) to Task Force Tango and was
redesignated as TF-T TMT 3B.
TMT 3B proved to be a
valuable support to Task Force Tango with the overwhelming
movements needed during the deployment.
Throughout the
duration of their deployment in Ramadi, TMT 3B performed
numerous missions such as troop escort movements, SERT
missions, Class IV pickup and delivery, VIP escorts and
commercial truck security escorts.
While not performing
security escort missions, members with TMT 3B employed
their Seabees with on-going construction projects such as
the
Ramadi
expansion
project
and
camp
support
and
maintenance projects.
On September 18, 2004, TMT 3B
finally departed Ramadi for Camp Moreell to train NMCB 23's
TMT personnel. NMCB 3 without a doubt provided significant
support to Task Force Tango's missions and has performed
extremely well.
TF-Tango received Fragmentary Order M055-04 on June 7, 2004
for the construction of the Al Asad Community Outreach
Center. Project scope consisted site clearing and grading,
constructing the building, and dressing the surrounding
area for parking. The building is a single story structure
approximately 18 meters by 38 meters with a raised center
atrium having a total material cost of over $506,000. The
structural brick walls contain approximately 115,000 Iraqi
style brick, 24 cm x 12 cm x 8 cm. The floor and roof are
concrete with tile.
The building has two restaurant
spaces, three vendor rooms, three offices, and two
conference rooms.
TF-Tango worked diligently to produce
the conceptual site drawing and master site plans to assist
the Customer in acquiring the site and locating the
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building. TF-Tango also redesigned the foundation changing
from spread footers with brick stem walls and floating
slabs to a monolithic floor slab and foundation.
This
change reduced the foundation cost by over $15,000 and
reduced the constructive effort by over 500 MD. Moreover,
the change offset the startup delays and placed the project
approximately 1 month ahead of schedule.
The project
incorporated Iraqi Construction Apprenticeship Program
(ICAP) enabling Iraqis to construct the center that
supports their community while learning construction trades
that will enable them to rebuild the country. The project
was turned over to NMCB 23 with 30% of the structure
completed.
On June 10, 2004, Task Force Tango received Fragmentary
Order M052-04 for the construction of Iraqi Border Patrol
(IBP) Camps. The border patrol camps were essential in
minimizing the transfer of weapons and movement of foreign
fighters in and out of Iraq.
Four IBP camps were
constructed with three of the IBP camps constructed by TFTango.
TF-Tango simultaneously constructed the IBP camps
at Al Waleed (Grid 37S DT 9558 0020), Turaybil (37S ES 0400
2000) and Husaybah (37S FU 8050 0575).
During the
construction of the three IBP camps, Seabees with Task
Force Tango were spread all over Iraq in addition to the
Seabees with the Command Element located in Ramadi and the
Detachment in Al Asad. TF-Tango Seabees were also assigned
with Log Cell in Taqqadum and MEG staff augments in
Fallujah. Seabee locations are shown on Figure 1.

Construction of the IBP camps was very crucial in order for
the Iraqi Border Patrols to resume their posts. The three
camps
were
constructed
on
schedule
considering
the
logistics of getting the materials to the site from Al Asad
and Ar Ramadi.
Materials were delivered and staged in Al
Asad and Ramadi. Another challenge building the camps was
the threat from indirect fire. The project included force
protection,
berthing
tents
with
electrical
and
air
conditioning, shower facilities, watchtowers, generator and
electrical distribution system and an entry control point.
The camp layout was similar at all camps.
The camp was
essential to help Iraq meet their long-term goal of
independence by being prepared to protect and conduct
surveillance along the borders. With a crew of 29 Seabees,
NMCB 14 was able to construct the camp ahead of schedule
and turned over to the Iraqi Border Patrol.
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On July 14, 2004, Task Force Tango received Fragmentary
Order 071-04 to construct berthing facilities for 1000
First Marine Division personnel at Camp Ramadi and was
considered the no. 1 priority project by the I MEG at that
time.
This project came with a strict construction
deadline of September 15, 2004 when the Marines from other
posts in Ramadi where expected to move in.
Project scope
consisted of 14 acres of site work (significant rubble
clearing and grading) and constructing 125 Southwest Asia
huts
(SWAHuts),
one
super
SWAHut
(16’x48’)
laundry
facility, motor pool yard, and utilities for 6 shower
trailers. The FRAGO directed NMCB 14 and the Army’s 120th
Engineer Battalion to complete the work by September 15,
04.
I MEG subsequently ordered us to complete the
construction of the 125 SWAHuts by August 31, 04 and the
first 20 SWAHuts ASAP.
This was a major challenge
considering the extremely hot summer temperature, limited
personnel and CESE resources, and the slow delivery and
poor quality of Class IV construction materials.
Due to
the situation in Ramadi, material suppliers were forced to
deliver the materials in Fallujah, approximately 42 miles
east of Ramadi, so our TMTs had to make several shortnotices Class IV hauls from Fallujah to Ramadi.
Class IV
hauls was also conducted between Ramadi and Camp Victory
near the Baghdad International Airport (BIAP).
Many
critical materials came in well past their estimated and
required delivery dates.
Approximately 4,500 cubic yards
of rubble was removed from the site. 5,000 cubic yards of
fill was delivered to set the grade.
Over 7,000 Hesco
barriers were erected using 8,400 cubic yards of fill.
Despite all the challenges, NMCB 14 successfully met the
accelerated schedule while delivering a quality product.
On
September
20,
2004,
Task
Force
Tango
received
Fragmentary Order M065-04 to fabricate, repair and replace
damaged panels to the Qanishyah Bridge.
In addition, TFTango was required to develop a clear marking system to
identify the bridge maximum loading capacity (MLC).
TFTango was also tasked to establish a traffic control
pattern on the bridge and was also required to reinforce
the interior panels on the north end of the bridge.
Overall, Task Force Tango was required to design and
execute expedient improvements to Qanishyah Bridge.
On
September 26, 2004, Task Force Tango Det Al Asad completed
the bridge expedient repair and the bridge was reopened.
The second part of the fragmentary order was to design and
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construct improvements to the Qanishyah Bridge Bypass that
required incorporation of drainage culverts to enable
commercial tractor-trailers to utilize the bridge bypass.
Task Force Tango engineering staff with Det Al Asad
designed the bypass improvements and was forwarded to the I
MEG.
Due to the enormous amount of work involved and the
limited amount of time that TF-Tango had in theater at that
time, this project was turned over to NMCB 23.
On September 24 2004, Task Force Tango received Fragmentary
Order M115-05 to conduct site assessments to determine
extent of work, material and equipment required to improve
several low water crossing points on MSR (Main Supply
Route) Uranium.
The repair of the low water crossing
points were critical to ensure that military and commercial
movements along MSR Uranium will not be disrupted during
the rainy season that may result in flooding in these
crossings.
Toward the end of September 2004, Task Force Tango received
a go ahead signal from I MEG to commence the Al Asad
Airfield Crater Repair Project.
The project included
repairing the Al Asad East Runway, making it usable for C-5
aircraft. The repair entails removing the existing battle
damage and expeditionary repairs on 31 craters and
replacing with concrete pavement. The total volume of the
project is over 5,550 CY of concrete. NMCB 14 was expected
to be assigned with the most critical areas on Charlie
Taxiway and South Runway.
This part of the project is 10
craters totaling approximately 1,600 CY of concrete.
The
remaining 21 craters fall within the other taxiways.
At
completion, the project will effectively double the
capacity
of
the
airfield
and
increase
the
cargo
capabilities by a factor of five.
Notwithstanding the
delay in receiving the concrete saws for the project, Task
Force Tango, with the short time left, managed to commence
work on three craters on the South runway.
Due to the
extensive amount of labor and involved and the limited
amount of time left for Task Force Tango in theater, this
project was turned over to NMCB 23.
Both TMT 14 and TMT 3 provided tremendous effort that
directly contributed to the success of this deployment.
Their commitment and dedication to duties were outstanding
and highly commendable. From Husaybah to Kuwait, the TMTs
were proven to be valuable assets with over 79 missions
completed and over 10,600 miles traveled.
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Throughout the deployment, Seabees with Task Force Tango
have been continuously challenged with supporting different
missions.
Missions included providing security escorts to
commercial fuel and water trucks (53 trucks escorted) from
Al Qaim to Al Asad, food truck escorts (average of 20
trucks per movement) from Ramadi to Fallujah, transporting
Class IV materials, constructed force protection to Army
and Marine working and berthing areas in Ramadi and Al
Asad, improved landing zones for special forces, provided
quality assurance and quality control to OICC projects,
expedient repair to main supply routes (MSR) and auxiliary
supply routes (ASR) and engineering assessment of damaged
bridges and highways.
On September 27, 2004, 45 personnel with NMCB 23's advance
party arrived at Camp Ramadi.
The Commanding Officer,
Operations Officer and several key staff met the Advance
Party. NMCB 23's Commanding Officer arrived shortly
thereafter with their Command Master Chief.
Berthing
arrangements for the incoming Battalion were ready prior to
their arrival. Seabees with both Battalion's merged well
and
worked
cohesively
on
on-going
projects,
camp
maintenance and daily operations.
The Battalion Equipment
Evaluation Program (BEEP) for the CESE in Ramadi was
completed October 12, 2004.
TMT 23 arrived in Ramadi on September 30, 2004. A few days
after their arrival, TMT 23 was immediately tasked with
performing escort missions to VIPs, food trucks and
transporting Class IV materials.
TMT 14 provided all the
necessary
support
to
TMT
23
by
providing
valuable
information relating to convoy movements.
On October 5, 2004, TF-Tango's Advance Party (AP) in Ramadi
left on a convoy to Al Asad. 175 Seabees with the AP flew
from Al Asad to Ali Al Salem, Kuwait, on October 6 and 7,
2004.
The AP stayed at Camp Moreell and turned in their
TOA weapons.
During the duration of their stay at Camp
Moreell, the AP went through the Warrior Transition
Program.
The AP left Kuwait on October 10, 2004 for
redeployment back to CONUS and arrived in Gulfport on
October 11, 2004 where they went through the demobilization
process.
The relieving Battalion's (NMCB 23) Main Body arrived in
Ramadi on October 17, 2004.
The official turnover at all
Detachment sites was held on October 20, 2004 with an
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official ceremony held at the Command Element Headquarters
Building in Ramadi. The turnover ceremony was attended by
key elements with both Battalions. Overall, the turnover at
all three sites went well as expected.
Prior to the
official turnover, NMCB 23 key staff took over key
positions in Al Asad and Ramadi with staff from TF-Tango
providing guidance as necessary. Following the turnover
ceremony, Task Force Tango prepared for their convoy
movement to Al Asad.
The delayed party (DP) in Ramadi departed on a convoy to Al
Asad on October 20, 2004 with TMT 23 providing convoy
security. Task Force Tango's Delay Party left Al Asad to
Ali Al Salem on 21 October 2004. The DP went through the
Warrior Transition Program as well and prepared for final
movement back to CONUS.
On October 29, 2004, the DP left
for the CONUS on an L1011. On November 1, 2004, a Change
of Command was held in Gulfport, MS.
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APPENDIX B
NMCB 14 AND TASK FORCE TANGO
OIF II CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
February 2004
17-Feb - The Air Det and Command Element landed in Gulfport, MS for mobilization.
18-22Feb - Administrative preparation for forward movement began.
23-Feb - First Class (79 students) commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
24-Feb - First Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
25-Feb - First Class commenced field training.
- Second Class (54 students) completed CBR training.
26-Feb - First Class continued field training.
- Second Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
27-Feb - First Class completed field exercise.
- Second Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- Third Class (64 students) completed PMI in preparation for range qualification.
28-Feb - First Class completed CBR training.
- Second Class commenced field exercise.
- Third Class completed range qualification.
29-Feb - First Class completed PMI in preparation for range qualification.
- Second Class continued field exercise.
- Third Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.

March 2004
01-Mar -

First Class completed range qualification.
Second Class completed field exercise.
Third Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
First portion of main body for NMCB 14 arrived.

02-Mar - Second Class completed PMI in preparation for range qualification.
- Third Class commenced field exercise.
- Remaining portion of main body for NMCB 14 arrived.
03-Mar - Second Class completed range qualification.
- Third Class continued field exercise.
- Main body administratively prepares for forward movement.
04-Mar - Third class completed field exercise.
- Main body continued to prepare administratively for forward movement.
- All of Air Det has completed 940.2 skills
05-Mar - Main body continued to prepare administratively for forward movement.
06-Mar - Fourth Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- 23 personnel qualified on the M9 (9MM).
07-Mar - Fourth Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- Fifth Class (56 students) completed CBR training.
- 9 personnel qualified on the M500 (12 Gauge Shotgun).
08-Mar - Fourth Class commenced field exercise.
- Fifth Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- Sixth Class (59 students) completed PMI in preparation for range qualifications.
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- 18 personnel attended ammo driver course.
09-Mar -

Fourth Class continued field exercise.
Fifth Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
Sixth Class completed range qualifications.
Seventh Class (55 students) completed PMI in preparation for qualifications.

10-Mar -

Fourth Class completed field exercise.
Fifth Class commenced field exercise.
Sixth Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
Seventh Class completed range qualifications.

11-Mar -

Fourth Class completed CBR training.
Fifth Class continued field exercise.
Sixth Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
Seventh Class was assigned to clean weapons.

12-Mar -

Fourth Class completed PMI in preparation for range qualifications.
Fifth Class completed field exercise.
Sixth Class commenced field exercise.
Seventh Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.

13-Mar -

Fourth Class completed range qualifications.
Fifth Class PMI for range qualifications.
Sixth Class continued field exercise.
Seventh Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.

14-Mar - Fifth Class completed range qualifications.
- Sixth Class completed field exercise.
- Seventh Class commenced field exercise.
15-Mar -

Sixth Class completed CBR training.
Seventh Class continued field exercise.
Eighth Class commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
64 students attended M60 training class.

16-Mar - Seventh Class completed field exercise.
- Eighth Class continued BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- The Third NCR Commodore visited to review training and mobilization process
(formation and awards ceremony).
17-Mar - Seventh Class completed CBR training.
- Eighth Class commenced field exercise.
- Readiness to deploy certification for Air Det completed with 20th SRG.
18-Mar - Eighth Class continued field exercise.
19-Mar - Eighth Class completed field exercise.
20-Mar - Eighth Class completed CBR training
21-Mar - Eighth Class completed PMI in preparation for range qualifications.
- Unqualified personnel on the M-16 and M9 (9MM) qualified.
22-Mar - Eighth Class completed range qualifications.
- Ninth Class (22 students) commenced BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- Air Det prepared at PSD, All Departments prepare for forward deployment.
23-Mar - Ninth Class completed BCS classroom training for field exercise.
- Air Det departed Gulfport, Ms for Kuwait (Camp Moreell).
24-Mar - Ninth Class commenced field exercise.
25-Mar - Ninth Class continued field exercise.
26-Mar - Ninth Class completed field exercise.
27-Mar - Ninth Class completed PMI in preparation for range qualifications.
28-Mar - Ninth Class completed range qualifications.
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29-Mar - Ninth Class completed CBR training.
- CO and CMDCM depart for Camp Moreell.
30-Mar - Main body preparation at PSD
- Medical administered second anthrax shot.
- Medical administered small pox shot.
- CO and CMDCM arrive in Camp Moreell.
- Mainbody Ready to Deploy Certification Completed.
31-Mar - Embark administered equipment and personal baggage weigh-in.
- Main Body locked down at Stingers in preparation for movement.

April 2004
01-Apr - Weapons issue conducted in the early morning hours.
- Main Body departed Gulfport, Ms. for Kuwait (Camp Moreell).
02-Apr - Arrived in Kuwait (Camp Wolverine) for indoctrination on being in theater.
- Main Body bused to Camp Moreell.
03-Apr - Planning and preparing for movement forward.
- NMCB 14 took over camp operations.
- Pallet building for transporting HESCO barriers in support of RCT mission.
04-Apr - Conduct unit level training in preparation for forward movement.
- Made camp repairs and improvements in coordination with NMCB 74.
05-Apr -

Continue unit level training in preparation for forward movement.
Air Det completed weapons training at UDAIRI range.
Conducted planning for 269 Seabees from Main Body at UDAIRI range for 8-10 April
Air Det Departed for Al Asad (98 personnel).

06-Apr - Continued unit level training in preparation for forward movement.
- Planning conducted for 50-man detachment to Balad to augment TF-S.
- Received MEF FRAGO (059-04 Construction at Patrol Base in Rawah).
07-Apr - Awaiting MEG FRAGO for construction at Rawah Patrol Base.
- S3 submitted 50-person Det organization to G3 for augmentation of TF-S in Balad.
08-Apr - CO met with G43 to discuss the insufficient distribution of equipment.
09-Apr - Main body completed live fire BZO today at UDAIRI range.
- Most stayed overnight for straggler BZO, convoy and TMT training
- Air Det at Al Asad worked with MAG on multiple tasking, including P&E on force
protection projects and perimeter security.
- Air Det also worked on various projects at the Naval Hospital.
- 25 people from 50-person detachment flew out to Balad.
10-Apr -

Main body completed convoy live fire training.
All personnel that underwent training have returned to Camp Moreell.
Air Det at Al Asad completed tent floor project for A/DACG Marines.
Fabricated vehicle barriers for MAW and installed A/C at CSSB 7.
Battalion continued to work with TF-E and MAW on multiple tasking.

11-Apr - TF-T Det Al Asad received W004-04 and M010-04 and will work with TF-E and MGYSGT
Higson on security planning and CESE plan for Rawah.
- 76 Personnel remained at Udairi Firing range for TMT training.
- Air Det at Al Asad worked with the MAW on multiple taskings, including P&E on
force protection projects and perimeter security detail.
- Still working on various projects at the Navy Hospital.
- CO’s visit with Admiral Kubic (GOO).
12-Apr - The remaining 25 people from 50-person Det arrived at camp Balad.
- TF-T Det Al Asad has done the “Change of Charge” with TF-E Det Al Asad.
13-Apr - CO, CMDCM, S4 and three MEG Augmentees (Watch Officer, LNO, and Admiral’s cook)
departed for Camp Fallujah.
- EO1 Mathisen injured in IED blast while in convoy with the Marines.
14-Apr - CO, CMDCM, S4 and the three MEG Augmentees arrived at BIAP. Augmentees to move
to perspective MEG Log Cell locations.
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- CO met with MEG main in Camp Fallujah.
- Main Body Convoy departed for Ar Ramadi at 1215 for NAVISTAR arrived at 1500
without incident.
- Det Al Asad completed installation of AC for CSSB7, and completed work on OICC’s
generator.
15-Apr - Main body convoy departed NAVISTAR at 0400 and arrived at Scania 1430 without
incident.
- Det Balad is working on force protection and preparing for surge housing
project.
- 7 Personnel from Det Balad stationed for approx 7 days in BIAP for interior
renovation work.
- TF-T Det Al Asad has continued to work on various projects for MAW.
16-Apr - Mainbody at Camp Moreell is in the process of moving out to forward operations.
- Air Det at Camp Al Asad has continued to work on various projects for MAW.
- In coordination with NMCB 3 Air Det, Camp Balad Det has been working various
projects.
- Main Body Convoy remained at Scania due to MSR conditions.
17-Apr - Main Body Convoy moved from Scania to Ar Ramadi without incident and remained
overnight.
- Flight A (two AIRCRAFT) arrived at Al Asad with 75 PAX.
- Flight B (two AIRCRAFT) departed Camp Moreell at 2030 and 2300 enroute to Al
Asad.
- Flight C to BIAP arrived with 12 PAX enroute to Log Cells.
- TF-T Det Al Asad has continued to work various projects for MAW and the
construction of TF-T’s Office Space.
18-Apr - Convoy left Camp Ar Ramadi enroute to Al Asad and back to Ar Ramadi without
incident.
- Flight B (two AIRCRAFT) arrived at Al Asad.
- Flight C to BIAP arrived with 79 PAX.
- Electrical power is up after a three-day power outage in Al Asad.
19-Apr - TF-T Det Ar Ramadi stood up COC at 0800.
- Battalion worked to improve COC spaces and assets to support upcoming operations
workload as the Command element.
20-Apr - Battalion finalized distribution of personnel between Ar Ramadi and Al Asad
prior to convoy to Al Asad.
- TF-S Det Balad is still working on construction for surge housing project.
- The remainder of TF-T 14 Det Balad departed Camp Moreell and arrived safely in
Balad.
- TF-T Det Al Asad completed turnover with TF-E.
- There has been planning for integrated berthing and some cosmetic changes and
finalizing organizations at lower levels for each detachment.
- TF-T has been working the COC/CDO watchbill to improve responsiveness with
command element.
21-Apr - Det Ar Ramadi completed turnover of CESE and ARP assets with TF-E.
- Continue working to improve command and control, camp infrastructure and quality
of service to support upcoming operations workload at both Al Asad and Ar Ramadi.
- Continue to work COC TACOPS to improve C2 and responsiveness.
22-Apr - Convoy arrived in Al Asad without incident.
- Battalion completed final turnover with TF-E.
- Embedded project survey team within RCT-7 convoy from Al Asad to site near
Syrian border in support of MEG FRAG 028-04 (Troop Housing at Husaybah).
- Det Al Asad continues to work various projects for MAW.
23-Apr - Convoy returns safely to Ar Ramadi with 21 PAX.
- Install water heaters to Marine showers, camp setup (building offices spaces and
office furniture, set up armory), camp maintenance, TMT training, IED training,
and vehicle maintenance
- Det Ar Ramadi started Hesco barrier construction for USMC Detention Center.
24-Apr - Det Ar Ramadi repaired grey water overflow problem restoring shower facility to
proper health standards and received approval to reopen showers from Camp PMT.
- All of NMCB-74 personnel have been relieved and all Seabees at Al Asad are TF-T.
- Convoy safely carried TF-E 74 PAX to camp Fallujah.
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- Continued construction of Hesco barrier walls at AIF detention facility,
replacing and repairing water heaters for 3/11 marine showers, camp maintenance,
CESE maintenance, TACOPs office space construction, and began building #3100
electrical repairs.
25-Apr - Continuing the replacement and repair of water heaters for 3/11 Marine showers,
construct perimeter protection for armory, setup additional generator for
berthing,
camp
maintenance,
CESE
maintenance,
and
TACOPs
office
space
construction.
26-Apr - At Camp Ar Ramadi, we hauled and spread gravel as well as continued replacing
and repairing water heaters for 3/11 Marine showers.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, we constructed perimeter protection for armory; set up
additional generator for Seabee /Marine berthing area and TACOPs office space
construction.
- At Camp Al Asad, the perimeter vehicle trench project is suspended due to
reassignment of equipment towards other MEG tasking.
27-Apr - TMT-14A executed convoy to Al Asad to pick up 11 PAX.
- Assessment team completed mission to Korean Village, near Ar Rutbah.
- Preparing to deploy assets and personnel to support IMEG warning order W01004251650Z tasking at Husaybah and standing by for more information on warning
order W009-04.
28-Apr - Forces from TF-T continue to provide security support and contingency
construction support to 1MARDIV and 3MAW forces in Iraq.
29-Apr - P&E team completed assessment of camp water system at FOB Korean Village.
- NCF support is required to supplement CF to build up FOB camps and continue to
assist in camp construction and maintenance operations.
30-Apr - Assets and personnel deployed to support IMEG Frago IZ4-504 tasking at Husaybah.
- TMT-14A ambushed near Hit, Iraq.
Unit sustained casualties (two KIA and six
WIAs)
- 2 HMMWVs damaged (one is totaled and one was repaired at attack location).

MAY 2004
01-May - Convoy returned to Camp Ar Ramadi with all vehicles.
- Completed initial debrief with IMEG and 1MARDIV.
- Assets and personnel deployed to support IMEG Frago IZ4-504 tasking at Husaybah.
02-May - Continue to work on finalizing after action report for the 30 Apr 04-convoy
incident.
- G00 (Admiral Kubic) visited Ar Ramadi.
- Mortar attack on Camp Ar Ramadi results in 5 KIAs and 27 WIAs.
- GOO conducted Admiral’s call for all hands.
03-May - Continued to work on finalizing 30APR04 convoy incident after action report and
began the after action report for 02MAY04 incident.
- Lost in-house capability to support TMT mission due to the fact that 3
additional pieces of CESE were damaged and we incurred significant casualties on
both the TMT 14A and TMT 14B teams.
- Staff working on development of personnel and CESE replacement as well as
training plans to reconstitute our mission capability.
- Assets and personnel deployed to support IMEG FRAG IZ4-504 tasking at Husaybah.
- Convoy from Al Asad to Al Qaim, departed with CSSB 7 convoy to bring Class IV
and CESE to Husaybah and is linking up with RCT 7 between Al Qaim and Husaybah.
- Battalion received confirmation of that insurgent who launched attack on Camp Ar
Ramadi was killed by 1 BCT.
- TF-T 14 is working to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection posture and camp
infrastructure.
04-May - Received MEG FRAG M036-04 and began P&E process.
- Finalized 30APR04-convoy incident after action report and continuing to work the
after action items related to the 02MAY04 IDF attack including Combat Stress
related sessions with our personnel, all NOK notifications with support of MEG,
awards, and after action reports.
- Completed detailed BDA of CESE, communications gear, and weapons and have
brought three dead lined pieces of CESE back on-line.
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- Worked on labor distribution analysis for current and projected tasking after
the IDF attack.
- Worked to develop, redistribute personnel and repair CESE. Also worked to
develop a training plan to reconstitute our mission capability to move ourselves
within 10 days.
- Convoy from Al Asad to Husaybah /Al Qaim arrived in route to deliver equipment
and personnel to Husaybah Detachment today.
- Working on project package for ICDC Training Center at Ar Ramadi (M036-04) and
conducting preliminary P&E work against warning order W009-04 to construct four
100-man Border Patrol Camps.
- Project Phoenix donated materials are now staged at Camp Moreell for transfer
and onward movement to ITO.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
05-May - Continuing to work the after action items related to the 02MAY04 IDF attack
including Combat Stress related sessions with our personnel, all NOK notifications
with support of MEG, awards, and after action reports.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
06-May - Continue to work the after action items related to the 02MAY04 IDF attack
including Combat
Stress related sessions with our personnel, all NOK
notifications with support of MEG, awards, and after action reports.
- Personnel shortage with one TMT team is 40 and with two TMT teams 55.
- Battalion is awaiting CESE (HMMWV) and Up-Armor assets from IMEG, specifically
awaiting dates of arrival for CESE and Up-Armor support from G3 and G43.
- Walk-through site survey of future ICDC location completed with LT Legg and LTJG
Serre (OICC).
- 1 EN 1BCT have stated that this project was not coordinated through them at Camp
Ar Ramadi and that they have concerns with siting plan relative to UXO (refuse
dump and sewage pond at SW corner of Camp).
- Request assistance from I MEG / OICC to coordinate potential siting issues for
ICDC Camp with 1 BCT ICDC Coordinator CPT Ruth and 1 EN 1 BCT LCOL Brinkley and
S3 Major Hart.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
07-May - Continue to work the after action items related to the 02MAY04 IDF attack
including Combat Stress related sessions with our personnel, awards and after
action reports.
- All WIA NOKs were notified today.
- Need one Grader (or parts for our existing grader), three Dozers with Clam
Shell, three Front End Loaders, and one Combination Backhoe for ICDC Camp.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
08-May - Battalion awaits redistributed CESE from TF Echo (per MEG FRAG M038-04) from
Fallujah to enhance mission capability with respect to TMT mission, and ICDC
Training Camp tasking.
- The berthing tents at Camp Ar Ramadi are deteriorating very quickly (poor
construction by contractor)
- Battalion provided a list and photos for all deficiencies to the 1 BCT
Contracting Officer who is responsible for this work.
- Memorial ceremony conducted at Balad for fallen angels.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
09-May - OICC is regrouping on ICDC tasking and we are standing by to make appropriate
scope changes as tasked by the MEG.
- All ICDC materials are en route, but the convoy is stranded at the Jordanian
border.
- Planning conducted to bring the ICAP administrators from Al Asad to Camp Ar
Ramadi and Blue Diamond in the near future to begin coordination meetings.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
10-May - Battalion received MEG FRAGO M039-04 (Project IZ4-317) to renovate Maintenance
Bays at Combat Outpost in Camp Ar Ramadi.
- Level I, resource plan and BOM to be submitted to MEG by 15MAY04.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
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posture and camp infrastructure.
11-May - Camp Ar Ramadi berthing tents continue to deteriorate particularly during the
severe sandstorms we are experiencing on a more regular basis.
- The canvas is tearing primarily where the seams meet the walls and at the
corners.
- Water supply at Camp Ar Ramadi is becoming an issue. We will soon be shifting
from bottled water to potable water buffaloes in order to conserve bottled water
for future convoy operations and help avoid heat casualties.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
12-May - Waiting on revised scope of work / siting plan as it relates to Camp Ar Ramadi
ICDC tasking.
- All ICDC materials are still stranded at the Iraq - Jordan border.
- Helicopter flight from Camp Al Asad brought 29 PAX to Camp Ar Ramadi.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
13-May - The two trucks that convoyed with RCT 7 from Al Asad to bring Class IV materials
to Husaybah arrived in Al Qaim and are awaiting escort to Husaybah.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
14-May - Shifted a significant number of personnel from Camp Al Asad to Camp Ar Ramadi in
order to reconstitute our TMT capability.
- We are now at 24 personnel assigned to the TMT mission and our on-camp
reconstitution training is progressing.
- Over the next two weeks, we will be integrating our TMT personnel into scheduled
movements with 3/11 Marines in order to “train on the road.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
15-May - Husaybah project is progressing as much as possible, but our progress has slowed
due to a lack of materials.
- The material delay is related to the fact that our materials have been stuck at
Al Qaim.
- Memorial ceremonies were held at Camp Ar Ramadi, Camp Al Asad, Camp Husaybah and
Camp Fallujah for our seven fallen angels.
- PAO forwarded article to JOC Bruner regarding the ceremony at Camp Ar Ramadi.
- Command Element submitted material requirements for Ar Ramadi for new AC units
with proper cooling capacity, as well as Freon, for berthing spaces to LNO.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
16-May - Our ICAP team will be attending an ICAP program meeting with MEG Forward
personnel today at Camp Blue Diamond and be returning the morning 17MAY04.
- The three-truck convoy with MEG supplied MLO BOM arrived and was unloaded and
inventoried.
- We are still awaiting the 28-vehicle convoy, which has materials for the ICDC
and IBP project.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
17-May - Survey teams are laying out the new range area for the ICDC training facility.
- Survey team sent to conduct a cursory inspection of the old prison facility at
the south edge of Camp Ar Ramadi. This complex is slated to be renovated and used
as berthing for the ICDC and or ICAP program.
- We are concerned with security measures near these project sites because it is
outside the gate and in close proximity to insurgent cells in the local village.
- We are maintaining an elevated force protection posture in these work areas.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
18-May - Hurricane Point Force Protection Work – In response to 2/4 Marine request for
emergency assistance we deployed a work crew to Camp Hurricane Point to construct
and fill HESCO
barriers as well as remove/haul away debris (2/4 Marines are
providing convoy security).
- Conducted construction support for erection of 3/11 Marine and Seabee phone /
Internet / MWR facility, which includes carpentry, electrical, paint, and force
protection improvements.
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- OF-13 manpower shortfalls to meet proposed mission requirements are stressing
the construction and security capability of the command. This is because most WIA
have not been returned to the unit nor demobilized therefore they cannot be
actively replaced quickly via the reserve mobilization system.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
19-May - Three unescorted trucks with tents have arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi.
- The remaining Class IV materials in convoy for the IBP and ICDC projects still
have not arrived at Ar Ramadi
- All shorts in the original Bill of Materials for the ICDC and IBP project have
already been provided to the G-3.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to improve TMT assets, QOS, force protection
posture and camp infrastructure.
20-May - We are revising our existing IBP confirmation brief for Al Waleed based on
feedback provided by LT Walton and plan to present this to the MEG by 22MAY04.
- ICDC range work is now fully underway and work on the ICDC ECP and reception is
progressing at a rapid rate.
- We assumed responsibility for an interpreter (earlier than expected).
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to train new TMT personnel as well as improve
force protection posture and camp infrastructure.
21-May - The CO and CMDCM are scheduled for a command visit up to Det Al Asad 22MAY04,
and are working out a potential visit up to the Husaybah project. This will be
the first ground movement for our reconstituted TMT.
- We have transferred LTJG Lynch up to Al Asad early this morning (21MAY04) by air
to assume duty as TF-T 14 Al Asad Detachment OIC and ENS Hollobaugh has taken over
his duties as Alpha Company Commander.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work to train new TMT personnel as well as improve
force protection posture and camp infrastructure.
22-May - The CO and CMDCM arrived at Al Asad for a command visit early this morning. This
is the first ground movement for our reconstituted TMT.
- The CO is working out a potential visit up to the Husaybah project via Helo
rd

through 3 MAW.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, as well as CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
23-May - The CO is enroute to Husaybah for a visit to the project.
- The IZ4-313 / ICDC Small Arms Range continues to progress, however, very slowly
due to the limited CESE assets (earth moving equipment). We will continue to work
on the range but request additional CESE, dozers, loaders and pans in order to
increase production.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
24-May

- Four-person Camp Husaybah detachment / project assessment team, including the
TF-T CO arrived at Camp Husaybah shortly before mid-night (23MAY04) from Al Qaim.
- Two TF-T 14 Seabees (1 SW1 and 1 CEC Officer who specializes in bridge
construction design in civilian employment) accompanied NMCB-74 SERT on bridge
engineering assessment mission (Frago M047-04 Qanishyah Bridge Recon).
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.

25-May - Four-person Camp Husaybah detachment / project assessment team, including the
TF-T CO is back in Al Asad awaiting transportation back to Ar Ramadi.
- The two persons that TF-T provided to assist SERT 74 in the explosive damage
assessment of Qanishyah Bridge (ISO MEG FRAG 047-04) completed mission of
inspection, evaluation, and recommendations.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
26-May - Received MEG FRAG M048-04, Police Academy at Al Asad, and we are working on a
concept of operations and a BOM. Will submit as scheduled on 29MAY04.
- TF-T CO rode back from Al Asad to Ar Ramadi in a 10-vehicle convoy 25May04.
- They were hit by an IED and SAF east of the town. They suppressed SAF and pushed
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through the ambush (no casualties or equipment damage).
- LT Walton (acting G3) confirmed that we would begin construction of the Husaybah
IBP Project after we complete the Husaybah Bunker Project.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
27-May - Plan to award available Purple Hearts when CAPT Handley and EQCM Beckwith arrive
at Camp Ar Ramadi. We have not yet received the actual awards at this location.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
28-May - At Al Asad, we are notifying our customers that our future ability to support
them will be limited as our tasking outside the base is increasing.
- TF-S 3 SERT Team, with 23 PAX who will be OPCCON to TF Tango, arrived at Camp
Fallujah.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
29-May - TF-S 3 SERT Team are scheduled to depart for Camp Ar Ramadi tonight between
2130-2230 (29MAY04).
- CM1 Farmer, our Seabee who we sent to Camp Moreell to perform up-armoring work
there, will relocate to Al Asad to help install Labock armor kits there.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
30-May - TF-S 3 SERT Team (23 PAX), who will be OPCON to TF-T as our second TMT (TMT B
(3)), arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi last night (29MAY04). They are settling in and
preparing to begin TMT operations for TF-T.
- DEPCOM and CMDMC of I MEG visited TF-T 14 at Camp Ar Ramadi and presented the
Purple Heart Medals for the TF-T individuals.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
31-May - NMCB 3 SERT team is onboard, has received a camp familiarization and IBP brief
and has been re-designated as TF-T TMT B (3).
- TMT Team A transported CAPT Handley, CMDMC Beckwith, MGYSGT Higson and CDR
Killinger from Camp Ar Ramadi to Blue Diamond and return for meeting with the Al
Anbar Governor.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.

JUNE 2004
01-Jun - TMT 14A returned successfully from Camp Fallujah with an entire HF base station
for use on Turaybil detachment site.
- We received two trucks with class IV supplies for IBP projects.
- Husaybah detachment has started to use sandbag machine.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
02-Jun - Final preparations are being for the three IBP projects enroute to Al Waleed via
Korean Village.
- Det Husaybah only filled sandbags due to high winds.
- Det Husaybah has one generator installed, which should provide power to the
first nine bunkers.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
03-Jun - IBP Al Waleed detachment convoyed from Ar Ramadi to Korean Village via 22vehicle convoy (Hillcrest) and arrived safely.
- Det Husaybah progress on bunker project has been slowed due to one of the two
loaders provided by the Marines being deadlined.
- Battalion received a modification to FRAGO M035-04 (move 70 large Hesco).
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- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
04-Jun - Battalion conducts planning for a site survey of the maintenance bays at combat
outpost Ramadi for 6-5-04.
- Convoy for Al Asad arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi carrying CESE (1 loader & 1 water
truck) including Class IV materials for IBP projects.
- Marines are working on getting another generator for the other six bunkers.
- The supply convoy is in Al Qaim awaiting an escort to Husaybah.
- We are finalizing P&E for the installation of multiple generators and camp
electrical distribution system.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
05-Jun - Conducted a site survey of the Renovate Maintenance Bays project (IZ4-317) at
combat outpost Ramadi.
- At Al Waleed IBP project, the terrain is rough and soil excavation has proven to
be difficult.
- The loader at Husaybah received a new alternator and should increase the
efficiency of its operation.
- Finalizing the confirmation brief for the ICAP on 6-12-04. The first project is
a building renovation of three ICDC buildings that involves carpentry, electrical
and masonry instruction. The buildings will be used by ICDC for classroom
instruction.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
06-Jun - Camp Al Waleed has already completed 600 LF of the perimeter berm, a small
section of HESCO wall, and six tent floors and erected two tents.
- Camp Husaybah’s bunkers #1-8 have been turned over to the Marines.
- Camp Ar Ramadi’s ICDC Entry Control project is up and materials for the roof are
staged and ready for installation.
- We are now assisting with the security screening of the 20 ICAP students for
Camp Ar Ramadi.
- The Police Academy project at Blue Diamond has been put on hold until the
necessary materials arrive.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
07-Jun - GOO and party visited TF-T at Camp Ar Ramadi and conducted site visits at the
ICDC complex.
- Camp Al Waleed IBP project is already 15% complete after three days of work and
the soil excavation continues to be difficult.
- Camp Husaybah’s bunker #9 has been turned over to the Marines.
- Camp Ar Ramadi’s ICDC Entry Control Project is up and materials for the roof are
staged for today’s planned installation of pre-fabricated roof, but we have had to
postpone that due to large crowds around site access.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
08-Jun - TMT 3B convoyed a dozer, loader, water truck, and a trailer of class IV material
to Camp Al Waleed.
- Camp Husaybah sand bag filling was significantly less due to patrol missions of
the Marines.
- Camp Ar Ramadi has selected 27 students for the first ICAP class.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
09-Jun - At Camp Al Waleed soil excavation continues to present a problem. In addition, a
sand storm yesterday has hindered construction progress.
- TF-T is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, camp
infrastructure, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining personnel
and assets.
10-Jun - At Camp Al Waleed, we are using the top 2 to 3 feet of soil to construct the
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berms and fill HESCOS.
- G00 visited Al Waleed IBP project site this morning and visited Camp Al Asad
detachment this afternoon.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
11-Jun

- TMT-3B left Ar Ramadi for Al Waleed with remaining Class IV materials.
Materials included generators and shower unit. Their mission is to relieve TMT-14A
on security detail.
- TMT-14A plans to depart Al Waleed for Korean Village and pick up Class IV
materials for Turaybil project.
- At Ar Ramadi, work on replacement of the roofs has stopped as the contractor
(East-West) has not returned to the Camp as AIF insurgents kidnapped one of the
contract personnel.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.

12-Jun - TMT-14A arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Waleed and will load Class IV
materials and transport them to Turaybil’s IBP site.
- The perimeter berm, HESCO barriers, and tents (except electrical and a/c) are
complete at Camp Al Waleed.
- At Camp Husaybah, bunkers #10-11 have been turned over to the Marines.
- At Ar Ramadi, three pans will be relocated from Camp Moreell to Camp Ar Ramadi
for use on the ICDC 300m Range Project.
- At the ICDC range, a large area (approx 70’x 25’) is extremely rocky, which is
hindering grading operations, but we have an Army unit that will blast the rock
once materials arrive.
- At Camp Al Asad, we received materials for the Police Academy that has been
hampering completion of the project.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
13-Jun - XO and CMDCM visited the Balad detail assigned to TF-S with G00 and party.
- At Camp Husaybah, bunker #12 has been turned over to the Marines.
- Work on the AC installation/replacement and roof replacements has resumed for
our berthing tents.
- At Camp Al Asad the berthing relocation does not look as though it will meet its
deadline of 15JUL04 due to not receiving the generators yet.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
14-Jun - TMT-14A departed with some materials for Al Waleed and all available materials
for Turaybil project.
- At Camp Husaybah, the crew is preparing for a visit from the G00.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the roofs for two Seabee tents and two Marine tents are
complete.
- Project planning for the Camp Al Asad Detention Center is complete and has been
submitted.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
15-Jun - At Camp Al Waleed, our site survey team has deployed with TMT 3B to Turaybil.
- At Camp Husaybah, bunkers #13-#15 are complete except for the installation of
sandbags on their roofs.
- G00 visited the Camp Husaybah today.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, ICAP training is progressing well and the students are
involved in hands on construction work already (doing needed work for the ICDC
training camp there).
- At Camp Al Asad, a three-member assessment team deployed to Camp Hit to conduct
an assessment of the camp power system, which has been having trouble.
- The XO departed Camp Ar Ramadi on Emergency Leave. He is scheduled to return
02JUL04.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
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16-Jun - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Waleed because the required
materials for the IBP project haven’t arrived and part of the project crew will
move to Turaybil today with TMT 3B.
- Four students from the Camp Ar Ramadi ICAP program, who initially declined to
participate due to pay issues have returned and are fully involved in the
training, so we are now up to 15 students.
- At Al Asad, the visit with RADM Kubic, CAPT Hanley, and the MEG staff went well.
RADM Kubic presented the Purple Heart Medal to CM2 Strickland.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
17-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi’s 15 ICAP students continued OJT carpentry instruction with
the installation of 20 sheets of interior wall paneling and the construction of
several small office furniture pieces.
- At Camp Al Waleed most of the project crew has redeployed to Turaybil with TMT
3B to commence the IBP project there.
- MEG MLO and RCT-7’s S4 shop are working with the Camp Al Asad’s detachment to
acquire the wire and other distribution panels needed to finish the camp
electrical distribution work.
- At Camp Al Asad, we are in the planning stages for our ICAP program, working out
pay issues, and a confirmation brief presentation for Lt Col Tucker and LCDR Fox.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
18-Jun - At Camp Turaybil, the crew has moved in, set up camp, and construction is
underway.
- At Camp Husaybah, all sand bags are now filled and on the bunker roofs.
- At Camp Al Asad, discussion of moving Seabees into older trailer cans until the
new ones are available.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
19-Jun - At Camp Al Waleed, the IBP camp was turned over to 2/7 Marines.
- At Camp Turaybil, some UXOs were found around the perimeter; the Marines were
advised and will have EOD personnel investigate.
- At Camp Al Asad, TF-T ICAP reps met with station finance officer (who will be
responsible for ICAP student wages), met with OICC-MEG about punch list
discrepancies, and reviewed drawings for the community outreach center project.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
20-Jun - At Camp Al Asad, four HMMWVs with completed up-armor were delivered to Fallujah.
EOCS Sweet is coordinating their movement to CE at Camp Ar Ramadi.
- TF-T Det Ar Ramadi MLO received electrical/plumbing materials shorts at Camp Ar
Ramadi.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
21-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, we received two new HMMWVs from Al Taqqadum that were
delivered by members of the G4 staff.
- TMT 14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi this morning with resupply materials destined
for the IBP project sites at Al Waleed and Turaybil; however, they had to return
due to vehicle problems.
- We are preparing for visit from MEG Operations Department representatives.
- Our 10 trainees for the Guardian Angel Training (overwatch) are on deck.
- TF-T 14 is continuing to work on improving force protection posture, air
conditioning issues, and CESE and camp maintenance operations with remaining
personnel and assets.
22-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, our work on the ING 300M-range was abruptly put on hold
yesterday, because the local ING unit and their Marine Instructors decided to use
the incomplete range to BZO weapons.
- TMT-14A departed with resupply materials for Camp Al Waleed and Camp Turaybil.
- At Camp Turaybil, we have started work on the 50M range today.
- At Camp Husaybah, work on the electrical mod will stop in two days if additional
materials are not received.
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- At Camp Al Asad, started work on the Police Academy started and they installed
450 feet of security fencing.
- We began Guardian Angel Marksmanship training yesterday, with 10 students from
NMCB 14, along with students from NMCB 74 and NMCB 3.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
23-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, our work on the ING 300M-range has been delayed today due to
security measures taken by 1 BCT to strengthen camp defense along base perimeter.
Specifically all roads leading to and from the site have been barricaded.
- At Camp Al Waleed, the crew constructed 3 Iraqi style field latrines, in
addition the 3 existing Western style latrines, and installed electrical and
plumbing connections.
- At Camp Al Waleed, we expect to turn over the expeditionary camp to the 2/7
Marines and the Iraqi Border Patrol today.
- At Camp Turaybil, there was an urgent request of 3/11 Marines that we construct
showers at the Turaybil checkpoint.
- At Camp Al Asad, worked on Police Academy by installing 250 feet of security
fencing.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
24-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, all project work outside the wire has been suspended today
(ICAP, ING range, ING camp). This is due to an increased threat level in the area
based on 1 BCT intelligence reports of a planned attack on Camp Ramadi today.
- At Camp Turaybil, the construction of the perimeter berm is 90% complete however
we are waiting for the installation of leach field piping installation before we
can complete the berm. Also at Camp Turaybil, the resupply convoy arrived and
materials received will allow project progress to continue immediately.
- At Camp Husaybah, received five IDF incoming rounds last night at 231845D JUN
04. No damage or injuries reported inside the camp.
- At Camp Al Asad, Guardian Angel Marksmanship training continues, with 10
students from NMCB 14, along with students from NMCB 74 and NMCB 3.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
25-Jun - We are putting together a safety mishap report related to the TMT-3 rollover
incident. Gun truck #3 damage is being assessed at this time by our “A” Company
mechanics.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, TMT-3 arrived early this morning.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, contractors still aren’t allowed on camp due to heightened
security precautions and also it is a Muslim Holy day.
- At Camp Al Asad, ICAP staff also is waiting on the green light to use the
Project Phoenix materials as training aids/building materials, so the first
student project can begin.
- At Camp Turaybil, TMT-14A is providing security for the IBP.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS
improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
26-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, contractors returned and started working on the berthing
roofs. In addition, we started working on the Small Arms Range for the Iraqi
National Guard.
- At Camp Al Asad, provided operational support of CSSB-7 concrete work and built
six partitions with front walls for EOD Team Partitions.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
27-Jun - At
nine
ICAP
- At

Camp Ar Ramadi, contractors continued to work on berthing facility roofs and
of 12 have been completed. Also at Camp Ar Ramadi, we are continuing with the
instructions.
Camp Turaybil, IBP project is 90% complete at this time and on schedule to be
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done before the turnover to the interim government.
- We are still working at Camp Al Asad on the Police Academy project (over half
done).
- The troop housing and camp, generator project is over 90% complete.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
28-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the expedient bunker for the camp is over 95% complete.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the ICAP training is going well and the cultural exchange has
been well received by both parties.
- TMT-3B departed for Camp Turaybil from Camp Ar Ramadi.
- Except for the plumbing on the shower trailers, Camp Turaybil is completely
functional at this time.
- At Camp Al Asad, we conducted a complete gas mask inventory to ensure everyone
has a serviceable gas mask due to Intel reports of a potential chemical attack at
nd

Al Asad o/a July 2 .
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
29-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, ICAP worked on paint and plaster finishing for the ING entry
control point guard shack. Also at Camp Ar Ramadi, the berthing roof project is
over 80% complete.
- At Camp Turaybil, today’s scheduled turnover has been rescheduled for 30JUN04.
- At Camp Al Asad, the ICAP was postponed due to increased security threat. In
addition, Camp Al Asad received two interpreters.
- At Camp Husaybah, the team is waiting on the convoy from Al Qaim to deliver the
major IBP materials to get the project underway.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
30-Jun - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the contractors on the berthing roof project have completed
11 of 12 berthing roofs. In addition, the ING small arms range as of today is 50%
complete.
- TMT-3B convoy from Al Qaim to Camp Husaybah was postponed due unavailability of
Marine escort.
- At Camp Turaybil, camp turnover the Iraqis is complete.
- At Camp Husaybah, the convoy has delivered the major material to get the project
started.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

JULY 2004
01-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the CO and CMDCM departed for Camp Fallujah. In addition, at
Camp Ar Ramadi, three personnel departed for R&R to Qatar.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the berthing roof project is 100% complete.
- The troop housing and camp generator project in Husaybah is nearly 100%
complete.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
02-Jul

- Camp Ar Ramadi received incoming 107mm rockets about 100 meters from the
berthing area and COC. Shrapnel from the attack pierced the roof of the CPO
berthing.
- Due to the attacks, TF-T at Camp Ar Ramadi has reviewed Immediate Action
Procedures (IAP) for IDF attacks
- At Camp Al Asad, 16 of the original 25 ICAP students that dropped out were
replaced with another 16 students.
- XO arrived at Camp Al Asad today.
- At Camp Husaybah, LT Croce has assumed the duties as Det OIC for Camp Husaybah,
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due to the injury of LT Cruz.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
03-Jul - Camp Ar Ramadi received more incoming rounds and we exercised the IAP. It needs
improvement, but we are getting 100% compliance (speed it up).
- At Camp Al Asad, the progress on the police academy project has been slowed due
to a large area of rock that requires removal.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
04-Jul - CO and CMDCM returned to Camp Ar Ramadi in the early morning hours.
- Today was a light day because of the celebration of our national holiday.
- Camp Ar Ramadi received more incoming fire today. Our IAP improved and the
account of our people was a lot smoother and faster.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, CAPT Koffman (Force Medical Officer) arrived and plans to
discuss the Warrior Transition Program with the CO.
- At Camp Al Asad, the ICAP team did time sheets for the Titan linguists, reviewed
the labor break-out and reworked the orientation for the Al Asad site.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
05-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the Force Medical Officer provided department heads and key
staff with a brief on the medical demobilization process.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, we received two new interpreters today and they will be
helping with the ICAP.
- At Camp Husaybah, the IBP was suspended due to RPG attacks on the Marines in the
project area. We still plan to have the camp ready for turnover by 16JUL04.
- TMT 14A convoyed the G00 for a visit to Camp Al Asad and transported him to and
from the Qanishyah Bridge repair project site.
- At Camp Al Asad, only 6 of the 25 students for ICAP showed up for training. This
may be due to confusion at the front gate.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
06-Jul - At Camp Al Asad, 18 of the 25 students showed up today and were able to put up
50% of the footing for the SWA Hut. The detachment did not move into the cans as
expected, but should be in them o/a the beginning of next week.
- TMT-14A performed live fire weapons training at Camp Al Asad.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, 11 ICAP students have began to work on an ECP lookout post.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
07-Jul - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Asad today with the EQCM Millard
and the Medical Officer from Camp Al Asad, and the XO of TF-T.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
08-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, five of eight steel guard towers are complete.
- At Camp Al Asad, the Police Academy project is back underway due to the BOM
materials received yesterday.
- At Camp Husaybah, the Border Patrol Camp is over 50% complete.
- TF-T is at the mid-point of the deployment.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
09-Jul

-

TF-T

conducted

safety

stand

down
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Festivities are being conducted at Camp Ar Ramadi and Camp Al Asad.
- Today is a relaxed day for TF-T except for watch standing and key operations.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
10-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the ING small arms range is 57% complete.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the operations department will be meeting with the 1 MARDIV,
1 BCT, and MEG Forward of the base for the expansion reconstruction plan for Camp
Ar Ramadi.
- At Camp Al Asad, the Police Academy project is 70% complete.
- At Camp Al Asad, the detachment is moving into 23 double-wide and 4 single-wide
trailers today.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
11-Jul - TMT-3B departed from Camp Ar Ramadi in the early morning hours for resupply
mission to Camp Husaybah.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
12-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the ICAP students have completed ING ECP lookout position.
- TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Fallujah to pick up CESE.
- At Camp Husaybah, the IBP is 75% complete.
- TMT-3B arrived in Al Asad today with no injuries or vehicle damage from two IED
explosions between Al Qaim and Husaybah.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
13-Jul - TMT-14A arrived in Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah returning with CESE and
Class IV material.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the EAs have completed the field portion of the survey work
for the SWA Huts
- At Camp Al Asad, the ICAP students did not arrive to work today until 1145
because of the “badging process”.
- At Camp Husaybah, all 12 tents have been erected and four of them have A/C units
installed.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
14-Jul - TMT-3B arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Asad.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the small arms range project has been put on hold due SWAHut
project.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
15-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the pre-fab work for the SWA Huts is underway.
- At Camp Al Asad, the Police Academy project is 85% complete.
- At Camp Husaybah, the IBP project is 100% complete.
- TMT-3B departs Camp Ar Ramadi in the early morning hours to drop off 11
personnel for mass grave project (Task Force Justice).
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
16-Jul - At
- At
feel
- We

Camp Al Asad, the road crater repair job is 100% complete.
Camp Husaybah, the Iraqis are refusing turnover of the IBP camp because they
it’s unsafe due to the recent increase in IDF attacks.
continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
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and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
17-Jul - TMT-3B transported G01, S4 and S4C to Blue Diamond and back without incident.
- We are still waiting for generator repair on the Troop Housing project at Camp
Husaybah to achieve 100% completion.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
18-Jul - Completed the electrical repairs for the detention center at Camp Ar Ramadi.
- For the ICAP at Al Qaim, the coordinators and instructors plan to convoy with
the 3/7 Marines there everyday from Camp Al Asad.
- At Camp Husaybah, CMC Smith determined that the motherboard on the generator is
bad, and that it should be replaced because it is still under warranty.
- TF-Justice has found the remains for eight people at this point.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
19-Jul - TMT-14A convoy departed for Al Waleed, Turaybil IBPs and Al Asad.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the camp expansion project is moving along quite smoothly.
- At Camp Al Waleed, the IBP camp has some issues with the equipment due to theft,
vandalism, or improper use. For example, the generator was run completely out of
fuel and both pumps on the shower trailer were burned out, all plumbing on the
shower trailer unit has been removed, and the electrical system was vandalized.
- TF-Justice has found 36 remains between the two sites: 21 at site 1 and 15 at
site two.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
20-Jul - TF-Justice has found 48 total remains found: 21 at site 1 and 27 at site 2. The
crews moved back to Camp TQ and are awaiting deployment ISO TF-Justice Mission 3.
- At Camp Al Asad, the Police Academy project is over 90% complete.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the first SWAHut was erected today.
- Commanding Officer of TF-T met with E-5s at Camp Ar Ramadi today regarding
current events and our tentative reverse deployment schedule (have been advised to
keep OPSEC in mind).
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
21-Jul - At Camp Husaybah, the crew retrograded to Al Qaim and afterwards convoyed back
to Camp Al Asad. They intend to convoy back to Camp Ar Ramadi tomorrow.
- At Camp Al Asad, the Community Outreach Center project is underway.
- At this time, all border projects are completed and the primary focus at this
time is erecting the 125 SWAHuts for camp expansion in Ar Ramadi.
- Commanding Officer of TF-T met with E-5s at Camp Ar Ramadi today regarding
current events and our tentative reverse deployment schedule (have been advised to
keep OPSEC in mind).
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
22-Jul - TMT-14A arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Asad in the early morning hours.
- TF-T personnel that were assigned TF-S are supposed to arrive this evening and
re-affiliate with TF-T.
- Commanding Officer of TF-T met with E-4 and below at Camp Ar Ramadi today
regarding current events and our tentative reverse deployment schedule (have been
advised to keep OPSEC in mind).
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, TF-T has erected a second SWAHut.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
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infrastructure.
23-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the camp expansion project is on schedule and looks like it
will be completed in time.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
24-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, we are still awaiting materials to complete the USMC shower
trailer project.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
th

25-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, an 8 SWAHut has been erected.
- At Camp Al Asad, the Police Academy project is essentially completed except for
the leach field and the generator. In addition, the community outreach center
project is on hold due to awaiting customer’s decision on site location.
nd

- At Al Qaim, the ICAP is expected to begin on August 2 .
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
th

26-Jul - At Camp Ar Ramadi, TF-T is being assisted by the 120 engineering battalion of
the Army National Guard (Oklahoma). This should expedite the completion of the
project.
- At Camp Al Asad, the leaders there are considering using the ICAP students to
build a G-Hut (Super SWAHut) for the Marines.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
27-Jul - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi enroute to Camp Fallujah on a same day convoy. On
the Camp Expansion project, the crew is erecting on average about five SWAHuts per
day.
- CO and CMDCM of TF-T departed Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Al Asad.
- TF-Justice (Mission 3) has not begun because the excavation site has not been
confirmed.
- At Camp Al Asad, the materials have been ordered to complete the Police Academy
project.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
28-Jul - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi enroute to Camp Fallujah for a one-day run.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, we received IDF in the Seabee Camp from ACF one landed in the
berthing area and did significant damage, another landed near the generator 10
meters behind COC, but didn’t detonate.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
29-Jul - CO and CMDCM of TF-T returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Asad.
- TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Fallujah.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
30-Jul - The remaining members from Balad attached to TF-S
PAX at Camp Al Asad and 23 PAX at Camp Ar Ramadi.
- TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi in the
(temporarily) with PAX from NMCB 74 enroute to Camp
- The G00 and staff arrived at Camp Ar Ramadi in the
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have relocated. There are 19
late hours of the evening
Al Asad.
late hours of the evening for

a command visit.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
31-Jul - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Al Asad in the early morning hours.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the G00 had breakfast and lunch with the CO of TF-T and his
staff.
During his visit, he viewed the SWAHut project and spoke at the ICAP
graduation ceremonies. He departed shortly after lunch with an escort from TMT-3B
for Blue Diamond.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
AUGUST 2004
01-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, we have completed the insulation on 8 of the 31 SWAHuts that
have been erected.
- TMT-14A has returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Al Asad in support of TF-E
retrograde.
- At Camp Al Asad, we’re still waiting on panel boxes to finish out the electrical
work to complete the Iraqi Police Academy.
- At Camp Moreell, the Chaplain plans to implement the Warrior Transition Program
for TF-T beginning 8-2-04.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
02-Aug - At Camp Al Asad, the instructors are requesting a raise for the top performing
ICAP students.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, TMT-3B’s mission to Camp Fallujah on 03-Aug-04 has been
delayed due to Intel about insurgent activity at that location.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
03-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, because of the intense activity during the late evening
hours, TF-T took a defensive posture. Also at Camp Ar Ramadi, 28 of the SWAHuts
have been insulated.
- At Camp Al Asad, we started working on panel boxes for the Police Academy
project to complete the electrical.
- At Camp Moreell, power was out for 3.5 hours.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
04-Aug - TMT-3B departed from Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Fallujah to deliver CESE to Camp Al
Asad.
- At Camp Al Qaim, still planning to start an ICAP on the base vice phosphate.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
05-Aug - At Camp Al Asad, the ICAP SEAHut project is 55% completed, also Army Engineering
Crater repair 80% completed at this time. Still waiting on the BOM to start the
Detention Center project.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
06-Aug - At Camp Al Asad, the Police Academy project is essentially complete except for
three electrical panels. Also, the student who allegedly spat on the gate guard
Thursday did not show up for work today. Our intention is to confiscate his badge
and terminate his participation in ICAP.
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- TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from CESE delivery at Camp Al Asad.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, TF-T is at 26% complete on the SWAHut project.
- At Camp Moreell, the G00 arrived enroute to the States. Also at Camp Moreell,
TF-T is continuing with the BEEP on 86 pieces of CESE.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
07-Aug - At Camp Al Asad, only 5 of 22 ICAP students showed up today because ECP turned
around the majority of the vehicles with the students (because of IED threat).
This also held up the completion of the Police Academy project.
- At Camp Moreell, the G00 was transported to KCIA.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
08-Aug - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi enroute to Camp Fallujah to pick up materials for
the SWAHuts.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, if TF-T and the Army Engineers are able to get the critical
materials, they will be able to finish the camp expansion project by 31AUG04.
- At Camp Moreell, the camp maintenance survey is complete and TF-T is working
with the remainder of TF-E to complete before they depart for the states.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
09-Aug - TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah with materials for the
SWAHuts.
- TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Al Asad to transport PAX to Camp
Fallujah.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
10-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, there was four incoming rounds from ACF in the early morning
hours. 71 SWAHut shells have been assembled at this time.
- At Camp Moreell, TF-T personnel continues with turnover of the camp from their
counterparts.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
11-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi,
MEG G4 and G43 staffs conducted a Management Assist Visit
(MAV) to evaluate our general supply operations with particular focus on TOA, CTR,
ARP, MLO, and general Supply operations.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
12-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, received IDF on three separate occasions. Of those three, the
alpha yard received some fire and there was some vehicle damage, a/c units
damaged, but no severe casualties.
- TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah.
- At Al Qaim, there’s a setback with the ICAP program due to the inability to
recruit students, due to high threat level and intimidation from the ACF.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
13-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, Alpha Company has began work on ING small arms range.
- At Camp Moreell, TF-T is preparing for camp turnover scheduled for 8-15-04.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
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infrastructure.
14-Aug - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi for TQ to pick up HESCO barriers for the SWAHuts.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the SWAHut project is 42% complete.
- At Camp Al Asad, the detention center project is 30% complete.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
15-Aug - TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from TQ with the HESCO barriers for the
SWAHuts.
- At Camp Al Asad, the ICAP SEAHut project is 75% complete.
- At Camp Moreell, TF-T has officially relieved TF-E.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
16-Aug - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi for Camp Fallujah to pick up Class IV materials
for the SWAHuts and deliver Warlock Red System students.
- At Camp Al Asad, security at the ECP continues to be a problem. Only eight of 28
students attended today due to the screening process at the gate.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
17-Aug - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Camp Fallujah to pick up TF-E PAX
and escort to Camp Al Asad.
- TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah with Class IV materials for
the 125 SWAHuts and 1 Super SWAhut.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
18-Aug - At Camp Al Asad, Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Terry Scott
visited and discussed HYT and the support our Seabees at the rear.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
19-Aug - TMT-14A departed Camp Al Asad (after delivery of TF-E PAX) for Camp Ar Ramadi,
but on their way they were held up for hours by an IED on the Uranium route.
- At Camp Al Asad, the ICAP students made it through the ECP smoothly. It seems
that the students’ chances of entry are better when they arrive in the early
mornings (with our escort).
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
20-Aug - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi in the early morning hours due to hours of
delay from an IED on an Army Convoy along ASR Uranium as they returned from Camp
Al Asad.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
21-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, class three of the Iraqi Construction Apprenticeship Program
(ICAP) starts today. Also, the SWAHut project is at %50 complete.
- At Camp Al Asad, there was a report that the camp received multiple IDF rounds.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
22-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, multiple IDF rounds landed in Camp destroying a generator and
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two CONEX boxes. Also at Camp Ar Ramadi, the CO and CMDCM departed for Camp Al
Asad en route to Camp Moreell.
- At Camp Al Asad the advancement enlisted exam was administered.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
23-Aug - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Camp Al Asad to escort NMCB-4 PAX to
Camp Fallujah.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

24-Aug - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to BIAP to pick-up roof panels for the
SWAHuts.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

25-Aug - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from escorting NMCB-4’s PAX.
- TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi with the Class IV materials for the SWAHuts.
- CO and CMDCM returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from their Det visits to Camp Moreell
and Camp Al Asad.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

26-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the first 23 SWAHuts are essentially complete, and 91 of the
SWAHuts have electrical wiring complete. Also at Camp Ar Ramadi, there were three
incoming rounds on the camp (all were UXOs).
- At Camp Moreell, the USAF has agreed to provide fiber optic cable and three
Cisco switches. This will significantly improve the IT system.
Also at Camp
Moreell, the advancement exam was administered.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

27-Aug - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the advancement exam was administered.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

28-Aug - TMT-14A and TMT-3B picked up VIPs from Blue Diamond to tour Camp Ar Ramadi’s
expansion project.
- TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Camp Fallujah to provide escort
security for I MEG staff members.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

29-Aug - TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah in the early morning hours
from their security escort of the I MEG staff members.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
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30-Aug - We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
- Nothing Else Significant to report.
31-Aug - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Camp Fallujah to pick up CESE, Class
IV materials and Seabees returning from the from the Mahmudiyah project.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, all 125 SWAHut shells are erected and is currently 64%
completed.
- At Camp Moreell, the Chaplain went to Doha to coordinate meetings at the “Marble
Palace” for the Warrior Transition program.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

SEPTEMBER 2004
01-Sep - At Camp Moreell, the camp is now connected to the local USAF security radio net.
This enables us to monitor local security radio traffic, and make emergency calls
if necessary.
- TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah en route to Camp Al Asad
to deliver CESE, Class IV materials and PAX from Mahmudiyah project.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

02-Sep - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi and arrived at Camp Al Asad in the early morning
hours with the PAX from the Mahmudiyah project and Class IV materials.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the first 30 SWAHuts of the expansion project are ready to be
occupied.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

03-Sep - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from materials delivery to Camp Al Asad.
- TMT-14A and TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi together en route to KV to provide
escort security for fuel and water trucks from Turaybil (at the Jordanian border)
to Camp Al Asad.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

04-Sep - We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
- Nothing else significant to report.
05-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, TF-T had a Labor Day picnic.
- Warlock training personnel departed with NMCB 133 convoy (destination
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction
infrastructure.

BIAP).
maintenance
mission by
of Iraq’s

06-Sep - TMT-14A and TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi in the early morning hours from
security escort mission.
- At Camp Al Asad, due to threat and intimidation from AIF, only five ICAP
students showed up today.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
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infrastructure.

07-Sep - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi for TQ to escort dump-truck gravel hauling
operations ISO the Fallujah Bypass improvement project.
- At Camp Al Asad, the G00 made a Det visit touring the Community Outreach Center
and Detention Center.
- At Camp Moreell, the G00 made a Det visit
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
08-Sep - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from the gravel hauling escort for the
Fallujah Bypass project.
- TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Fallujah to support the Fallujah
Bypass project.
- At Camp Ar Ramadi, the SWAHut (Camp Expansion) project is 80% completed.
- At Camp Moreell, the G00 departed for CONUS.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

09-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the 2/4 Marines are requesting to move into the SWAHuts that
are ready due to the unreliable electrical power and overall living conditions of
their tents. After discussion with the G3 we have been authorized to move the 2/4
Marines to the north end of the base starting 10SEP04 and stay until they leave
theater on 26SEP04.
- At Camp Al Asad, only 7 of 22 students attended ICAP today because of fear and
intimidation by AIF.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
10-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the 2/4 Marines have began to occupy the completed SWAHuts
and has expressed great satisfaction.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

11-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, there was an incoming round in the early morning hours.
- TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Taji to escort the G00 to Balad, but
the mission was aborted and they were diverted to Camp Fallujah because TMCC
declared the route non-permissive.
- TMT-3B returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah due to the canceling of
their escort mission.
- At Camp Al Asad, only 5 of 22 students attended ICAP.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

12-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, 974 Marines have moved into the SWAHuts. Also there was an
IDF explosion on camp during the morning hours and a mortar round that landed, but
was declared a UXO.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

13-Sep - At Camp Al Asad, only 4 of 22 students attended ICAP.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
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infrastructure.

14-Sep - At Camp Al Asad, the Military Leach Field project is 100% complete.
- At Camp Moreell, the SWAHut project is 100% complete.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

15-Sep

- At Camp Ar Ramadi, there were 7-10 incoming rounds from the ACF (no
detonations).
- At Camp Al Asad, only 5 of 22 students attended ICAP. There’s a plan to move the
students into the Community Outreach Center by 18SEP04.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

16- Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the G00 visited to present awards to our Seabees, attend the
second graduating class at ICAP, perform the ribbon cutting ceremony for the
SWAHut project, present numerous awards, and to officially promote Commanding
Officer to the rank of Captain.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

17-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the camp expansion project is currently at %87 completed
(missing 142 line items to fully complete).
- At Camp Moreell, E-5 and below has started to move into the completed SWAHuts.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

18-Sep - TMT-3B departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Camp Fallujah with their final
destination being Camp Moreell to train NMCB 23 on tactical movement.
- At Camp Al Asad, the G00 visited the Community Outreach Center, SWAHut (Phoenix
materials) and Runway Crater projects. Also, ICAP was a challenge because only two
students attended.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

19-Sep - At Camp Moreell, 160 Seabees from NMCB 23 as advance party and 21 Seabees from
7NCR arrived from CONUS.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

20-Sep - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from Camp Fallujah’s bypass project.
- At Camp Moreell, the G00 presented awards from the attack on 02MAY2004.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

21-Sep - At Camp Al Asad, only two students attended ICAP today.
- At Camp Moreell, there has been a modification to the FRAGO for eight SWAHUTS to
increase to nine. The ninth one is set to be a VIP SWAHut.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
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and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
22-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, we are still awaiting Class IV materials to complete the Camp
Expansion project. TMT-14A plans to pick-up these materials from BIAP and deliver
them to TF-T and 120th Army National Guard Engineers.
- At Camp Al Asad, only one student attended ICAP today. Also, there was a report
of eight incoming mortar rounds landing on base.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

23-Sep - TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to BIAP to pick-up Class IV materials.
- At Camp Al Asad, only one student attended ICAP today.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

24-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the SWAHut project at Shark Base is essentially complete
(awaiting roof panels). Also, the OICC project is now 100% complete and a walk
through and final turnover was conducted with 44th US Army Engineer Battalion.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
25-Sep - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi from BIAP with Class IV materials.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

26-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, there were incoming rounds on-base from ACF. Also, with the
arrival of the new materials from BIAP, we’re moving forward with the completion
of the Camp Expansion Project.
- TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi to pick-up NMCB-23’sPAX from Camp Al Asad.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

27-Sep - TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi with the PAX from NMCB-23.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

28-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, there were incoming rounds on-base from ACF.
- At Camp Al Asad, no students attended ICAP.
- TMT-14A departed Camp Ar Ramadi en route to Camp Al Asad to pick-up Class IV
materials.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

29-Sep - At Camp Al Asad, no students attended once again.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.
- Nothing else significant to report.
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30-Sep - At Camp Ar Ramadi, the Camp Expansion project is at 90% complete and the ING
small arms range is at 70% complete.
- TMT-14A returned to Camp Ar Ramadi with Class IV materials from Camp Al Asad.
- We continue projects in support of coalition force protection, camp maintenance
and QOS improvement projects across the AO, and support the I MEG’s mission by
conducting Civil Military Operations regarding the reconstruction of Iraq’s
infrastructure.

OCTOBER 2004
01-Oct -

TMT-14 returned to Ramadi from Fallujah.
Red Cross message received for Petty Officer Raymond.
Work detail departed Camp Ramadi for Shark Base.
RPG and small arms attack on Camp Ramadi Ogden Gate.

02-Oct - Trooper gate received small arms fire.
- Camp Ramadi supported ground operations by providing artillery against local
insurgent targets.
- Trooper gate reported a white star cluster outside the wire.
- Work at Shark Base continued.
03-Oct -

One large explosion reported outside the wire.
6 pax departed Ar Ramadi for Al Asad.
Ride along pax (3) on Al Capone departed Al Asad for Al Qaim
IED explosion reported at Trooper Gate.

04-Oct - Trooper Gate and Ogden Gate recon reported small arms fire outside the wire.
- Hillcrest 23 departed Ar Ramadi for Fallujah.
- Hillcrest 23 reported RPG impact.
05-Oct - Hillcrest 23 returned to Ramadi from Fallujah.
- Ogden recon reported 8 explosions.
- Hillcrest 14 arrived in Ramadi from Al Asad.
06-Oct - Ogden Gate recon reported large explosion outside the wire approx. 2 km south of
the gate.
- Admiral Alexander and party arrived in Ramadi.
- Received M124-05 to provide transportation for the Habbaniyah survey team.
07-Oct - Red Cross message received for Petty Officer Baidy.
- Ogden Gate recon reported explosion outside the wire.
- IMEG Frago 120-05 received.
08-Oct - Hillcrest 23 completed mission to Blue Diamond.
- Bricklayer ride along arrived in Al Asad from Al Qaim.
- Ogden Gate recon reported explosion outside the wire.
09-Oct -

Ogden and Trooper Gate recons reported small arms fire outside the wire.
Camp Ramadi hit by one mortar round. 100% accountability.
Trooper Gate reported small arms fire outside the wire.
Work on the ING camp continued today.

10-Oct -

Trooper Gate reported small arms fire outside the wire.
Hillcrest 23 completed mission to Blue Diamond.
Hillcrest 23 departed for the Habbaniyah mission.
Received 1 incoming round.
Ogden Gate reported one explosion outside the wire.
IMEG Frago M108-05 Mod(1) received.

11-Oct -

LTJG Hargrove and BU2 Smith arrived in Ramadi from Al Asad.
Hillcrest 23 conducted mission to Blue Diamond.
NMCB 23’s CO and CMDCM arrived in Fallujah for PDSS conference.
Work at ING continued today.
Hillcrest 23 conducted mission from Ramadi to Fallujah.
Ogden gate reported explosion and small arms fire outside the wire.
Hillcrest 23 reported convoy trucks stopped and did not reached Fallujah.

12-Oct - Investigation regarding the convoy trucks continued today.
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- Hillcrest 23 completed mission from Fallujah.
- Trooper recon reported three explosions and small arms fire outside the wire.
- Hillcrest 14 departed Ramadi for Taqqadum.
13-Oct - Hillcrest 14 returned to Ramadi from Taqqadum.
- NMCB 14 and 23’s Commanding Officers and acting CMDCM returned to Ramadi from
Fallujah.
- Hillcrest 23 conducted mission to Blue Diamond.
- Explosions reported east of the camp.
- Hillcrest 14 conducted mission to Fallujah.
- Hillcrest 23 conducted mission to Fallujah.
14-Oct -

Hillcrest 14 conducted mission to BIAP.
Ogden Gate hit with IDF and received small arms fire. 2 casualties evacuated.
Ogden Gate reported explosion 50 meters from their location.
Trooper Gate recon reported explosion.

15-Oct - SERT 7 arrived in Ramadi.
- Hillcrest 23 conducted mission to Blue Diamond.
- Hillcrest 14 completed mission from BIAP.
16-Oct - Hillcrest 23 completed mission to Blue Diamond.
17-Oct -

CDR Maconi and LCDR Oliver arrived from Fallujah.
Two mortar rounds reported outside the wire.
First 2 flights for NMCB 23 Main Body arrived in Al Asad.
Multiple IDF rounds reported on base.
Ogden and Trooper Gate recon reported mortar attacks outside the wire.

18-Oct -

Hillcrest 23 arrived back in Ramadi from Al Asad.
Joint meeting between NMCB 23 and NMCB 14 key staff.
Hillcrest 23 conducted mission to Blue Diamond.
Trooper gate recon reported explosion outside the wire.

19-Oct -

CO TF-T and CO NMCB 23 met with COL Patton, 2BCT Commander at Camp Ramadi.
Operations reported large explosion east of OP Bravo.
2 personnel departed Ramadi for Al Asad.
Ramadi hit by multiple indirect fire attacks.
Trooper recon reported small arms fire outside the wire.

20-Oct - Red Cross message received for Chief D’ Andrea.
- NMCB 23 officially relieved NMCB 14 as Task Force Tango. Turnover complete.
- NMCB 14 Main Body departs Ramadi for Al Asad with TMT 23 providing Convoy
security.
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APPENDIX C
LESSONS LEARNED
Topic (Problem)

Discussion

Recommendation

Manpower (deployed units
were undermanned)

The cumulative effect
of the manpower drain
from NMCB-14 was
significant. After
only 1/3 of the way
through the deployment,
Task Force Tango
manning reduced from
400 to only 314
Seabees, a 21.5%
reduction. This caused
a significant impact to
operational
capabilities. Details
follow.

Deploy Reserve units at
numbers significantly
higher than the
required strength
(perhaps 20% higher).
This will help Reserve
units better
accommodate unspecified
losses that can be
reasonably expected
from attrition and
manpower support
requirements mandated
by higher headquarters.

NMCB-14 was directed to
support OIF II at
partial strength,
activating and
mobilizing only 400
Seabees including
additional staff for
higher headquarters
(the MEF Engineer
Group, or MEG). After
locking in the
deployment By Name
Roster and before
deploying, NMCB-14 was
directed to provide
additional Seabees to
support other units
(MEG logistic cells and
JTF-7). Shortly after
commencing deployment,
NMCB-14 suffered combat
casualties (with no
immediate
replacements), had
Seabees encountering
circumstances requiring
emergency
demobilization (with no
replacements), and was
directed to detail a
detachment to another
task force (returned to
NMCB-14 after several
months).
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Particularly for
certain key rates such
as builders, the
manning was too low to
effectively accomplish
unit mission
requirements without
overworking some
Seabees with little or
no down time. Over
time, personnel fatigue
and its associated
effects risked the
reduction of unit
production to less than
optimum levels.
Timing of unit key staff
activation, mobilization
and training (key staff
unavailable to perform
critical staff functions
to support pending
deployment).

Most of the NMCB-14 key
staff were ordered with
the second and last
unit to deploy (Main
Body) to activate at
their Reserve Center,
mobilize with NMPS
Gulfport and undergo
Seabee Readiness
Training (SRT) with
Twentieth Naval
Construction Regiment
(20th NCR). This left
no scheduled time for
key staff to perform
staff functions
critical to the pending
deployment. Some of
the critical staff work
had to be performed by
some Active Duty staff
from Readiness Support
Site (RSS) and some
non-deploying
Reservists on Reserve
Annual Training (AT)
orders who came to CBC
Gulfport to work with
key staff during the
limited time available
after hours. However,
none of these people
deployed, breaking the
continuity in staff
work.
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Activate all Reserve
unit key staff as early
as possible and bring
them to CBC Gulfport no
later then upon arrival
of the first unit
(usually AIRDET). By
doing so, half of the
staff can mobilize and
train with AIRDET,
while the other half
performs staff
functions.
Subsequently, the two
halves of key staff can
switch roles upon
arrival of later units
(Main Body), with
second half mobilizing
and training with Main
Body while the first
half performs staff
functions.

Government Travel Charge
Cards (GTCC)

Military Pay (inadequate
access to pay
information)

Due to BEQ nonavailability, many
NMCB-14 Seabees had to
stay in hotels in
Gulfport during
mobilization and SRT
training. Those people
needed either a GTCC or
their personal credit
card to hold up to a
month’s worth of hotel
and food expenses.
However, the Naval
Reserve Readiness
Commands (REDCOMs)
refused to keep the
Seabee GTCCs activated,
turning them on then
off again. This
created morale and
financial problems for
many Seabees.
NMCB-14 Seabees and
their dependents had
many questions
regarding their pay
status during
mobilization and
deployment. Seabees
received hard copies of
their LES in theater,
but only after
significant delays.
Because LESs were
delivered only to
deployed sponsors,
their dependents back
home had no visibility
on their sponsor’s pay.
There was limited
internet access at
NMCB-14’s operating
bases for Seabees to
access their personal
MYPAY accounts.
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Activating the GTCC
must remain a
mobilization check-off
item. Remind Seabees
to confirm GTCC
activation prior to
being released from
their Reserve Center.
Have Seabees bring a
personal credit card
just in case their GTCC
is not available.

Require all Seabees to
open a MYPAY account
prior to mobilization,
and encourage them to
allow MYPAY account
access to their
dependents or anyone
with a need to know.
Have sufficient
internet access
resources in theater so
that all Seabees can
check their pay via
MYPAY.

Disbursing (PSD Gulfport
staff overwhelmed)

The volume of
disbursing issues
overwhelmed the
disbursing staff at PSD
Gulfport.

For deploying Reserve
units, activate and
mobilize at least 3
Dispersing Clerks (DKs)
to support them at the
homeport PSD.
Have them complete
activation/mobilization
and report to PSD
before the mobilization
of the first wave of
Reserve Seabees
(usually AIRDET), so
that they may assist
them in processing
their military pay. If
this is impossible,
arrange for Reserve DKs
to serve at PSD on
reserve status on 2week Annual Training
(AT) orders to augment
PSD disbursing staff.

Travel Claims
(inefficient processing)

Because travel claims
were processed in
Pensacola, every month
Dispersing Clerks (DKs)
have to travel from PSD
Gulfport to Pensacola
to process travel
claims. This was
inefficient, requiring
recurring TAD orders
and berthing
arrangements.
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Require Seabees with
special disbursing
requirements (child
support, garnishments,
court orders etc.)
provide necessary
documentation to the
disbursing staff as
soon as possible.
Utilize Reserve DKs on
AT orders to augment
disbursing staff at
Pensacola.

Personnel Advancement
(delays in pay increases)

Internet Access for
Supply Department
(inadequate)

Pay increases for
advanced NMCB-14 were
delayed and happened
only after DK
intervention at PSD.
The advancement of
activated Reserve
Seabees did not trigger
an automatic pay
increase in their
active military pay
accounts.

The NMCB-14 Disbursing
Officer had to work pay
issues in a very
inefficient manner.
There was no dedicated
NIPR access for the
Supply Department at
the NMCB-14 Command
Element site. This
forced him to utilize
MWR internet access in
order to work pay
issues through e-mail
back to PSD Gulfport.
However, MWR internet
access was limited to
30 minutes per sitting,
and after incidents
involving Friendly
Killed in Action
(FKIAs) access to the
MWR computers was
secured pending Next of
Kin notification, which
sometimes took several
days.
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Better integrate the
Active and Reserve
personnel support
systems so that they
can exchange this type
of data.
Until then, require
Reserve units to
identify to PSD those
Seabees who have been
selected for promotion
and their effective
promotion dates.
Establish NIPR accounts
and computer drops in
Supply Department
spaces.

Postal Operations (mail
delays at beginning of
deployment)

Consumables (delays in
acquisition)

Project material
deliveries by contractors
(adversely affected
receipt by MLO and
storage within MLO)

Mail (letters and
packages) sent to
Seabees prior to the
activation date of the
Mail Routing
Instruction was lost or
extremely delayed (6-8
weeks). This was in
part due to friends and
families of Seabees
sending them mail to
the NMCB-14 deployed
address prior to the
Mail Routing
Instruction activation
date.

Consumable
administrative supplies
(printer cartridges,
copier paper, writing
paper, pens) ran out
quickly, and Supply
Department was unable
to provide users with
replacement
consumables. This
problem was apparently
due to consumables
having the lowest
priority for in-theater
logistics. However,
before deployment NMCB14 was advised to not
bring consumables to
limit organizational
gear shipping weights.
Require contract
material deliveries to
include invoices
annotated with the
project number.
Whenever possible, do
not send materials for
different projects in
the same shipment.
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Option 1 – When a unit
has been given the
warning order for
deployment, they should
place Postal Operations
information in the
unit’s Plan of the Week
and on the unit’s
website. This
information should
include historical
average delivery time,
prohibited items,
weight and size limits,
and the consequences of
utilizing the deployed
address prior to the
activation date of the
Mail Routing
Instruction.
Option 2 – Do not
disclose the deployed
address until the day
prior to travel.
Purchase 90-day
supplies of
consumables,
particularly printer
cartridges, while still
in CONUS and deploy
with them as part of
organizational gear.
Ignore all wellintentioned advice to
do otherwise.

Material Shipment
(difficulties in offloading)

Logistics forms
(insufficient)

Procurement of materials
before deployment
(inadequate staff to
perform procurements)

MLO material came in
tractor-trailers loaded
by cranes. The only
material handling
equipment available for
offloading incoming
shipments were 12K and
4K forklifts. Cranes
could be borrowed from
KBR contractor (on a
first-come-first-serve
basis), other local
contractors, or Army
units, but this
required advanced
planning, more then
possible for material
deliveries which often
arrived with no prior
notice.
Logistics requisitions
and inventory
management revolve
around NAVSUP 1250-1
and NAVSUP 1114.
Orders to replenish our
stock of these forms
were unfilled for a
long time.
See comments on “Timing
of unit key staff
activation,
mobilization and
training”. Due to
limited time mobilized
before deployment,
material purchasing had
to happen before
deployment at CBC
Gulfport. Since most
of the NMCB-14
logistics staff were
required to
activate/mobilize/train
with the Main Body,
another non-activated
logistics officer had
to be brought in on
Reserve Annual Training
(AT) orders to initiate
material procurement
and address other
supply issues.
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Require vendor
contracts to specify
that materials must be
able to be off-loaded
with forklifts. If a
crane is required to
off-load the material,
contract the vendor to
deliver directly to the
jobsite and have the
vendor be responsible
for off-loading
material.

Bring with Supply
Department
organizational gear at
least 2000 each NAVSUP
1250-1 forms and at
least 1000 each NAVSUP
1114 forms.

See comments on “Timing
of unit key staff
activation,
mobilization and
training”. Activate
and mobilize all
Reserve logistics key
staff as early as
possible.
Specifically, Supply
key staff can help the
base supply department
with things like
uniform issue and 782gear issue. Also,
bring the unit
storekeeper (SK) from
RSS Active Duty staff
to mobilization site to
provide supply support.
His purchase card will
be needed for SERVMART
runs.

ATOS Orders (insufficient
Seabees trained in ATOS
order-writing and
funding)

Desert Utility Uniforms
(DUUs)(DUUs issued too
late)

Forward Movement without
IPE for CBR (inadequate
IPE in AO)

CESE Maintenance
(insufficient for
hydraulic cylinders)

The Administrative
Department (S1) writes
ATOS orders, and the
Supply Department (S4)
manages the funding.
Two members from each
department attended
ATOS training. Due to
operational needs and
emergency leaves that
lead to demobilization,
there were no members
of the S1 department
trained in writing ATOS
orders and only 1
member of S4 trained to
manage the funding.
Therefore, the one
member from S4 had to
take over writing and
financial management of
ATOS.
NMCB-14 Seabees were
not issued their DUUs
until just before they
debarked from Gulfport
to overseas deployment
site. Although the
battalion collected
uniform sizes before
deployment, there were
some ill-fitting
uniform items,
particularly DUU boots.
However, there was
insufficient time to
re-order and re-issue
DUU items before
deployment.
As NMCB-14 Seabees
moved forward into the
AO, there were not
enough IPE to protect
everyone in the event
of a CBR attack. The
initial supply of IPE
was inadequate and came
in the wrong sizes.
Hydraulic cylinders for
dump trucks, hoe
attachments, and
combination loader/hoes
were high failure items
in this tactical
environment. Cylinder
repair and cylinder
replacement took too
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ATOS training should be
given to all the
members of the S1 and
S4 departments. This
training should be
incorporated into the
pre-deployment SRT
training.

Issue DUUs soon after
arrival at mobilization
/training site
(Gulfport), to give
Seabees enough time to
wear their DUUs and get
any deficiencies
corrected.

Each Seabee in the
Battalion should be
issued their IPE with
other gear at
mobilization site
before moving into the
AO.

Obtain at least one
spare cylinder per CESE
and additional repair
kits with seals and Orings.

replacement took too
long for critical
earthmoving CESE,
resulting in
significant project
delays.

Preventive Maintenance
(PM) Schedule (reduce for
HMMWVs)

COSAL and ARP Support
(inadequate)
Procurement of CESE parts
(took too long)

CESE Redistribution

CESE Turnover (delays)

High use vehicles such
as HMMWVs required more
frequent PM, due to
high use and harsh
operating environment.
COSAL and ARP did not
support all CESE
distributed to NMCB-14.
Parts requisition for
maintaining CESE took a
considerable amount of
time.

CESE distribution in AO
changed per MEG
direction in the middle
of deployment. This
CESE redistribution
required additional TMT
convoys during a busy
period of deployment,
diverting TMT crews
from providing direct
labor on a critical
construction project
(SWAHut construction)
Not enough Seabees to
perform equipment
turnover may cause
unwarranted delay.
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Reduce interval between
scheduled PM for HMMWVs
in AO (30 days in lieu
of 40 days).
Provide complete TOA
including COSAL and
ARP.
Ensure Supply
Department is trained,
staffed and funded to
manage local purchases
and funding for CESE
parts. Training should
be conducted as soon as
possible, prior to
deployment into AO.
Identify required CESE
for project support as
soon as possible, to
enable adequate time to
relocate assets.

Units must have at each
location at least two
experienced equipment
operators (EO) and at
least 3 qualified
construction mechanics
(CM) to complete BEEP
at each location.
Highly recommend the A6
or A6A and G43
representation be
present as well.

CESE Maintenance

CESE operators
(insufficient licensed
operators at some
detachment sites)

Sand bag supplies
(insufficient
availability)

Sand bag supplies (poor
quality)

The harsh environment
and terrain justifies
the need for closer
attention to equipment.
At some detachment
sites, heavy CESE
OPTEMPO and the
assignment of some
construction mechanics
(CMs) to other details
(security details and
tactical movement
teams) exhausted all
available CESE
mechanics.
At some detachment
sites, extensive
earthmoving-related
work and the assignment
of some equipment
operators (EOs) to
other details (security
details and tactical
movement teams)
exhausted all available
licensed CESE
operators.
Large quantities of
sand bags were required
for force protection
throughout the AO.
However, there were not
enough sand bags
readily available.
Sand bags were greatly
used in the AO. But
often, the sand bags
were poor quality and
tore easily (not the
green bags).
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Maintain a 1:5
Construction Mechanic
(CM) to CESE ratio to
maintain adequate
equipment availability.

Aggressively crosstrain and license nonEO Seabees to obtain
licenses to operate
different CESE.

Ensure that sand bags
are readily available
at each camp.

Implement better
quality control during
sand bag procurement
and delivery
acceptance,
particularly if ordered
locally.

Tactical communications
(insufficient
familiarity)

Security Clearances
(delays in obtaining,
problems in verifying)

Unless recalled for
activation /
mobilization /
deployment, Reserve NCF
units seldom use
tactical communication
gear beyond 2-week
Field Exercises (FEX)
once every four years.
The lack of more
exposure causes voids
in several critical
skills, including
technical set-up and
operation. A Reserve
NMCB unit is most
likely for recall 12-18
months after their FEX.
If a dedicated
Communications Platoon
is identified before
and during this period,
the unit can justify
squeezing additional
training and exposure
for those Seabees into
their drill weekends
and annual training
periods, in order to
increase their comm.
skills and familiarity.
Most Seabees did not
need Secret security
clearances, however
certain key staff and
all members of the
Communications Platoon
were required to have
them. Verification of
security clearances
while mobilizing in
Gulfport created
significant additional
administrative work for
the member as well as
the NMCB-14 Security
Manager and staff. In
several cases, Seabees
who had submitted all
their paperwork (ESPQ
questionnaire) to their
Reserve Centers still
had to resubmit it. In
addition, the CBC
Gulfport security staff
was burdened with
numerous requests for
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Assign specific Seabees
for a Communications
Platoon at least one
year prior to a FEX
year. Provide them
with additional
training on and
exposure to the
tactical communications
gear during their drill
weekends and annual
training periods, and
require that they keep
their security
clearances updated.
Make every effort to
sustain the integrity
of this Platoon once
they have been trained.

Have unit security
manager require and
verify that all Seabees
needing Security
Clearances
(communications
personnel and key
staff) have up-to-date
clearances. Upon
activation, require
those people to bring
copies of their most
recent EPSQ. For any
of those who do not
have a valid clearance,
require them to bring
two sets of
fingerprints with their
EPSQ.

fingerprinting to
support processing
security clearances.

Embark/Movement Control
operations (small staff)

Movement to Area of
Operation (AO) (knowledge
of movement requirements)

Due to large volume of
movement missions (both
ground and air) plus
the numerous mission
changes, movement
control typically
worked 14-20 hour days
(depending on
operations) to ensure
accurate tracking,
notification and record
keeping.
Embark/Movement Control
staff must determine if
all gear will fit in
the designated aircraft
moving Seabees and
personal and
organizational (org)
gear.
Customs officials and
aircraft crewmembers
inspected individual
carry-on gear and
locked down Seabees
prior to boarding
airplanes to transport
to and from deployment
site. They did not
allow Seabees to carry
on any knives, razors,
pressurized containers,
or other prohibited
items. This caused
delays in inspection
process and
inconveniences to
individual Seabees.
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Adequately staff
Embark/Movement Control
at each unit detachment
site to accommodate
this workload.

Ensure that
Embark/Movement Control
staff has a thorough
understanding of weight
and cube requirements
of personal and org
gear.
Ensure that individual
movement requirements
including carry-on gear
are distributed by
several means to all
hands prior to their
packing for movement
(i.e., days before
debarkation).

Movement to and within AO
(database)

Embark/Movement Control
needs a database with
names, social security
numbers, blood types,
and weapons types and
numbers, in order to
prepare manifests
accurately yet quickly.

Storage and shipment of
organizational gear (org
gear boxes).

Rule of thumb is that
the org gear boxes need
to be sized so that two
members can pick it up
(250 lbs or less) and
hand load it onto the
aircraft. Commercial
aircraft do not use
463L pallets.

Movement of gear (gear
was easily lost)

Gear shipped into
theater was easily lost
due to the difficulty
of moving within the
AO.
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Embark/Movement Control
utilizes a database
with this information
keyed to each
individual
(Administrative
Department should
maintain a master
database of all
personnel information
for the unit).
Prepare to move
organization gear as
early as practical.
This will include
determining movement
requirements and
securing necessary
boxes. Use wooden
mount-out boxes, poly
boxes or cruise metal
boxes.
A battalion
representative that is
knowledgeable about the
shipment should
accompany any gear
shipped to the AO.

Convoy operations (ops)
(ensure adequate
preparation)

Little benefit was
gained from SRT
training in convoy ops.
Convoys in the AO
operated very
differently than what
was taught during SRT
and other Embark
training. The enemy
was constantly changing
tactics. Most SOP and
ROE quickly became
obsolete after
dissemination, and were
geared for combat
patrols not the
logistical convoys that
Seabees performed. For
example, SRT taught
convoy crews to pursue
hostile forces enemy
into buildings and
conduct close quarters
battle (CQB). However,
most convoys in the AO
operated at night and
most attacks were from
Improvised Explosive
Devices (IEDs)
implanted into the road
or (much more rarely)
small arms fire. In
either case, no enemy
would be in view, and
convoy crews were
expected to continue
moving through the
danger zones,
immediately contact
that sector’s Movement
Control (who would
deploy an assigned QRF
to the scene) and
complete their convoy
mission while the QRF
addresses the threat.
NCF convoy crews were
not expected to abandon
any convoy vehicles
unless those vehicles
were incapacitated and
untowable.
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20th SRG teach up-todate convoy ops
accurately per the
latest AO SOPs.
References they can use
are: discussions with
the MEG, SOPs published
by the MEF and MEG, and
the IED task force
newsletter that covers
most of the current
information on IED
attacks.
Ensure thorough turn
over of Embark/Movement
Control duties from
relieved to relieving
units in the AO. That
must include incoming
units becoming very
familiar with any
convoy SOPs and current
Fragmentary orders
(FRAGOs) pertaining to
convoys.
As soon as possible,
draft unit SOPs on
convoy ops in easy-tounderstand format
(plain English, with
minimal boilerplate
fluff), and distribute
and implement
internally.

FRAGOs and Warning
Orders from MEG

TOA (insufficient tools
at each detachment site)

TOA (insufficient survey
kits)

MEG often tasked Task
Force Tango via FRAGOs
or other more informal
means, with execution
deadlines that were
difficult to meet
without compromising
adequate planning and
coordination for
movement, personnel,
security, logistics,
and other details.
Sometimes this was
necessary due to the
absolute urgency in the
tasking. Regardless,
adequate planning and
coordination was
necessary to execute
missions most
effectively.
NMCB-14 had multiple
detachment sites, but
our TOA assigned to us
(a portion of a full
NMCB TOA) did not
provide enough basic
tools for each
detachment site
(hammers, screwdrivers,
AC repair tools and
meters, etc.). The
assigned TOA seemed to
be based on one 400Seabee detachment site,
vice several smaller
detachments.
NMCB-14 had only 1
survey kit, making it
difficult to perform
survey operations at
different detachment
sites. Other units
collocated with NMCB-14
units had limited
survey equipment as
well.
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MEG informs units of
prospective mission as
soon as practical, via
warning order, draft
FRAGO or other means.
Whether or not the
tasking will
materialize,
notification at the
conceptual stage would
give the units more
time to prepare and
schedule accordingly.

Provide units with
sufficient TOA to
support all detachment
sites. For each site,
provide one full tool
kit for camp
maintenance and a
separate one for
projects.

Provide units with at
least three survey
kits.

TOA (insufficient and/or
obsolete tools)

Construction kits and
central tool rooms
(CTRs) had insufficient
and/or antiquated tools
compared to what
private industry uses.
These deficiencies
necessitated separate
long-lead procurement
of power tools such as
nail guns and concrete
saws. Project Work In
Place (WIP) progressed
slowly while waiting
for these long lead
item tools.
In private industry,
these tools were
considered essential
for use in those trades
in order to work
efficiently and provide
high quality
workmanship. If the
NCF TOA toolkits had
these missing and/or
newer tools, it could
provide better quality
work and higher
productivity to its
customers.

Update tool inventories
to 21st century private
industry standards,
including sufficient
modern power tools for
general work in key
trades. Ensure that
CTR has complete rotary
hammer drill kits with
all correct masonry
bits needed (assigned
by manufacturer), and a
supply of wedge-type
concrete anchors.
NMCB-14 (POC: SW1
Cassels) has
specifically indicated
his willingness to
help, by providing
itemized lists of
suggested tools for
inclusion into modern
toolkits.

One example is the
welder kits:
- no grinders to finish
the welds and clean
cutting edges, or
portable bandsaws to
cut metal piping or
structural members
(angle bars, etc.).
- old clamps were too
weak to hold materials.
Hinges and hasps

Many of the assignments
include fabricating
doors. There were not
enough locks, hinges,
and hasps to
accommodate this
workload. Ran out of
supplies the first two
weeks.
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Stock MLO with
sufficient items to
conduct camp
maintenance.

Computer Aided Design
(CAD) Software Packages
and Plotters (not
provided in TOA)

Generators (need preoperational servicing
before delivery to
project sites)

CAD: Project packages,
project designs and
other engineering
calculations (such as
for earthwork) required
CAD software. Engineer
Aides (EAs) can use CAD
software with GIS,
aerial, and other
resources that are
available in the AO.
NMCB-14 had to use an
EA’s personal CAD
software for this.
Plotters: NMCB-14 did
not have the capability
to plot drawings on
large paper. Although
NMCB-14 did have
standard printers that
could print CAD
drawings on standardsized 8-1/2 by 11 inch
paper, printing to that
size made the text font
too small to easily
read. Having full-size
or even half-size plans
would significantly
help in project
planning, communication
with customers, and
construction management
in the field (to mark
up as-built drawings).
Generators were
delivered to unit MLOs
in theater and required
servicing before put
into operation. This
included generators for
projects at remote
sites, which did not
have all the equipment
and/or materials needed
to service them.
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Include in each unit’s
TOA at least two
licensed CAD software
packages and two fullsize plotters for
engineering design and
project packages.

Service generators and
other project materials
requiring preoperational servicing
as soon as they are
received at the unit’s
MLO. Also, always
order extra fuel and
air filters, hoses,
etc., to avoid
equipment downtime and
to provide to the
customer.

Class IV Materials and
ARP for projects, camp
maintenance and CESE
Maintenance (delays from
lead times)

Much material and tools
in the AO took
exceptionally long time
between ordering and
delivery. BOM orders
requests were sometimes
lost, and vendors were
slow to deliver. For
example, roof panels
for SWAHut project and
concrete saws for
Runway Repair project.
These long delivery
times slowed down
progress of project
construction work in
place (WIP)and delayed
project completion.
Often reliable
estimated delivery
dates were not
available for tracking.
At times NMCB-14 had to
resort to beg, borrow
or trade with other
units for materials and
tools, in order to get
urgent taskings
completed.
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As much as possible,
complete Bill of
Materials (BOM) and
procure materials very
early, early enough to
avoid impact to project
execution.
Cultivate bartering
relationships with
other adjacent units,
as a back-up to our
logistics system.

Class IV Materials and
ARP for projects, camp
maintenance and CESE
Maintenance (wrong or
poor quality materials
procured/delivered)

Due to the current
threat climate in the
AO, material resources
were scarce and
deliveries/redeliveries
did not happen easily
or quickly.
Often times, the wrong
materials were procured
and/or delivered, or
key components were
missing. An example
was insulated roof
panels – NMCB-14
received wall siding
that failed leak tests
and was only useable
with flashing materials
that were not delivered
with the panels. This
necessitated extra
convoy movements for
re-supply missions, and
caused significant
slowdown of project
construction work in
place (WIP)and delayed
project completion.
Received usually high
quantity of material
that was too poor
quality to even use.
Examples include warped
lumber for SWAHut
construction and
concrete masonry unit
(CMU) block for medical
clinic construction,
and electrical panels
missing internal parts.
This resulted in
significant material
waste, necessitated
extra convoy movements
for re-supply missions,
and caused significant
slowdown of project
construction work in
place (WIP)and delayed
project completion.
If urgent, NMCB-14
detachments often had
to remedy these supply
problems by bartering
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Review Bill of
Materials (BOM) lists
with vendors
immediately and
thoroughly. If an
interpreter is
necessary, have one
available at any
meetings between
procurement agents and
vendors.
Make material
descriptions in BOMs
very explicit and
clear, and ensure that
vendors understand
them. Clearly specify
units (English versus
Metric). If possible,
provide photographs or
catalogs (bring key
catalogs from CONUS) to
show vendors when
ordering parts.
Request product
catalogs from the
vendor and order from
it as much as possible.
Enforce quality
control: establish a
meaningful quality
assurance program, such
as requiring submission
of samples for preapproval, to ensure the
delivery of correct
materials before their
acceptance.
Cultivate bartering
relationships with
other adjacent units,
as a back-up to our
logistics system.

with other co-located
units in return for
work, or scrounging
scrap. Traded AC
repairs for
refrigerant, electrical
repairs for electrical
materials, and labor in
general for generators,
ACs, etc. Scoured
dumps and look at other
bases for copper pipe,
water heaters, etc.
Fuel hoses, pumps and
water or fuel tanks
were particularly hard
to get.
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Class IV Materials
(inefficient double
handling)

Parts tracking at supply
delivery points.

Due to the security
situation at the NMCB14 Command Element
deployment site,
vendors were unwilling
to deliver their
materials to there,
causing significant
project delays.
Therefore, vendors
transported and
unloaded most project
materials to other MEG
deployment sites,
requiring NMCB-14
convoys to pick up the
materials there and
transport to NMCB-14
project sites. This
double handling of
materials was
inefficient. Using
suppliers near more
remote unit detachment
sites (such as NMCB-14
AIRDET site) may
alleviate this
transport problem while
also stimulating local
economies.
Vendors often delivered
materials to
intermediate locations
at remote detachment
sites. This made
tracking more
difficult.

Close coordination
between MEG G41,
subordinate units, and
vendors can avoid
unwanted project delays
and double handling of
materials. Make
suppliers aware of the
threat situation at the
final destinations of
their materials and
determine their
willingness to deliver
to there before
entering into contract
with them. Consider
using suppliers near
unit detachment sites
whenever possible.

If manpower
permits, deploy 1
Seabee expeditor at
key logistic sites
within the AO, to
support specific
key projects by
tracking incoming
project materials
(estimated delivery
dates, inventory
quantities and
material
descriptions).
Also, unit MEG LNOs
work with G41 staff to
assist in material
tracking.
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Lumber construction
(general)

Lumber was in short
supply in AO. What was
available was not
always in correct sizes
(for example, could not
get enough 16 foot 2by-4s for SWAHut
construction projects).

As previously
discussed, ensure good
specifications,
coordination and
quality assurance.

Also, available lumber
was often poor quality,
and warped further if
left out in sun.

Procure members that
are long enough to span
with single member.
However, be prepared to
scab two shorter pieces
together if correctly
sized lumber becomes
unavailable.

Furthermore, due to
tool shortages,
builders had to work
with lumber using
inefficient hand tools
while awaiting delivery
of power tools.

Plumbing construction
(material problems)

SWAHut construction (A/C
and pre-hung doors)

Plumbing components
received from local
vendors often was
inferior quality (thin
walled). Also they
were often incorrectly
sized, apparently
manufactured with very
high size tolerances,
making for
unsatisfactory
connections within
plumbing assemblies.
SWAHuts went up most
efficiently if crews
prefabricated walls,
floors, trusses, steps
and A/C stands using
offsite jigs, then
assembled structures on
site using these
prefabbed sections. To
do this, need door
dimensions to cut door
openings into walls,
and A/C dimensions to
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Specify American #2
grade lumber.

Store lumber and
prefabricated sections
(such as trusses) under
shade and bundled
together, to prevent
them from warping in
the sun.
Provide sufficient nail
guns and other cordless
power tools for
carpentry work.
As previously
discussed, ensure good
specifications,
coordination and
quality assurance.
For plumbing
assemblies, ensure that
vendors assemble all
parts prior to
transporting to remote
sites. Note that a 90
degree PVC elbow may
cause weeks of delay.
Have A/C and pre-hung
doors on site at start
of project, so that
builders can measure
their dimensions and
construct SWAHut
sections as soon as
possible.

prefab A/C stands.

SWAHut construction
(power distribution)

IPL Rating (inadequate
feedback)

Kevlar Chinstraps
(insufficient
replacements)

Heat Stress and Project
Planning (insufficient
supplies for)

Trenching for power
distribution wires /
cables required heavy
equipment needing
sufficient clearances
for access and
operation.
The same model
transformers that NMCB74 purchased on their
IPL were purchased on
NMCB-14’s IPL. NMCB-14
did not receive
feedback about how
dissatisfied NMCB-74
was with this model
until arrival in AO.
Only one chinstrap is
issued with the Kevlar
helmet. Chinstraps on
Kevlar helmets easily
wear out or break.
Production was
significantly impacted
by the extreme summer
weather conditions in
the AO. If adequate
countermeasures were
not taken at project
sites to protect
Seabees from
dehydration and
overheating, Seabees
experienced significant
reduction in
productivity, and
risked serious injury
or even death. NMCB-14
arrived in the AO
without all of the
coolers, camel nets,
and pop-up tents needed
to adequately combat
the summer weather.
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Excavate trenches prior
to erection of
structures, so that
heavy equipment can
work unobstructed.

Relieved units should
pass to relieving
command original IPL
rating for each line
item.

Get extra chinstraps
for stock.

Establish working hours
that best serve Seabee
health while
maintaining production.
Provide adequate onhand supply of camel
backs and coolers to
hydrate Seabees, and
adequate camel nets and
pop-up tents to provide
shade. Plan for and
implement personnel
monitoring by medical
staff within overall
project planning and
execution.

HF Data (sensitive
information)

Blue Force Tracker
training (C2PC training
was not used)

Radio equipment (not a
thorough enough turnover)

Project crews at remote
border project sites
had no access to
SIPRNET/NIPRNET email,
so they used HF Data
messages for in-depth
written discussions.
This exposed Radio
Telephone Operators
(RTOs) to some
discussions regarding
some command issues
that were sensitive in
nature and should not
have been discussed or
known beyond those key
staff with “need to
know”. The possibility
of RTOs spreading this
information, either
intentionally or
unintentionally,
existed.
Seabees received
instruction on C2PC
software during SRT in
Gulfport. However, in
the AO, the primary
means used by unit COCs
to track and
communicate with
convoys was Blue Force
Tracker (BFT), not
C2PC. The C2PC network
was not easily
accessible in the AO.
NMCB-14 received
insufficient
information of the
radio assets that were
provided to them from
the unit they relieved.
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Require all RTOs to
attend COMSEC training
every six months.
Remove the ability of
radio operator to read
incoming messages.
Instead, let them only
retain the ability to
receive messages, so
that they can notify
COC Watch Officers as
necessary. This would
require some
programming changes to
HF data software, or
possibly some
procedural changes to
prevent radio operators
from opening messages,
but the COMSEC benefits
would outweigh the
costs.
Train Tactical Movement
Team (TMT) and
communications
personnel on operating
the BFT during SRT
prior to deployment.

Outgoing unit provide
SOP and as much handson training as possible
to incoming units on
current radios on
board. Include
information on setup,
operation, maintenance,
parts on order, parts
availability, and radio
conditions.

Convoy movement
communication equipment
(check out and check in).

Convoy movements
required several radio
assets. This sometimes
caused confusion during
check out and check in
of radios.

CESE Parts (inadequate
and/or delayed)

Proper ARP parts
support was extremely
difficult due to
logistics and
communications delays.

CESE Parts (inadequate
tracking)

Supply Tracker was not
updated in a timely
manner. The supply
shop needed to be
prepared to constantly
check on the status of
parts.

CESE TOA (underused and
overage)

Most of the CESE was
received with less than
forty hours on it, and
was manufactured in the
early eighties.
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Identify 2 individuals
from the Communications
Department to serve as
main Points of Contact
(POCs) for movement
missions to the convoy
commander and the
Operations Department.
During radio checkout,
one of the POCs will
inventory, log out,
and deliver all radios
to the staging area,
and the second POC will
collect, inspect, and
log in the radios as
they are brought back
after the mission is
complete.
Due to harsh
environment in the AO
(very hot, very dusty),
ensure that parts used
in CESE preventive
maintenance (such as
filters) are readily
available. Prior to
deployment, unit must
determine which
consumables or
replacement parts are
already on hand or
ordered. Order items
such as tires for
HMMWVs in advance in
large quantities, due
to high usage of these
vehicles. Units be
prepared for extended
lead times.
MEG G4 shop review and
track status of parts
ordered specially for
CESE, on a daily basis.
Once the parts have
been received anywhere
in the AO, the unit S4
and Embark shops
aggressively work to
get the parts on site.
Properly maintain and
rotate equipment while
in storage.

Licensed MTVR and tractor
trailer drivers
(insufficient).

Facilities turned over to
Iraqi users (Iraqis not
operating equipment
correctly).

Iraqi Civilian
Apprenticeship Program
(successful)

During the construction
of the Iraqi Border
Patrol (IBP) camps at
remote sites, tractor
trailers and MTVRs were
greatly needed to
transport Class IV
materials. Although
NMCB-14 had qualified
drivers, it did not
have enough for the
missions that we were
tasked. In addition,
escort and supply runs
from the NMCB-14
Command Element site to
other deployment and
project sites required
several licensed
drivers. Qualified
drivers had to be
pulled from other
taskings to support
convoy missions,
disrupting their
operations.
After completing
construction of IBP
camps, NMCB-14 project
crews turned over the
expeditionary
facilities that they
built to Iraqi IBP
personnel. Afterwards,
the new users did not
correctly operate or
maintain some of the
equipment, such as
water heaters and
generators, eventually
making some of this
equipment inoperable.
NMCB-14 utilized four
instructors and two
interpreters for 15-20
students. All
instructors were
volunteers. They
maintained two-person
integrity while onsite,
and maintained
separation between
students and Iraq
National Guard (ING)
personnel.
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Prior to deployment,
units must determine as
best as possible how
many licensed operators
will be needed (after
accounting for 20%
attrition), compare to
how many they have, and
initiate training and
licensing programs to
make up any shortfalls.

Prior to turning over a
project, thoroughly
train the Iraqi users
on basic operation and
maintenance of key
equipment. If
possible, use
interpreters to help
with the training.

Continue to execute
ICAP program in this
manner.

Project Assignments
(successful)

Camp Maintenance by Iraqi
contractors - AC (poor
quality)

After an initial
adjustment period due
to much movement of
Seabees between
different detachment
sites, NMCB-14 Ops at
Command Element and
Detachment sites
assigned projects
through companies in
accordance with the
military organizational
structure. A company
was assigned as prime
contractor, utilizing
company commanders and
chiefs to manage the
project.
AC units installed by
local labor were wired
wrong at least 50% of
the time, and fittings
invariably leaked.

Continue to execute
operational project
tasking in this manner.

Check the wiring and
re-do flared fittings
on all Iraqi-installed
ACs.
If the AC units are not
adequately cooling,
ensure that users know
to leave the AC units
off until serviced (to
avoid burning out their
compressors).
Keep an ample supply of
R-22 refrigerant and
spare AC units.
Ensure that routine
cleaning and PM is
performed.
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Camp operating services
by Iraqi contractors
(poor quality)

Personnel Rate Mix (not
always optimized)

May base operating
services in the AO were
contracted out to local
Iraqi contractors,
including gray water
collection, portolet
cleaning, garbage
disposal and bulk water
supply. However,
performance was
inconsistent, and the
units responsible for
base operations were
unable to enforce
adequate contract
performance.
Therefore, to maintain
camp quality of service
to satisfactory levels,
NMCB-14 ran its own
water trucks to supply
its showers and laundry
facilities, using fresh
water from the base
bulk water supply ROWPU
(contracted bulk water
supply services proved
to be totally
unreliable). NMCB-14
also increased gray
water storage capacity
for showers. NMCB-14
gave bottled water to
drivers of pumps trucks
to ensure that our
tanks were emptied
regularly.
Initial assignments to
Tactical Movement Team
(TMT), and 50 man
security platoon to
augment security at
Marine Air Station,
were put together with
volunteers, without
sufficient
consideration of the
impact on rate mix for
remaining labor force.
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Units must be prepared
to take control of
their base operating
support, even if
another unit is
responsible for it.

Make personnel
assignments based on
all mission
requirements,
considering available
skills and experience
of all Seabees, to
maintain balance in
skills available for
all unit operations.

Welding/cutting Equipment
(insufficient
consumables)

Camp Maintenance – water
system (insufficient
resupply of hot water
heaters and water pumps)

Facilities/Infrastructure
Assessment Teams
(substitute for certified
SERTs in certain
circumstances)

Supply of oxygen and
acetylene gases was
problematic. Metric
fittings on tanks
purchased locally
didn't match equipment.
Re-supply took a very
long time.

It proved difficult to
keep hot water heaters
and water pumps
operational in the AO.
Water heating elements
and water pumps burn
out when water tanks
run dry, and logistics
system was unable to
provide replacements in
a timely fashion.
SERTs were tasked to
execute missions,
sometimes with minimal
preparation time.
Since they were
checking existing
facilities and returned
to home base to draft
reports of their
finding, it was
concluded that certain
SERT skills and
equipment such as HF
data transmission were
not necessary, and a,
assessment team of
Seabees with sufficient
technical skills may be
substituted for a SERT.
NMCB-14 sent assessment
teams composed of
officers and enlisted
Seabees with solid
backgrounds in bridge
and highway
construction and
repair, general
facilities
construction, and
electrical and water
systems.
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Order re-supply early;
Keep extra tanks on
hand while empty tanks
out for refill get and
keep extra fittings,
and good supply of
welding rods, brazing
rods, etc.
Better yet, use plasma
cutters vice acetylene
cutters to eliminate
need for acetylene and
oxygen consumables.
Don’t let water tanks
run dry. Have in stock
as much water heater
elements and water
pumps as possible for
back-up.

Units maintain at least
1 assessment team ready
to go within several
hours notice. Compose
the assessment team of
officers and enlisted
Seabees with a solid
background in bridge
and highway
construction and
repair, general
facilities
construction, and
electrical and water
systems.

Cretemobile Operation
(refresher training)

Certified crane crews
(none available)

Construction hardhats
vice Kevlar helmets
(necessary)

Safety program
(insufficient program
management support
equipment)

The construction of the
SWAHut expansion
(concrete generator
pads) and Iraqi
National Guard medical
clinic (concrete
foundation) made
critical the need for
qualified Seabees to
operate the
cretemobiles.
Cranes were in high
demand by most of the
commands at the NMCB-14
Command Element
deployment site. Its
availability became
crucial during project
scheduling. The TOA
included 4 cranes and
NMCB-14 had civilian
professional crane
operators who could
operator the crane
superbly, however NMCB14 (like just about all
Reserve units) did not
have a Navy-certified
crane crew to operate
the cranes.
Many people did no
bring hardhats or left
them behind in Gulfport
in order to save space
in baggage, thinking
that Kevlar helmets
would suffice when head
protection was
required. However, the
body armor proved
impractical, being
uncomfortably heavy and
hot especially in the
extreme Iraqi summer
heat. It was difficult
to acquire replacement
hard hats in the AO in
a timely manner.
Safety staff need
certain equipment, such
as computer and camera,
to function
effectively. Due to
lack of this equipment,
Safety Chief had to
purchase his own camera
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Units maintain at least
1 qualified Seabee to
operate cretemobiles at
each detachment site.
Obtain training
(initial or refresher
courses) prior to
deploying into the AO.

Adjust the Navy crane
certification criteria
and Reserve skills
requirements so that
all NCF units will have
1 crane with 1
certified crane crew at
each deployment site.

Ensure that all
company Seabees
their hardhats,
require them at
jobsites.

line
bring
and
all

Have on hand all
equipment necessary for
the safety office and
staff.

and removable drive to
do his job.

Safety equipment
(insufficient personnel
protective equipment
(PPE)).

Prescription lens for
protective eyewear (Navy
would not fund)

Hazardous material
procurement, usage and
storage (unsafe)

TOA did not provide any
safety equipment
including such items as
safety glasses, hearing
protection, caution
tape, and fall
protection harnesses.
NMCB-14 had difficulty
ordering and receiving
deliveries of safety
gear from the NMCB-14
Command Element
deployment site.
NMCB-14 procured and
issued to every Seabee
Wiley X eyewear, as
personal protective
equipment (PPE) since
the lenses are impactresistant and the frame
is small enough to
easily fit under the
Kevlar helmet (unlike
the goggles issued in
Gulfport). However,
Seabees had to
purchased their own
prescription lenses for
them. The unit should
have been able to issue
them prescription
lenses for the Wiley X
eyewear.
Hazardous materials
purchased locally, such
as battery acid, were
delivered in all types
of unlabeled containers
such as soda bottles,
antifreeze jugs and
plastic bowls. There
was no requirement for
Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDSs) to
accompany any hazardous
materials purchased
locally. This
significantly reduced
their safety for usage
or storage.
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Have on hand all
equipment necessary for
the safety office and
staff.
Utilize ORM in project
planning stages to
identify required
safety equipment.

S4 / medical purchase
Wiley X eyewear and
(for Seabees need them)
prescription lenses
prior to deployment
into the AO.

Include in the TOA at
least a minimal
quantity of hazardous
materials that units
will need, such as
battery acids. The
quantity of hazardous
materials distributed
should be estimated
carefully, to avoid
unnecessary disposal as
hazardous waste.
Require use of MSDS
libraries, accessible
via computer CDs.
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